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Abstract 

Energy issues and atmospheric pollution are increasing rapidly. Green energy 

production is a vital solution. In this research, different architectures of hybrid power 

system are proposed, which consist of different sequences of microgrids in grid-

connected modes to meet residential load requirements. Each microgrid consists of 

distinct combination of wind turbines, photovoltaic panels and storage batteries. In 

order to improve the overall efficiency and profit of the hybrid power system, the 

approaches of microgrid clustering and networked microgrid are considered. 

Cooperative and non-cooperative game theory techniques are used to design proposed 

architectures for the suitable sizing of generation resources and batteries, and to 

achieve optimum payoff values. Game theory techniques, specifically, the Nash 

equilibrium, Shapley values and Nash bargaining solution, are implemented to achieve 

optimum outcomes. The game models are formulated based on single-object and 

multi-object optimisations, and different criteria such as annual profit, reliability 

index, loss of power supply probability, levelized cost of energy and energy index of 

reliability are considered to direct the objective functions.  

In order to improve the overall reliability, minimise the power outage issues and 

increase the annual profit, the peer-to-peer energy trading scheme is considered for a 

networked microgrid.  The power system models are formulated and analysed for peer-

to-grid and peer-to-peer energy trading schemes. The outcomes of the multi-objective 

functions are also compared for both energy trading schemes to validate the results. 

Sensitivity analysis is performed for designed architectures to verify the effectiveness 

of multi-objective function and the stability for the price of electricity and discount 

rates. Simulation models are built in MATLAB software based on a different 

computation methods such as particle swarm optimization and imperialistic 

competition algorithm. Models are simulated for the maximum number of iterations to 

reach their global best values to find the optimum results. 
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In short, different architectures of hybrid power system are proposed, which 

consist of distinct combination of wind turbines, photovoltaic panels and storage 

batteries in grid-connected modes. To improve the systems’ efficiency, reliability and 

annual profit, the application of microgrid clustering and peer-to-peer energy trading 

are implemented. Game theory techniques are used for the optimization of power 

system models to find their correct sizing of the generation resources, and to achieve 

optimum payoff values.
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

To overcome rapid increases in electricity price and demand, larger power plants 

are designed, or new sources of energy production are introduced into the market. 

Renewable energy is the modern form of energy production, and its use is rapidly 

increasing due to environmental concerns [1]. In the global environmental pollution 

and energy crisis, major roles are played by renewable energy sources such as wind 

and photovoltaic (PV) power [2]. It is important to build local generation networks, 

due to geographical reasons, but there are difficulties in transmission line extensions 

to regional areas. In Australia, 31% of the population lives in regional towns, where 

the electricity requirement is fulfilled through local generation resources [3]. The best 

method of electricity generation in remote areas is through renewable resources, in 

order to decrease both the costs of electricity generation and transmission [4]. 

As a promising clean energy resource, wind power and photovoltaic generation 

are experiencing rapid development. The intermittent nature of wind and photovoltaic 

generation can be minimised by the application of different types of energy storage 

systems such as batteries [5]. Power generation can be more reliable and smoother 

when renewable sources such as PV, wind and batteries are used together. In order to 

achieve the most optimum results for any kind of hybrid system, performance needs 

to be improved by careful planning and minimising the expenses within the system 

limitations [6]. 

1.1 Microgrid Clustering 

The key objectives of designing a power system are to maintain an instantaneous 

balance between the power generation and load demand and to minimise power outage 

probability. To meet these requirements, the concept of clustered microgrid or 

networked microgrids is very useful, where multiple microgrids are connected with 

one another in a grid-connected mode, reducing the possibility of power outages by 
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organising the load demand in a planned way [7-9]. In a clustered architecture, each 

microgrid can be a combination of different components, such as the battery, wind 

turbines and solar panels, to provide its own load requirements, along with the shared 

load between microgrids [10]. A networked microgrid has many benefits over a single 

microgrid; for instance, neighbouring microgrids have provision for connecting with 

one another, microgrids can support one another during emergencies such as during 

power outages, power shortages and excessive power generation [8, 11, 12]. As 

reported in [10, 13], microgrid clustering ensures lower costs and lower emission of 

the system architecture. 

1.2 Optimisation Techniques for Microgrids 

It is crucial in the power system to find the correct sizing of the components to 

design an efficient and economic system [7, 14]. The optimum sizing of each 

microgrid can guarantee the right use of generation resources with respect to the load 

requirements, lower the investment required to build a power system and lead to the 

microgrids’ best performance [15, 16]. Minimum investment, maximum utilisation of 

generation resources and efficient performance of the generation system are 

guaranteed by considering the right optimisation method [15]. There are several 

studies that consider the sizing and optimisation of microgrid and different approaches 

that are used to achieve desired outcomes such as the fuzzification mechanism [17] to 

design a grid-connected hybrid generation system consisting of wind turbine 

generators, photovoltaic panels and storage batteries.  

In [18], the loss of power supply probability method is adopted to design a stand-

alone photovoltaic system, and a relationship is employed between the amount of 

energy storage and loss of power supply probability. The trade-off method is used in 

[19, 20] to design a methodology for the sizing of different system components. 

Different algorithms are used to perform the optimisation, such as in [6], where a 

particle swarm optimisation algorithm is used for designing a grid-connected system, 

and in [7, 21, 22] an approach for hybrid power system planning is proposed. A 

comprehensive correction algorithm is used in [23] to estimate the thermal power 

seller’s income, which enhances the stability of the alliance. A two-level distributed 

heuristic algorithm is introduced in [24] to solve the energy management problem for 

the PV-assisted charging station. In [25], a colonial competition algorithm is used for 
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maintaining the frequency stability in a microgrid, and in [26] a multi-objective 

imperialistic competition algorithm (ICA) is used for the problems of microgrid 

optimisation. 

1.3 Game Theory 

When various components are involved in a microgrid to maximise profit, game 

theory is an advanced type of multi-objective optimisation to solve the decision-

making problem [27]. Game theory is a decision-making process where different 

decision-makers are looking for their own maximum profits, and rectify different kinds 

of conflicts and cooperation among themselves. A game model consists of its 

autonomous decision-makers known as players, and its quantity should be two or more 

to play a game between themselves. Each player should have more than one choice; 

otherwise, having one choice means a player is not able to adopt a strategy to produce 

an outcome from a game. Usually, a game model consists of different elements, such 

as players, strategy and a payoff function [28, 29]. In a microgrid, game theory can be 

a faithful way to deal with various decision-making problems, where multiple 

renewable resources are used for generation. 

For many years, game theory techniques have been used to solve various 

technical problems in different research areas, and have yielded a strong basis for 

market participants to achieve optimum results [25, 27, 30]. In a game model, the 

components of a microgrid may belong to different owners, but to achieve feasible 

sizing of generation capacities, each of the components prefers to collaborate for the 

maximisation of their profits. 

A cooperative model-based game theory approach, namely the Shapely values, 

Auman Shapley, Nucleolus and the T-value approach, are considered in [31], to 

compare and assess the suitability of selected power system applications, and the 

results are illustrated using several approaches of sensitivity analysis. In [32] a game 

theory approach named dynamic population is used for the sizing of generation 

resources and maximisation of the utility function. Another game theory technique 

called Pareto optimal solution for the management of a microgrid in islanded and grid-

connected modes is reported in [33]. Other game theory optimisation techniques are 

discussed in [34], which have been applied to various microgrid planning problems. 
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In [35], consumer preference-based demand response programs are developed to 

minimise the energy cost occurred by the consumer, and optimal scheduling of the 

game model is achieved by using a technique called the Nash equilibrium. A 

Stackelberg game-based solution is used in [36] to maximise the satisfaction level with 

multi-class appliance control in a microgrid. 

The Nash bargaining solution is a cooperative game model of the negotiation 

process, which can be effectively used to meet the basic fair and efficient requirements 

that are important in a real-world bargaining solution [37]. The Nash bargaining 

solution is a bilateral negotiation process between the players to achieve maximum 

values of payoff when decision variables reach their optimal values within a set space 

[38]. 

 

Figure 1.1 Energy trading schemes P2G and P2P 

1.4 Energy Trading Schemes 

To design the most efficient and economic system, it is necessary to build a 

proper energy trading model to organise the local energy trading between the 

prosumers. With a growing connection within the distribution system, traditional 

consumers or microgrids have the capability to act as prosumers, who can generate, 

consume and transfer access energy [39]. The traditional peer-to-grid (P2G) scheme is 

a unidirectional way to undertake energy trading, where microgrids can only buy 

insufficient power from the grid and sell extra power to the grid [40]. In contrast, the 
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peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trading approach is a widely used multidirectional way 

where microgrids act as prosumers and can buy and sell power not only with one 

another but also with the main grid [41], as shown in Figure 1.1. P2P energy trading 

is considered a very efficient way to organise the generation resources within the 

clustered architecture; therefore, it becomes more attractive than traditional P2G 

energy trading [42-44]. Since P2P energy trading is a new concept in a clustered 

microgrid, proper modelling of the system model and the energy pricing play an 

essential role in determining the effectiveness of P2P energy trading on a clustered 

microgrid in terms of financial profits [45]. 

 

Figure 1.2 Towns of Australia Laverton, Mount Magnet and Wahroonga 

1.5 Considered Towns of Australia 

To find the optimum results and the accurate sizes of the system components, 

the real-time weather data and the electrical load profiles of three different towns in 

Australia are considered. The state of Western Australia (WA) is generously blessed 

with solar and wind energy resources, and can very effectively meet its residents’ 

energy requirements. Therefore, to meet the state’s large load requirements, many 

small and large renewable energy units are installed in various locations [46, 47]. New 

South Wales (NSW) has some of Australia’s best renewable generation locations 

through solar and wind resources, and the NSW Government is promoting investment 

to grow renewable energy-based farms [48, 49]. Laverton and Mount Magnet are two 

remote towns of WA and are located 957 km and 560 km, respectively, northeast of 
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the state’s capital, Perth, as shown in Figure 1.2. The third town, Wahroonga, is a 

suburb of NSW and is located 19 km northwest of the state’s capital, Sydney.  

The weather forecast and residential load profiles of the selected towns are used 

in the analysis, but the geographical distance between the towns is not taken into 

account. Laverton’s weather is semi-arid, with a mix of hot summer and a mild to cold 

winter, and its mean daily temperature drops from 36℃ in January to 17℃ in July 

[50]. The average wind speed in Laverton throughout the year varies approximately 

between 5–7 m/s [51]. The climate condition of Mount Magnet is arid, with colder 

winters and hot summers. The average daily temperature range varies between 37.9℃ 

in January to 18.8℃ in July, and the average wind speed varies between 5–6 m/s [52, 

53]. Wahroonga’s weather temperature varies between 11℃ to 27℃ from winter to 

summer, and average wind speed varies between 4–6 m/s [54].  

In Figure 3, hourly weather forecast data of wind speeds, solar radiation and 

residential loads are shown for the remote towns of Laverton, Mount Magnet and 

Wahroonga. The electrical load profiles of the towns are illustrated in Figure 1.3 (a), 

where Laverton has a dense load profile with average and maximum load demand of 

409.03 kW and 1150 kW, respectively. Mount Magnet has a denser load profile with 

average and maximum load demand of 654.05 kW and 1390 kW, respectively. 

Wahroonga has a comparatively thin load profile with average and maximum load 

demand of 180 kW and 1220 kW, respectively. Wind speed profiles are illustrated in 

Figure 1.3 (b), where Laverton has an average, and maximum wind speed of 5 m/s, 

and 14.1 m/s, respectively, Mount Magnet has an average and maximum wind speed 

of 4.17 m/s, and 11.2 m/s, respectively, and Wahroonga has an average and maximum 

wind speed of 4.81 m/s and 11.5 m/s, respectively. Solar radiation profiles are 

illustrated in Figure 1.3 (c), where Laverton has maximum solar radiation of 1046 

Watt/m2, Mount Magnet has maximum solar radiation of 1051 Watt/m2, and 

Wahroonga has maximum solar radiation of 1000 Watt/m2. The weather forecast and 

electrical load data of Laverton, Mount Magnet, and Wahroonga are considered for 

Microgrid 1 from July 2014 to June 2015, Microgrid 2 from June 2015 to May 2016, 

and Microgrid 3 from July 2012 to June 2013, respectively [55-57].
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Figure 1.3 Weather forecast data and residential load profiles of Australian towns for 8764 hours 
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1.6 Research Motivation and Gaps 

Microgrid and Research on renewable power system, has more focused on 

microgrids, with limited research contribution on clustered microgrids where more 

than one microgrids are considered to perform energy trading. Therefore, in this 

research typical hybrid power and clustered microgrids with combinations of multiple 

generation resources and battery energy storage system, and modern optimization 

approaches are considered to meet the residential load requirements.  

On the other hand, an innovative real-world data based renewable energy 

systems are modelled and input data is fetched from Australian electricity market to 

perform the analysis. The proposed models are formulated based on game theory 

techniques, and single and multi-objective optimization is performed based on various 

criteria to achieve the optimized results. MATLAB software is used to design and 

simulate the hybrid power system and clustered microgrid. The numerical analysis is 

then carried out by the particle swarm optimization and imperialistic competitive 

algorithm. The suitable sizes of generation resources and storage energy system are 

proposed and optimum payoff values are achieved to create realistic models, under the 

specified time series sequence. 

1.7 Research Contributions 

The main contributions of this research are: 

 Designing a two-stage control framework or P2P and P2G energy trading, and a 

comparative analysis between both schemes is accordingly given to validate the 

results. Performing a technique of multi-objective optimisation to achieve 

optimized results. 

 Using different game theory techniques to optimise the proposed hybrid power 

systems for its correct sizing and to achieve optimal payoff values. Comparing 

cooperative and non-cooperative game theory approaches for the hybrid power 

system, and the most economical one is proposed. 
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 Considering a real-word based weather forecast data and load profiles are 

considered from three towns of Australia for the analysis to find their most 

feasible sizes of generation resources, and batteries, and to achieve accurate 

results. 

 Validating the feasibility of proposed renewable systems by performing a 

sensitivity analysis.  

 Using PSO and ICA algorithms to simulate renewable energy systems in 

MATLAB software. Running the simulation models for the maximum number 

of iterations to reach its global best values to achieve optimised results. 

1.8 Aims and Objectives of the thesis 

The primary goal of this research is to develop a renewable power systems 

integrated with peer-to-peer energy trading schemes based on advanced optimization 

approaches. Thereby, the specific research aims and objectives are: 

 To develop different architectures in grid-connected mode with a combination 

of multiple renewable energy resources, battery and residential loads.  

 To model typical game theory models with different combinations of microgrids 

considered, such as single-microgrid, two-microgrids and three microgrids 

models. 

 To design advanced approaches of microgrid clustering and networked 

microgrids to control the effect of the unsteady nature of renewable resources, 

minimise the power outages, and confirm smoother power generation. 

 To formulate the proposed models based on single-objective and multi-objective 

optimisation techniques and consider different criteria, such as annual profit, 

reliability index, loss of power supply probability, levelised cost of energy and 

energy index of reliability. 
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 To analyse power system models based on peer-to-grid and peer-to-peer energy 

trading schemes. Illustrate and compare the results to propose the most feasible 

power system. Perform the sensitivity analysis to validate the results and verify 

the stability of the power system models. 

1.9 Structure of the Thesis 

The remainder of the thesis is organised as follows: 

 

Chapter 2 describes how a game-theoretic technique called the Nash 

equilibrium is designed for a hybrid power system to evaluate the capacity allocation 

of its components and to find the maximum annual profit. Cooperative and non-

cooperative game models are analysed, and the most profitable one is proposed. The 

results are validated with sensitivity analysis. Also, a comparative analysis is 

performed with one of the models in [58]. The work of this chapter is submitted in the 

following paper: 

L. Ali, S. M. Muyeen and A. Ghosh, “Development and Planning of a Hybrid 

Power System based on Advance Optimization Approach”, submitted to the 

2021 Australasian Universities Power Engineering Conference (AUPEC2021), 

Perth, Australia, 2021, Submission-ID: 4. 

Chapter 3 shows how a networked microgrid is planned using two game-

theoretic approaches. Microgrids that have different combinations of generation 

resources and batteries are considered to perform the capacity allocation of generation 

resources and to find the optimum value of the objective function. Game theory 

techniques of Nash equilibrium and Shapely value were used, and the most efficient 

one is identified based on the results. The realistic data of load profile, wind speed and 

solar radiation are considered for the Western Australian town of Mount Magnet. The 

work of this chapter is published in the following papers:  

1. L. Ali, S.M. Muyeen, H. Bizhani, and A. Ghosh, “Comparative Study on Game-

Theoretic Optimum Sizing and Economical Analysis of a Networked 

Microgrid”, Energies 2019, Vol. 12, No. 20, 4004. DOI: 10.3390/en12204004. 

2. L. Ali, H. Bizhani, S.M. Muyeen, and A. Ghosh, “Optimal sizing of a networked 

microgrid using Nash equilibrium for mount magnet”, International Journal of 
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Smart Grid and Clean Energy, Vol. 9, No. 1, January 2020, pp 82–90. DOI: 

10.12720/sgce.9.1.82-90. 

Chapter 4 introduces a cooperative type of game theoretical technique to model 

a grid-connected clustered microgrid. The selected microgrid consists of different 

combinations of generation resources such as wind turbines, solar cells and batteries. 

The technique of the Nash bargaining solution is adopted in this study for capacity 

allocation of generation resources and batteries, and also to maximise the annual profit 

of individual microgrids and its cluster. A particle swarm optimisation algorithm is 

developed to find the most feasible Nash bargaining solution. The work of this chapter 

is published in the following papers: 

1. L. Ali, S.M. Muyeen, H. Bizhani, and A. Ghosh, “Optimal planning of Clustered 

Microgrid using a Technique of Cooperative Game Theory”, Electric Power 

Systems Research, Vol. 183, June 2020, 106262. DOI: 

10.1016/j.epsr.2020.106262. 

2. L. Ali, S. M. Muyeen and H. Bizhani, “Optimal Sizing and Profit Maximization 

of Clustered Microgrid using Game Theory Techniques”, 2019, 9th IEEE 

International Conference on Power and Energy Systems (ICPES), Perth, 

Australia, 2019, pp. 1–6, DOI: 10.1109/ICPES47639.2019.9105648. 

Chapter 5 proposes an approach of the multi-microgrids system consisting of 

three different microgrids and architectures that are modelled based on a cooperative 

game theory technique in grid-connected mode. Multi-objective optimisation is 

performed for the sizing of generation resources and storage batteries in order to 

achieve optimum payoff values. The technical criteria for the multi-objective function 

are selected as a levelised cost of energy and reliability index. The real-time weather 

data and load profiles of three different towns in Australia are taken to perform the 

analysis and validate the results. The work of this chapter is published in the following 

paper: 

1. L. Ali, S. M. Muyeen, H. Bizhani, and M.G. Simoes “Game Approach for Sizing 

and Cost Minimization of a Multi-microgrids using a Multi-objective 

Optimization”, 2021 IEEE Green Technologies Conference (GreenTech), 2021, 

pp. 507-512, DOI: 10.1109/GreenTech48523.2021.00085. 
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2. L. Ali, S. M. Muyeen, H. Bizhani, and M.G. Simoes "Peer-to-Peer Energy 

Trading and Planning of Multi-microgrid System using a Multi-Objective 

Optimization," under review in the IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications, 

2021, Manuscript ID: 2021-IACC-0551. 

Chapter 6 proposes a multi-objective optimisation for a networked microgrid 

based on a peer-to-peer energy trading scheme. The networked architecture is designed 

based on the Nash equilibrium to achieve the optimum sizes of the players and payoff 

values. The multi-objective function is based on different criteria, including annual 

profit, energy index of reliability and loss of power supply probability. The energy 

trading schemes, peer-to-grid and peer-to-peer are analysed and compared to show the 

efficacy of the proposed method. Sensitivity analysis is performed based on technical 

parameters to verify the stability of the proposed system. The work of this chapter is 

published in the following papers: 

1. L. Ali, S. M. Muyeen, A. Ghosh and H. Bizhani, “Optimal Sizing of Networked 

Microgrid using Game Theory considering the Peer-to-Peer Energy Trading”, in 

the 2020 2nd IEEE International Conference on Smart Power & Internet Energy 

Systems (SPIES), Bangkok, Thailand, 2020, pp. 322-326, DOI: 

10.1109/SPIES48661.2020.9243067.  

2. L. Ali, S.M Muyeen, H. Bizhani, and A. Ghosh, “A Multi-objective 

Optimization for Planning of Networked Microgrid using a Game Theory for 

P2P Energy Trading Scheme”, peer-reviewed in the Journal IET Generation, 

Transmission & Distribution, 2021, Manuscript ID: GTD-2021-01-0036. 

3. L. Ali, S.M Muyeen, H. Bizhani, and A. Ghosh, “A Peer-to-peer Energy Trading 

for a Clustered Microgrid – Game Theoretical Approach”, International Journal 

of Electrical Power and Energy Systems, Vol. 133, 2021, 107307, DOI: 

10.1016/j.ijepes.2021.107307. 

Chapter 7 highlights the key research findings and concludes the significant 

contributions. This chapter also suggests future directions in this research area. 
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1.10 Publications Arising from this Thesis 

1.10.1 Journal Papers 

1. L. Ali, S.M. Muyeen, H. Bizhani, and A. Ghosh, “Comparative Study on Game-

Theoretic Optimum Sizing and Economical Analysis of a Networked 

Microgrid”,” Energies 2019, Vol. 12, No. 20, 4004. DOI: 10.3390/en12204004. 

2. L. Ali, H. Bizhani, S.M. Muyeen, and A. Ghosh, “Optimal sizing of a networked 

microgrid using Nash equilibrium for mount magnet”,” International Journal of 

Smart Grid and Clean Energy, Vol. 9, No. 1, January 2020, pp 82–90. DOI: 

10.12720/sgce.9.1.82-90. 

3. L. Ali, S.M. Muyeen, H. Bizhani, and A. Ghosh, “Optimal planning of Clustered 

Microgrid using a Technique of Cooperative Game Theory”,” Electric Power 

Systems Research, Vol. 183, June 2020, 106262. DOI: 

10.1016/j.epsr.2020.106262. 

4. L. Ali, S.M Muyeen, H. Bizhani, and A. Ghosh, “A Peer-to-peer Energy Trading 

for a Clustered Microgrid – Game Theoretical Approach”, International Journal 

of Electrical Power and Energy Systems, Vol. 133, 2021, 107307, DOI: 

10.1016/j.ijepes.2021.107307. 

5. L. Ali, S.M Muyeen, H. Bizhani, and A. Ghosh, “A Multi-objective Optimization 

for Planning of Networked Microgrid using a Game Theory for P2P Energy 

Trading Scheme”,” peer-reviewed in the Journal IET Generation, Transmission 

& Distribution, 2021, Manuscript ID: GTD-2021-01-0036. 

6. L. Ali, S. M. Muyeen, H. Bizhani, and M.G. Simoes "Peer-to-Peer Energy Trading 

and Planning of Multi-microgrid System using a Multi-Objective 

Optimization," under review in the IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications, 

2021, Manuscript ID: 2021-IACC-0551. 

1.10.2 Conference Papers 

7. L. Ali, S. M. Muyeen and H. Bizhani, “Optimal Sizing and Profit Maximization 

of Clustered Microgrid using Game Theory Techniques”, 2019 from the 9th IEEE 

International Conference on Power and Energy Systems (ICPES), Perth, 

Australia, 2019, pp. 1–6, DOI: 10.1109/ICPES47639.2019.9105648. 
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2020 2nd IEEE International Conference on Smart Power & Internet Energy 

Systems (SPIES), Bangkok, Thailand, 2020, pp. 322–326, DOI: 

10.1109/SPIES48661.2020.9243067. 

9. L. Ali, S. M. Muyeen, H. Bizhani, and M.G. Simoes “Game Approach for Sizing 

and Cost Minimization of a Multi-microgrids using a Multi-objective 

Optimization”, 2021 IEEE Green Technologies Conference (GreenTech), 2021, 

pp. 507-512, DOI: 10.1109/GreenTech48523.2021.00085. 

10. L. Ali, S. M. Muyeen and A. Ghosh, “Development and Planning of a Hybrid 

Power System based on Advance Optimization Approach”, submitted to the 2021 

IEEE Australasian Universities Power Engineering Conference (AUPEC2021), 

Perth, Australia, 2021, Submission ID: 4. 
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Chapter 2  Planning of a Hybrid Power System 

Based on Optimization Approach 

In this chapter, a hybrid power system is designed based on a game theory 

approach consisting of different components like wind turbines, PV panels and 

batteries in grid-connected mode. Nowadays, as energy problems and atmospheric 

pollution is increasing rapidly, green energy production is playing a vital contribution. 

The Game Theory-based approach Nash equilibrium has been used to achieve desired 

objective functions and to perform analysis to reach towards the goals. Game 

theoretical models of the non-cooperative and cooperative game are considered, and 

wind turbines, PV panels and batteries are taken as players and the life-cycle income 

is chosen as payoffs. To obtain Nash equilibriums, a multi-objective particle swarm 

optimization algorithm has been developed in MATLAB. The sensitivity analysis is 

performed to validate the stability of Nash equilibriums for the price of electricity and 

discount rates. In the end, the outcomes of the proposed model are compared with 

recent research work to check the feasibility and validate the results. 

This chapter is based on the research paper “Development and Planning of a 

Hybrid Power System based on Advance Optimization Approach” submitted in 2021 

to the Australasian Universities Power Engineering Conference (AUPEC2021).
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2.2 Hybrid Power System 

A hybrid power system operates in the grid-connected mode that includes the 

wind turbine, PV panels and batteries, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 [15, 17]. The main 

purpose of this research is to find the optimum capacity of all three players based on 

renewable resources and selected parameters and to analyse the Nash equilibrium 

values for different game theory-based combinations and validate the results with a 

sensitivity check.  

A game is a procedure where not only different decisions are made, but also 

profit is maximised by decision-makers. Various types of conflicts and cooperations 

among the decision-makers are studied in game theory [59]. Many components are 

considered during the analysis, such as players, strategies and payoff. In the proposed 

hybrid power system, complete one-year data for wind, solar and load are considered; 

however, 24-hour profiles are shown for load and wind in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 

respectively, and per unit photovoltaic power for 24 hours are given in Figure 2.4. 

  

Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram for proposed hybrid power system 
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Figure 2.2 24-hour electric-load profile 

 

Figure 2.3 24 hours wind-speed profile 

 

Figure 2.4 24-hour solar-power profile 
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2.3 Problem Formulation 

The growing applications of renewable energy sources with unpredictability and 

variability of the power generation have become a serious concern for electric utilities, 

because they may cause grid stability problems. Recently, the application of battery 

storage technology has been considered as a solution to overcome the stochastic nature 

and the unpredictable output power production of hybrid power systems. Game theory 

is an effective tool that can resolve various decision-making problems for multiple 

players to maximise their profit [60]. “Game Theory is a scientific field dealing with 

the study and analysis of strategic, rational decision process of individuals and their 

interactions in the environment” [61]. It is applicable in the different fields, where the 

outcomes of an action are not dependent on predetermined actions, but depends on a 

certain amount of choice. There is no boundary to the application of game theory; it 

ranges from simple issues such as the determination of a favoured option that involves 

logic, and mathematics to solve complex issues such as social behaviour, economical 

behaviour, ethics, engineering and biological theory of choice, among others. The 

main elements of any game are its participating, autonomous decision-makers, known 

as players. A game must have two or more known number of players. The choices for 

each player must be more than one, since a game where players have only one choice 

has no strategy, and hence cannot affect the outcome of the game [27]. 

2.3.1 Game Theory Elements 

Three different players are considered for the game theory model: wind 

generators (W), PV panels (S) and batteries (B). The capacities for all the three players 

are their strategies or decision variables, represented by 𝑃𝑊, 𝑃𝑆 and 𝑃𝐵. The limits of 

each decision variable are between the strategic spaces. 

𝑃𝑊 𝜖 {𝜑𝑊 = [𝑃𝑊
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑃𝑊

𝑚𝑎𝑥]} (2.1) 

𝑃𝑆 𝜖 {𝜑𝑆 = [𝑃𝑆
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑃𝑆

𝑚𝑎𝑥]} (2.2) 

𝑃𝐵 𝜖 {𝜑𝐵 = [𝑃𝐵
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑃𝐵

𝑚𝑎𝑥]} (2.3) 

In the proposed hybrid system, to achieve the maximum payoff, different factors 

are taken into consideration, such as income from selling power (𝐼𝑆𝐸𝐿), any subsidy 

from the government, players’ salvage values (𝐼𝐷), investment cost (𝐶𝐼𝑁𝑉), the cost 

for operation and maintenance (𝐶𝑂𝑀), ancillary income (IAUX), and cost of energy that 
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cannot be supplied (𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑆) etc. In this research, to make the system simple, ancillary 

income is only considered for storage batteries and its value is zero for the other two 

players. 

In the game model, for every player, the Nash equilibrium is denoted by 𝑃𝑊
∗ , 𝑃𝑆

∗ 

and 𝑃𝐵
∗. The Nash equilibrium can only be achieved if every player will compete 

against one another, and as a result, the capacity of each player can produce a 

maximum profit. 

2.3.2 Payoff for the Players 

In this research, all parameters are taken for a complete year and accordingly, 

annual values of income/cost are considered to calculate the payoff. 

A. Wind Generators 

Wind speed v(t) of a complete year is considered for a wind generator to 

calculate the output power pW(t) as the following: 

 𝑝𝑊(𝑡) =

{
 

 
0                              𝑣(𝑡) <  𝓋𝒸 𝑜𝑟 𝑣(𝑡) ≥  𝓋𝑜
𝑃𝑊(𝑣(𝑡) −  𝓋𝒸)

 𝓋𝑟 −  𝓋𝒸
                    𝓋𝒸 ≤ 𝑣(𝑡) <  𝓋𝑟

𝑃𝑊                                         𝓋𝑟 ≤ 𝑣(𝑡) <  𝓋𝑜

 (2.4) 

where t=1, 2,…, 8760 h. 𝓋𝒸,  𝓋𝑟, and  𝓋𝑜 are cut-in, rated and cut-out wind speeds, 

respectively. 

In this case, the payoff 𝐼𝑊 depends on the wind speed, electric load, installation 

capacity and different policies and so on. The maximum consumed power in the hybrid 

power system in hour t is: 

 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑑(𝑡) + 𝑃𝑙
𝑚𝑎𝑥 + (𝑃𝐵 − 𝑝𝐵(𝑡))  (2.5) 

where 𝑃𝑑(𝑡), 𝑃𝑙
𝑚𝑎𝑥and 𝑝𝐵(𝑡) indicates the capacity of electrical load, the capacity of 

transmission line between hybrid system and grid, and capacity of storage batteries in 

hour t, respectively. The surplus power 𝑃𝑀𝐴𝑅(𝑡) generated from the hybrid system 

during hour t:   

 𝑃𝑀𝐴𝑅(𝑡) = 𝑝𝑊(𝑡) + 𝑝𝑆(𝑡) − 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑡) (2.6) 

where 𝑝𝑆(𝑡) shows the power generated by PV panels in hour t.  

Wind generator power selling 𝑃𝑊𝑆𝐸𝐿(𝑡) in hour t is: 
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 𝑃𝑊𝑆𝐸𝐿(𝑡) = {

𝑝𝑊(𝑡)                         𝑃𝑀𝐴𝑅(𝑡) ≤ 0

𝑝𝑊(𝑡) ∗ 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑡)

(𝑃𝑊(𝑡) + 𝑃𝑆(𝑡))
       𝑃𝑀𝐴𝑅(𝑡) > 0 

 (2.7) 

Wind generator income from selling power 𝐼𝑊𝑆𝐸𝐿(𝑡) is: 

 𝐼𝑊𝑆𝐸𝐿(𝑡) =∑(1+∝) ∗ 𝔼(𝑡) ∗ 𝑃𝑊𝑆𝐸𝐿(𝑡)

𝑇

𝑡=1

 (2.8) 

where T, ∝, and 𝔼(𝑡) are the number of hours in a year,  subsidy factor and electricity 

price, respectively. 

 𝐶𝑊𝐼𝑁𝑉 = 𝒰𝑊 ∗ 𝑃𝑊 ∗ 𝔇(1 + 𝔇)𝕃𝑊/((1 + 𝔇)𝕃𝑊 − 1) (2.9) 

where 𝒰𝑊, 𝔇, and 𝕃𝑊 are the per-unit price of wind generator, discount rate, and life 

span of wind generator, respectively 

The unbalanced power ∆𝑃(𝑡) in the hybrid power system in hour t is:  

 ∆𝑃(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑑(𝑡) − 𝑝𝑊(𝑡) − 𝑝𝑆(𝑡) − (𝑝𝐵(𝑡) − 𝑃𝐵 𝑚𝑖𝑛)  (2.10) 

The power purchased from the grid 𝑃𝑔(𝑡) in hour t: 

 𝑃𝑔(𝑡) = {

0                             ∆𝑃(𝑡) ≤ 0
∆𝑃(𝑡)     0 < ∆𝑃(𝑡) ≤ 𝑃𝑙

𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑃𝑙
𝑚𝑎𝑥                ∆𝑃(𝑡) > 𝑃𝑙

𝑚𝑎𝑥
 (2.11) 

Therefore, energy not supplied 𝑃𝐸𝑁𝑆(𝑡) in hour t is: 

 𝑃𝐸𝑁𝑆(𝑡) = ∆𝑃(𝑡) − 𝑃𝑔(𝑡) (2.12) 

Total compensation cost 𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑆 for energy not supplied is: 

 𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑆 =∑𝑘(𝑡)𝑃𝐸𝑁𝑆(𝑡)

𝑇

𝑡=1

 (2.13) 

where 𝑘(𝑡) = 1.5𝔼(𝑡). CENS is divided among all the players, and a criterion with 

respect to each player capacity is considered. 

Wind generator compensation cost 𝐶𝑊𝐸𝑁𝑆 for energy not supplied is: 

 𝐶𝑊𝐸𝑁𝑆 = 𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑆𝑃𝑊/(𝑃𝑊 + 𝑃𝑆 + 𝑃𝐵) (2.14) 

Cost for power purchased 𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑅 from a grid is: 
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 𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑅 =∑𝔼(𝑡)𝑃𝑔(𝑡)

𝑇

𝑡=1

 (2.15) 

Power purchased 𝐶𝑊𝑃𝑈𝑅 from grid assigned to wind generator is: 

 𝐶𝑊𝑃𝑈𝑅 = 𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑅 ∗ 𝑃𝑊/(𝑃𝑊 + 𝑃𝑆 + 𝑃𝐵) (2.16) 

Wind generator salvage value 𝐼𝑊𝐷 is: 

 𝐼𝑊𝐷 = 𝑃𝑊𝒰𝑊_𝒮𝑉𝔇/((1 + 𝔇)
𝕃𝑊 − 1) (2.17) 

where 𝒰𝑊_𝒮𝑉 is the per-unit salvage value of the wind generator. Wind generator 

operation and maintenance (OM) cost 𝐶𝑊𝑂𝑀 is:  

 𝐶𝑊𝑂𝑀 = 𝑃𝑊𝒰𝑊_𝑂𝑀 (2.18) 

where 𝒰𝑊_𝑂𝑀 is the per-unit OM cost of the wind generator. Wind Generator Ancillary 

Income for the proposed system is 𝐼𝑊𝐴𝑈𝑋 = 0. 

Wind generator annual total payoff  𝐼𝑊 is: 

 𝐼𝑊 = 𝐼𝑊𝑆𝐸𝐿 + 𝐼𝑊𝐷 + 𝐼𝑊𝐴𝑈𝑋 − 𝐶𝑊𝐼𝑁𝑉 − 𝐶𝑊𝑂𝑀 − 𝐶𝑊𝐸𝑁𝑆 − 𝐶𝑊𝑃𝑈𝑅 (2.19) 

B. Photovoltaic Panels 

The basic details of PV panels are considered to analyse the irregular sunlight 

nature for one complete year of PV power 𝑝𝑆(𝑡) in hourly intervals. However, most of 

the expressions to calculate the payoff 𝐼𝑆 of PV panels is the same as previous wind 

generation. To calculate the selling income of PV panels, the selling power from 

photovoltaic 𝑃𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐿(𝑡) is the same as 𝑃𝑊𝑆𝐸𝐿(𝑡):  

 𝑃𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐿(𝑡) = {

𝑝𝑆(𝑡)                          𝑃𝑀𝐴𝑅(𝑡) ≤ 0

𝑝𝑆(𝑡) ∗ 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑡)

(𝑃𝑊(𝑡) + 𝑃𝑆(𝑡))
        𝑃𝑀𝐴𝑅(𝑡) > 0

 (2.20) 

 𝐼𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐿(𝑡) =∑(1+∝)𝔼(𝑡)𝑃𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐿(𝑡)

𝑇

𝑡=1

 (2.21) 

Photovoltaic panels’ investment cost is: 

 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑉 = 𝒰𝑆 ∗ 𝑃𝑆 ∗ 𝔇(1 + 𝔇)
𝕃𝑆/((1 + 𝔇)𝕃𝑆 − 1) (2.22) 
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Photovoltaic panels’ compensation cost for ENS is: 

 𝐶𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑆 = 𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑆 ∗ 𝑃𝑆/(𝑃𝑊 + 𝑃𝑆 + 𝑃𝐵) (2.23) 

Photovoltaic panels’ power purchased from grid: 

 𝐶𝑆𝑃𝑈𝑅 = 𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑅 ∗ 𝑃𝑆/(𝑃𝑊 + 𝑃𝑆 + 𝑃𝐵) (2.24) 

Photovoltaic panel’s salvage value is: 

 𝐼𝑆𝐷 = 𝑃𝑆 ∗ 𝒰𝑆𝒮𝑉 ∗ 𝔇/((1 + 𝔇)
𝕃𝑆 − 1)  (2.25) 

Photovoltaic panels’ OM cost: 

 𝐶𝑆𝑂𝑀 = 𝑃𝑆 ∗ 𝒰𝑆_𝑂𝑀 (2.26) 

The same as wind generator Photovoltaic panels’ ancillary income ISAUX = 0. 

PV panels’ total payoff is: 

 𝐼𝑆 = 𝐼𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐿 + 𝐼𝑆𝐷 + 𝐼𝑆𝐴𝑈𝑋 − 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑉 − 𝐶𝑆𝑂𝑀 − 𝐶𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑆 − 𝐶𝑆𝑃𝑈𝑅 (2.27) 

C. Storage Batteries 

The change (∆) in the stored energy of the battery is with respect to the power 

distribution among the load demand and generated power. In the hybrid system, when 

the surplus power is generated, batteries will charge, otherwise, they will discharge. In 

this research, sources of power generation are wind and PV, however, the electrical 

load will consume the power. In the case of hour 𝑡 − 1 as: 

 ∆(𝑡 − 1) = 𝑝𝑊(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑝𝑆(𝑡 − 1) − 𝑝𝑑(𝑡 − 1) (2.28) 

The energy of batteries at an hour (𝑡) will be:  

 𝑝𝐵(𝑡) = {
𝑝𝐵(𝑡 − 1) + 𝜉𝒸∆(𝑡 − 1)             ∆(𝑡 − 1) ≥ 0

𝑝𝐵(𝑡 − 1) + ∆(𝑡 − 1)                 ∆(𝑡 − 1) < 0
 (2.29) 

where 𝜉𝒸 is battery charging efficiency. In any case, pB(t) must be within the limits 

𝑃𝐵 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑝𝐵(𝑡) ≤ 𝑃𝐵 and: 

 ∆𝑝𝐵(𝑡) = 𝑝𝐵(𝑡) − 𝑝𝐵(𝑡 + 1)  (2.30) 

The power selling from batteries is:  
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 𝑃𝐵𝑆𝐸𝐿(𝑡) = {
∆𝑝𝐵(𝑡)                     ∆𝑝𝐵(𝑡) > 0

0                              ∆𝑝𝐵(𝑡) ≤ 0
 (2.31) 

The selling income of batteries is: 

 𝐼𝐵𝑆𝐸𝐿(𝑡) =∑(1+∝) ∗ 𝔼(𝑡) ∗ 𝑃𝐵𝑆𝐸𝐿(𝑡)

𝑇

𝑡=1

 (2.32) 

The investment cost of batteries is:  

 𝐶𝐵𝐼𝑁𝑉 = 𝒰𝐵 ∗ 𝑃𝐵 ∗ 𝔇(1 + 𝔇)
𝕃𝐵/((1 + 𝔇)𝕃𝐵 − 1) (2.33) 

The compensation cost for ENS of batteries is: 

 𝐶𝐵𝐸𝑁𝑆 = 𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑆 ∗ 𝑃𝐵/(𝑃𝑊 + 𝑃𝑆 + 𝑃𝐵) (2.34) 

The cost for power purchased from grid of batteries is: 

 𝐶𝐵𝑃𝑈𝑅 = 𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑅 ∗ 𝑃𝐵/(𝑃𝑊 + 𝑃𝑆 + 𝑃𝐵) (2.35) 

In case of batteries, if the batteries are out of work, the savage value cannot 

positive, therefore, 𝐼𝐵𝐷 = 0. 

Operation and maintenance (OM) cost of batteries is: 

 𝐶𝐵𝑂𝑀 = 𝑃𝐵 ∗ 𝒰𝐵_𝑂𝑀 (2.36) 

Batteries’ ancillary income depend on the supplied reserve power: 

 𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑆(𝑡) = 𝑝𝐵(𝑡) − 𝑃𝐵𝑆𝐸𝐿(𝑡) − 𝑃𝐵 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (2.37) 

 𝐼𝐵𝐴𝑈𝑋 = ℜ ∗∑𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑆(𝑡)

𝑇

𝑡=1

 (2.38) 

Batteries’ total payoff is: 

 𝐼𝐵 = 𝐼𝐵𝑆𝐸𝐿 + 𝐼𝐵𝐷 + 𝐼𝐵𝐴𝑈𝑋 − 𝐶𝐵𝐼𝑁𝑉 − 𝐶𝐵𝑂𝑀 − 𝐶𝐵𝐸𝑁𝑆 − 𝐶𝐵𝑃𝑈𝑅 (2.39) 

2.4 Design of the Game Model 

In the proposed model, all three players will either compete with one another or 

will establish a coalition to gain maximum value of profit. 
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2.4.1 Non-Cooperative Game Model 

All three players will compete with one another in the case of a non-cooperative 

game. In the non-cooperative game the strategic model will have:  

Players: W, S, B 

Strategic-set: 𝜑𝑊 = [𝑃𝑊
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑃𝑊

𝑚𝑎𝑥], 𝜑𝑆 = [𝑃𝑆
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑃𝑆

𝑚𝑎𝑥], 𝜑𝐵 = [𝑃𝐵
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑃𝐵

𝑚𝑎𝑥]  

Payoff: 𝐼𝑊(𝑃𝑊, 𝑃𝑆 , 𝑃𝐵) , 𝐼𝑆(𝑃𝑊, 𝑃𝑆, 𝑃𝐵) , 𝐼𝐵(𝑃𝑊, 𝑃𝑆, 𝑃𝐵) 

In the case of the above game model has achieved the Nash equilibrium (𝑃𝑊
∗ , 𝑃𝑆

∗, 

𝑃𝐵
∗), it must fulfil the following criteria: 

𝑃𝑊
∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔max

𝑃𝑊
𝐼𝑊 (𝑃𝑊, 𝑃𝑆

∗, 𝑃𝐵
∗), 𝑃𝑆

∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔max
𝑃𝑆

𝐼𝑆 (𝑃𝑊
∗ , 𝑃𝑆 , 𝑃𝐵

∗) 

𝑃𝐵
∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔max

𝑃𝐵
𝐼𝐵 (𝑃𝑊

∗ , 𝑃𝑆
∗, 𝑃𝐵) 

It indicates that strategy of each player is the best, only when all other players 

will achieve their strategies in the Nash equilibriums. 

2.4.2 Cooperative Game Model 

In this model, players cooperate with one another through different combinations 

of coalitions to gain maximum profit by selecting the right coalition value. For this 

game of three players, four different types of coalitions are possible. As an example, 

consider when wind and PV generation are in coalition and batteries are independent. 

Player: {W, S}, B.  

Strategic set: 𝜑𝑊𝑆 = [𝑃𝑊
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑃𝑊

𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑃𝑆
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑃𝑆

𝑚𝑎𝑥], 𝜑𝐵 = [𝑃𝐵
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑃𝐵

𝑚𝑎𝑥] 

Payoff: 𝐼𝑊𝑆(𝑃𝑊, 𝑃𝑆 , 𝑃𝐵), 𝐼𝐵(𝑃𝑊, 𝑃𝑆, 𝑃𝐵) 

If the above game model is under the Nash equilibrium, it must fulfil: 

(𝑃𝑊
∗ , 𝑃𝑆

∗) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 max
𝑃𝑊𝑃𝑆

𝐼𝑊𝑆 (𝑃𝑊, 𝑃𝑆, 𝑃𝐵
∗) , 𝑃𝐵

∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔max
𝑃𝐵

𝐼𝐵 (𝑃𝑊
∗ , 𝑃𝑆

∗, 𝑃𝐵) 

It indicates that for coalition {W, S}, the optimum value of the Nash equilibrium 

(𝑃𝑊
∗ , 𝑃𝑆

∗) is achieved only when the capacity of batteries will also reach Nash 

equilibrium value 𝑃𝐵
∗, when (𝑃𝑊, 𝑃𝑆)=(𝑃𝑊

∗ , 𝑃𝑆
∗). In the same way, all the other 

remaining cooperative game models are developed. 
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2.5 Algorithm to Achieve the Nash Equilibrium 

There are various techniques to find the optimum value of the Nash equilibrium. 

In this section, it is found through an iterative search procedure for the proposed hybrid 

system. The details of this algorithm are given in Figure 2.5, and the steps are as 

follows: 

1. Define the essential parameters such as solar irradiance, wind speed, price of 

electricity and discount rate and so on. 

2. Develop a model for the proposed hybrid system model. 

3. Randomly select the initial Nash equilibrium (𝑃𝑊
0 , 𝑃𝑆

0, 𝑃𝐵
0) values from the 

strategic set. The case of a non-cooperative model is considered to explain the 

process of decision-making. The jth round the strategy is (PW
j

, PS
j
, PB

j
), which 

depends on the previous round (PW
j−1

, PS
j−1

, PB
j−1

), as:  

PW
j
= argmax

PW
IW (PW, PS

j−1
, PB
j−1
),  

PS
j
= argmax

PS
IS (PW

j−1
, PS, PB

j−1
), 

PB
j
= argmax

PB
IB (PW

j−1
, PS
j−1
, PB)  

The particle swarm optimisation (PSO) algorithm [25-26] is used to find the 

most optimised results. In the simulation, 50 iterations and 100 particles are 

considered. 

4. In this step, advise every player about the selected strategic values in the fourth 

step. 

5. Check whether the optimum Nash equilibriums values are achieved and if none 

of the players changes their capacity during the whole round of the simulation, 

(𝑃𝑊
𝑗

, 𝑃𝑆
𝑗
, 𝑃𝐵

𝑗
) = (𝑃𝑊

𝑗−1
, 𝑃𝑆

𝑗−1
, 𝑃𝐵

𝑗−1
) = (𝑃𝑊

∗ , 𝑃𝑆
∗, 𝑃𝐵

∗). 

If the above criteria are achieved and none of the players can improve their 

profits by changing their capacity within the strategic set, the Nash equilibrium 

is found. In case the Nash equilibrium is not achieved, move back to Step 4 to 

calculate again. 

6. Optimised results of the Nash equilibrium are achieved for the proposed hybrid 

system model. 
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Figure 2.5 Algorithm to achieve optimum Nash equilibriums 
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2.6 Results and Analysis 

To analyse the proposed hybrid power system, The known technical data is listed 

in Appendix A Table A.1 [17] used in the simulation. The simulation model is made 

in MATLAB software using an approach of PSO. 

2.6.1 Non-Cooperative Model 

The case of competition among all the players is illustrated in Table 2.1 and 

Figure 6.2, where the capacity of all three players is represented by 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑃𝑊
∗ +

𝑃𝑆
∗ + 𝑃𝐵

∗; and the profit of all players is 𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐼𝑊 + 𝐼𝑆 + 𝐼𝐵. Table 2.1 shows that in 

the case of a non-cooperative game model, the optimum values of Nash equilibriums 

are 30,008 kW, 15,021 kW and 8032 kW, which clearly show that 𝑃𝑊
∗  accounts for the 

highest 57% and 𝑃𝐵
∗ contributes smallest 15% only. Similarly, wind generation has the 

highest ratio of profit at 63%. The profit ratios of PV and batteries are 18.8% and 

18.1% respectively, despite the higher capacity of PV panels. 

 

Figure 2.6 Power capacity of the players in hybrid power system
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Table 2.1 Results for a Non-Cooperative model 

  Strategy (kW) Payoff ($/year) 

No. Coalition forms 𝑃𝑊
∗  𝑃𝑆

∗ 𝑃𝐵
∗ 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  Payoff of each player 𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  

1 {W}, {S}, {B} 30,008 15,021 8032 53,061 𝐼𝑊=3.592E+07, 𝐼𝑆=1.071E+07, 𝐼𝐵=1.031E+07 5.693E+07 

 

Table 2.2 Results for a Cooperative model 

  Strategy (kW) Payoff ($/year) 

No. Coalition forms 𝑃𝑊
∗  𝑃𝑆

∗ 𝑃𝐵
∗ 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  Payoff of each player 𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  

2 {W, S, B} 39,101 7899 10,000 57,000 𝐼𝑊𝑆𝐵=6.507E+07 6.507E+07 

3 {W, S}, {B} 36,897 8386 8285 53,568 𝐼𝑊𝑆=4.958E+07, 𝐼𝐵=1.056E+07 6.014E+07 

4 {W, B}, {S} 33,832 12,032 8869 54,733 𝐼𝑊𝐵=5.084E+07, 𝐼𝑆=8.646E+06 5.948E+07 

5 {W}, {S, B} 30,853 15,066 8923 54,842 𝐼𝑊=3.550E+07, 𝐼𝑆𝐵=2.157E+07 5.707E+07 
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Figure 2.7 Payoff values for coalition forms 

2.6.2 Cooperative Game Model 

In the case of four cooperative games, the optimum values of the Nash 

equilibrium are illustrated in Table 2.2. The similarity in the Nash equilibrium results 

other than game 2, is 𝑃𝑊
∗ > 𝑃𝑆

∗ > 𝑃𝐵
∗. However, we can also see the difference with 

regards to players’ capacity and total profits. This is evident in the case of game-3, 

where the coalition between wind and PV results in smaller players’ capacity and 

greater profit, and the total payoff is highest in the case of game-2 when a coalition is 

found among all the players. If Table 2.1, Table 2.2 and Figure 2.7 are compared, this 

illustrates that cooperative games have the highest total profit than the case of non-

cooperative ones. The coalition of game-2 and game-3 has the highest profit, which 

means that the coalition between wind and PV generation can achieve the highest 

profit value. 

2.6.3 Sensitivity Analysis 

Sensitivity analysis is performed to validate the payoff values of proposed hybrid 

power systems. 

A. Electricity Price 

Electricity price influences the payoff of a proposed hybrid system. The 

comparative change with respect to Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 are illustrated in Table 

2.3. Table 2.3 shows that as the electricity price decreases $0.11/kWh, the total profit 

of the proposed hybrid power system also decreases, and vice versa. 
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Table 2.3 Change in Payoff values for different electricity prices 

Electricity Price ($/kWh) No. ΔItotal(%) 

0.11 

1 −9.485 

2 −9.242 

3 −9.291 

4 −9.392 

5 −9.578 

0.13 

1 9.488 

2 9.242 

3 9.293 

4 9.391 

5 9.413 

B. Discount Rate 

The discount rate can also influence the payoff of the proposed hybrid power 

system, and the comparisons with the discount rate being 11% and 13% are illustrated 

in Table 2.4. It can be seen from Table 2.4 that at a higher discount rate, the payoff of 

the proposed hybrid power system decreases and vice versa. 

2.7 Comparative Analysis 

In this section, the results of the proposed hybrid power system are compared 

and analysed with a similar kind of game model designed in [58] and use the game 

theory technique Nash equilibrium. However, the proposed hybrid power system is 

different in design, and accordingly, an objective function is formulated and also 

modelled for a typical residential load and weather data. 
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Table 2.4 Change in Payoff values for different discount rates 

Discount Rates (%) No. ΔItotal(%) 

11 

1 0.778 

2 0.596 

3 0.634 

4 0.706 

5 0.704 

13 

1 −0.789 

2 −0.609 

3 −0.645 

4 −0.718 

5 −0.883 

 

The number of players among both game models are wind turbines, photovoltaic 

panels and batteries. The main objective of this optimisation based on a game theory 

is the correct sizing of each player and maximisation of the annual profit. The 

maximum load requirement for both models is approximately 10 MW, but the load 

distribution throughout the year is different. The average electrical load profile of the 

proposed hybrid power system is higher. The annual electrical load, wind speed and 

solar radiation data are considered, and the prices of the system components are 

mentioned in Table 2.1. 

The results of the proposed hybrid power system and of the model in [58] are 

listed in Table 2.5. First, if we compare the sizing of the players, the contribution of 

wind turbines is the highest in all type of coalitions, and battery contribution is at 

minimum in most cases. There is a similarity among most coalition types, as 𝑃𝑊
∗ >

𝑃𝑆
∗ > 𝑃𝐵

∗. The total capacity 𝑃𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 of each coalition for a proposed hybrid power 

system are closer, but not the same, as in model [58], because the selected load profile 

is different. The annual per-unit payoff values for both models are compared in Figure 

2.8, and this shows that its value is at maximum when all the players are in a single 

coalition and cooperating with one another, and its value is at a minimum when the 

players make a non-cooperative game model. 
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Table 2.5 Results after the comparative analysis between the game models  

SI# Coalition forms among the players 

Results for proposed hybrid power system (HPS) Results for the model in [58] 

Sizing of the Players (kW) Payoff ($/Year) Sizing of the Players (kW) Payoff ($/Year) 

PW
∗  PS

∗ PB
∗ Ptotal Itotal 𝑃𝑊

∗  𝑃𝑆
∗ 𝑃𝐵

∗ 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  

1 {W}, {S}, {B} 30,008 15,021 8032 53,061 5.6931E+07 40,622 15,760 6250 62,632 2.2885E+07 

2 {W, S, B} 39,101 7899 10,000 57,000 6.5072E+07 33,255 6820 8510 48,585 2.4174E+07 

3 {W, S}, {B} 36,897 8386 8285 53,568 6.0141E+07 33,184 6996 6250 46,430 2.4129E+07 

4 {W, B}, {S} 33,832 12,032 8869 54,733 5.9484E+07 42,079 15,775 7920 65,774 2.3064E+07 

5 {W}, {S, B} 30,853 15,066 8923 54,842 5.7075E+07 42,064 15,697 6250 64,011 2.2977E+07 
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Figure 2.8 Payoff results for both game models 

2.8 Summary 

In this chapter, an approach of game theory is used to model the proposed hybrid 

power system which consists of wind turbines, photovoltaic panels and battery in a 

grid-connected mode to meet the electrical load requirements. The main objective of 

this work is the capacity allocation of the proposed model, and the findings are in 

maximum payoff values. Cooperative and non-cooperative game models are designed, 

and the results are compared. The findings are that the payoff values are optimum 

when all the players are in a single coalition and cooperating with one another. The 

results are validated through sensitivity analysis for electricity price and discount rate. 

In the end, the results of the proposed hybrid power system are compared with one of 

the models in [58], and this confirms the feasibility of the proposed hybrid power 

system.  

The proposed model of this chapter consists of a single-microgrid, and two game 

theory techniques cooperative and non-cooperative are analysed and compared. At the 

end, the most feasible approach is explained to find the suitable sizes and maximum 

output values. This research is extended in next chapter and a typical networked 

microgrid is considered that consist of two different microgrids who are analysed to 

meet a load requirement of an Australia remote town. Networked microgrid is 

modelled based on a cooperative game theory technique Shapely values is used for the 

correct sizing the system components and to find maximum profit values. 
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Chapter 3 Economic Analysis and Sizing of a 

Networked Microgrid 

This chapter focuses on the design of the capacity allocation of generation 

resources and on finding the maximum value of payoff for a networked microgrid in 

the planning stage using two game-theoretic approaches. In the networked microgrid, 

each of the microgrids consists of different combinations of generation resources and 

batteries. The game-theoretic technique called the Nash equilibrium is used for the 

optimisation purpose through an iterative search procedure. To meet the load 

requirements, generation resources such as wind turbines, photovoltaic panels and 

batteries are considered players. In order to find the maximum annual profit of 

networked microgrids, two different techniques of game theory, Nash equilibrium and 

Shapely values are used, and the most efficient one is identified comparing the results.  

To keep the selected networked microgrid simple, two different microgrids are 

considered for this study. An imperialistic competition algorithm is used to design the 

model for the networked microgrid in MATLAB to achieve the most suitable sizing of 

generation resources and the maximum annual profit. To ensure the effectiveness of 

the networked microgrid, sensitivity analysis is performed for electricity price and 

discount rate. 

This chapter is based on the research papers “Comparative Study on Game 

Theoretic Optimum Sizing and Economical Analysis of a Networked Microgrid”, 

published in Energies 2019, and “Optimal sizing of a networked microgrid using Nash 

equilibrium for mount magnet”, published in International Journal of Smart Grid and 

Clean Energy, 2020. 
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Mount Magnet

 

Figure 3.1 Mount Magnet in Western Australia 

3.2 Design of the Networked Microgrid 

The design of the networked microgrid is based on the input data, such as the 

wind speed, solar radiation, electrical load and other information. As shown in Figure 

3.1, a town in Western Australia named Mount Magnet is considered to achieve 

optimum sizing of generation resources and maximum profit of the selected 

architecture. The feasibility of the proposed architecture is checked, and Mount 

Magnet’s real-time weather profile and load data are illustrated in Section 1.5 and 

Figure 1.3.  

The networked microgrid can be a combination of a number of microgrids; 

however, the selected system consists of two microgrids with different combinations 

of generation resources and batteries. The block diagram of the proposed networked 

microgrid is shown in Figure 3.2, for a remote town, which consists of generation 

resources, batteries, electrical load and the main grid. Wind turbines, photovoltaic 

panels and storage batteries are considered as the sources of power generation, 

depending on the weather forecast. For the proposed power system, both microgrids 

are connected with the main grid and common electrical load; therefore, if they fail to 

meet the load requirements, they have the option to purchase power from the main 

grid, and in the case of large generation, they can sell the excess power to the main 

grid. The goal of this research is to find the optimum sizes of generation resources and 

battery to meet the load requirements and achieve maximum annual profit for the 

networked microgrid. 
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Figure 3.2 Block diagram of a networked microgrid 

3.3 Problem Formulation 

Game theory is a scientific field dealing with the study and analysis of strategic, 

rational decision process of individuals and their interactions in the environment. In 

other words, it is a decision-making process that can resolve different kinds of conflicts 

between the decision-makers and find the maximum payoff [61]. A model of game 

theory is the combination of autonomous decision-makers known as players, and they 

should be two or more in quantity to play a game. Besides this, every player should 

have more than one choice to achieve a payoff from a game; otherwise, one is not able 

to adopt a strategy. This means that a model of game theory is the combination of 

different players, strategies and payoff functions [28]. Game theory is a wonderful way 

to deal with various decision-making problems in microgrids, where different 

renewable resources and batteries are used for generation purpose. Game theory 

techniques have been used in different research areas to solve various technical 

problems [25, 27, 30], which confirms the solid basis for the market contributions to 

achieve their optimum payoff. 
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The main element of any game model are the decision variables known as the 

players, and each one must have more than one option to make their strategies to find 

the required payoff. In the networked architecture, 𝑚, 𝑛, 𝑖, 𝑃𝑖 and 𝐼𝑖 represent the 

number of microgrids, number of game players, generation resources, decision 

variables or capacity of players, and payoff or annual profit respectively. The 

maximum and minimum power values of the players are the constraints in a selected 

game model and are represented as strategic space 𝑆𝑆𝑖 = [𝑃𝑖
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑃𝑖

𝑚𝑎𝑥]. The total 

annual profit for a single microgrid 𝑀𝐺 is: 

 𝐼𝑀𝐺_𝑚 =∑𝐼𝑖

𝑛

1

 (3.1) 

Similarly, the annual profit for networked microgrid 𝑁𝑀𝐺 that is the 

combination of 𝑚 number of microgrids can be found as: 

 𝐼𝑁𝑀𝐺 = 𝐼𝑀𝐺_1 + 𝐼𝑀𝐺_2……+ 𝐼𝑀𝐺_𝑚 =∑(∑𝐼𝑖

𝑛

1

)

𝑚

1

 (3.2) 

3.3.1 Payoff for Microgrid 1 

In microgrid 1, three-generation resources 𝑖 wind turbines 𝑊𝑇, solar panels 𝑆𝑃 

and batteries 𝐵𝑇 are considered, and their decision variables or players are represented 

by 𝑃𝑊𝑇, 𝑃𝑆𝑃, and 𝑃𝐵𝑇, respectively. Similarly, the maximum payoff or profit for 

the 𝑊𝑇, 𝑆𝑃 and 𝐵𝑇 are 𝐼𝑊𝑇, 𝐼𝑆𝑃, and 𝐼𝐵𝑇, respectively. The total annual profit for 

microgrid-1 is: 

 𝐼𝑀𝐺_1 =∑ 𝐼𝑖

𝑛=3

1

 (3.3) 

In grid-connected mode, to achieve the maximum annual profit for the 

generation resource 𝑖 different parameters are considered, such as power selling 

income 𝐼𝑖_𝑆𝐸, salvage value 𝐼𝑖_𝑆𝑉, income from ancillary services 𝐼𝑖_𝐴𝑆, initial 

investment cost 𝐶𝑖_𝐼𝑁, compensation cost from energy cannot be supplied 𝐶𝑖_𝐸𝑆, 

purchasing power from the grid 𝐶𝑖_𝑃𝑅, and operation and maintenance cost 𝐶𝑖_𝑂𝑀 and 

so on. The annual profit for each of the generation resource can be found using the 

below equation: 
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 𝐼𝑖 = 𝐼𝑖_𝑆𝐸 + 𝐼𝑖_𝑆𝑉 + 𝐼𝑖_𝐴𝑆 − 𝐶𝑖_𝐼𝑁 − 𝐶𝑖_𝑂𝑀 − 𝐶𝑖_𝐸𝑆 − 𝐶𝑖_𝑃𝑅 (3.4) 

In comparison with wind turbines and solar panels, batteries normally do the 

activities of smoothing power generation, filling valleys and reducing peak, so the 

payoff mainly comes from ancillary services. For simplicity, in this analysis, only 𝐼𝑖_𝐴𝑆 

of batteries are considered; however, for wind turbines and solar panels, it is taken as 

zero. When the storage batteries are out of service, their 𝐼𝑖_𝑆𝑉 is zero. 𝐶𝑖_𝑂𝑀 is 

calculated by multiplying the per unit operation and maintenance cost of the player 

𝒰𝒾_𝑂𝑀 by the generation capacity of the decision variable. 𝐼𝑖_𝑆𝑉, 𝐶𝑖_𝐼𝑁, and 𝐶𝑖_𝑃𝑅 for 

each of the player 𝑖 can be calculated as follows: 

 𝐼𝑖_𝑆𝑉 = 𝑃𝑖 ∗ 𝒰𝒾_𝒮𝑉 ∗ 𝔇/((1 + 𝔇)
𝕃𝑖 − 1) (3.5) 

 𝐶𝑖_𝐼𝑁 = 𝒰𝑖 ∗ 𝑃𝑖 ∗ 𝔇(1 + 𝔇)
𝕃𝑖/((1 + 𝔇)𝕃𝑖 − 1) (3.6) 

 𝐶𝑖_𝑃𝑅 =
𝐶𝐺𝑅 ∗ 𝑃𝑖

(∑ 𝑃𝑖)
𝑛=3
1

 (3.7) 

where 𝒰𝒾_𝒮𝑉, 𝕃𝑖, and 𝒰𝑖 are per unit salvage value, life span and per-unit cost for each 

player 𝑖. 𝐶𝐺𝑅 is the annual cost of each player for purchasing power from a large grid, 

and can be found by multiplying the per hour result of power purchased from the grid 

𝑃𝐺𝑅(𝑡) and the grid power price, for a year. 

The annual compensation cost for energy not supplied 𝐶𝑖_𝐸𝑆 in a networked 

microgrid is:  

 𝐶𝑖_𝐸𝑆 = 𝐶𝐸𝑆 ∗ 𝑃𝑖/(∑𝑃𝑖

𝑛=3

1

) (3.8) 

 𝐶𝐸𝑆 = ∑∗ 1.5 ∗ 𝔼(𝑡) ∗ {𝐷𝑃(𝑡) − 𝑃𝐺𝑅(𝑡)}

8784

𝑡=1

 (3.9) 

 𝐷𝑃(𝑡) = 𝑃𝐿(𝑡) − 𝑝𝑊𝑇(𝑡) − 𝑝𝑆𝑃(𝑡) − (𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡) − 𝑃𝐵𝑇_𝑚𝑖𝑛) (3.10) 

 𝑃𝐺𝑅(𝑡) = {

0                                   𝐷𝑃(𝑡) ≤ 0
𝐷𝑃(𝑡)            0 < 𝐷𝑃(𝑡) ≤ 𝑃𝑇𝐿

𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑃𝑇𝐿
𝑚𝑎𝑥                      𝐷𝑃(𝑡) > 𝑃𝑇𝐿

𝑚𝑎𝑥
 (3.11) 
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where 𝐶𝐸𝑆, 𝐷𝑃(𝑡), 𝑃𝐿(𝑡) and 𝑃𝑇𝐿
𝑚𝑎𝑥 are the total annual cost of energy not supplied, 

unbalanced power in the microgrid, load demand and transmission capacity of the tie-

line between the networked microgrid and main grid, in hour 𝑡, respectively. 

The output power of the wind turbine 𝑝𝑊𝑇(𝑡) and storage battery 𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡) can be 

found as:  

 𝑝𝑊𝑇(𝑡) =

{
 

 
0                                  𝑉(𝑡) <  𝓋𝒸 𝑜𝑟 𝑉(𝑡) ≥  𝓋𝑜
𝑃𝑊𝑇 ∗ (𝑉(𝑡) −  𝓋𝒸)

 𝓋𝑟 −  𝓋𝒸
                𝓋𝒸 ≤ 𝑉(𝑡) <  𝓋𝑟

𝑃𝑊𝑇                                           𝓋𝑟 ≤ 𝑉(𝑡) <  𝓋𝑜

 (3.12) 

 𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡) = {
𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡 − 1) + 𝜉𝒸 ∗ ∆(𝑡 − 1) ∆(𝑡 − 1) ≥ 0

𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡 − 1) + ∆(𝑡 − 1) ∆(𝑡 − 1) < 0
 (3.13) 

 ∆(𝑡 − 1) = 𝑝𝑊𝑇(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑝𝑆𝑃(𝑡 − 1) − 𝑝𝐿(𝑡 − 1) (3.14) 

where 𝑉(𝑡) is the wind speed in hour t. The batteries are charged with respect to the 

power difference ∆(𝑡) between the electrical load and the total generation capacities 

in hour 𝑡. 

The annual income from power selling 𝐼𝑖_𝑆𝐸 , can be calculated from the 

following:  

 𝐼𝑖_𝑆𝐸(𝑡) = ∑(1+∝) ∗ 𝔼(𝑡) ∗ 𝑃𝑖_𝑆𝐸(𝑡)

8784

𝑡=1

 (3.15) 

 𝑃𝑖_𝑆𝐸(𝑡) = {

𝑝𝑖(𝑡)                          𝑃𝑆𝑈(𝑡) ≤ 0

𝑝𝑖(𝑡) ∗ 𝑃𝑚𝑥(𝑡)

(∑ 𝑃𝑖
𝑛=2
1 )

        𝑃𝑆𝑈(𝑡) > 0 
 (3.16) 

 𝑃𝑚𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑃𝐿(𝑡) + 𝑃𝑇𝐿
𝑚𝑎𝑥 + (𝑃𝐵𝑇 − 𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡)) (3.17) 

 𝑃𝑆𝑈(𝑡) = 𝑝𝑊𝑇(𝑡) + 𝑝𝑆𝑃(𝑡) − 𝑃𝑚𝑥(𝑡) (3.18) 

where 𝑃𝑖_𝑆𝐸(𝑡), 𝑃𝑆𝑈(𝑡), and 𝑃𝑚𝑥(𝑡) are the power selling, surplus power and maximum 

power that can be consumed, respectively.  

The annual selling power 𝑃𝐵𝑇_𝑆𝐸(𝑡) and ancillary income for storage battery 

𝐼𝐵𝑇_𝐴𝑆 can be found as: 
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 𝑃𝐵𝑇_𝑆𝐸(𝑡) = {
𝐷𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡)          𝐷𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡) > 0

0                       𝐷𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡) ≤ 0
 (3.19) 

 𝐷𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡) = 𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡) − 𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡 + 1) (3.20) 

 𝐼𝐵𝑇_𝐴𝑆 = ℜ ∗ ∑(𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡) − 𝑃𝐵𝑇_𝑆𝐸(𝑡) − 𝑃𝐵_𝑚𝑖𝑛)

8760

𝑡=1

 (3.21) 

where 𝐷𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡) and 𝐼𝑝𝑢_𝑅𝑃 represent the change in battery capacity in hour 𝑡. 

3.3.2 Payoff for Microgrid 2 

In microgrid 2, two-generation resources 𝑖 wind turbine 𝑊𝑇 and batteries 𝐵𝑇 

are considered to design a model, and their decision variables are 𝑃𝑊𝑇 and 𝑃𝐵𝑇, 

respectively. 𝐼𝑊𝑇 and 𝐼𝐵𝑇 represents the annual profit for each of the players. The total 

annual profit for microgrid 2 is: 

𝐼𝑀𝐺_2 =∑ 𝐼𝑖

𝑛=2

1

 (3.22) 

To achieve the maximum annual profit for microgrid-2, the technical parameters 

and Equation 4 are used for wind turbine 𝑊𝑇 and batteries 𝐵𝑇. Last, the total annual 

profit of the networked architecture including microgrid-1 and microgrid-2 are 

calculated as follows: 

𝐼𝑁𝑀𝐺 = ∑ (∑ 𝐼𝑖
𝑛
1 ) 𝑚=2

1 = 𝐼𝑀𝐺_1 + 𝐼𝑀𝐺_2 (3.23) 

3.4 Game Theory Technique 

Game theory is an advanced type of multi-objective optimisation that has been 

applied for many years to solve different decision-making problems. To design 

cooperative and non-cooperative game models, various kinds of solution concepts or 

techniques are used, such as the Nash equilibrium, Pareto optimality, Shapley values, 

Nash bargaining solutions and so on. In-game theory, the Nash equilibrium is a 

fundamental concept and the most widely used technique for cooperative and non-

cooperative game models to find the sizing and outcome of decision variables [62]. 

Shapley values is a technique mostly used for cooperative game models to fairly 

allocate the benefits among the independent power producers for the success of 
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cooperation [63, 64]. In this research, cooperative game models are designed and use 

a technique of Nash equilibrium for optimum sizing of the capacities of generation 

resources and batteries. The maximum profit from networked microgrid is obtained 

based on the optimum sizes of the players, and Shapley values are also used to fairly 

allocate the profit among the players based on their contribution to the game model. 

In order to explain the Nash equilibrium, consider microgrid 1, which consists 

of three players as generation resources wind turbines 𝑊𝑇, solar panels 𝑆𝑃 and 

batteries 𝐵𝑇. Therefore, the cooperative game model can have four different possible 

coalitions for the planning problem of a three-player game. The optimum values of 

decision variables are found through Nash equilibrium using an iterative procedure, 

and illustrated below when 𝑊𝑇, 𝑆𝑃 are cooperating with each other and 𝐵𝑇 is working 

as self-sufficient: 

1. Input the parameters such as wind speed, solar radiation, electricity price and 

discount rate and so on. 

2. For the selected microgrid, randomly choose initial values of decision variables 

(𝑃𝑊𝑇
0 , 𝑃𝑆𝑃

0 , 𝑃𝐵𝑇
0 ) from a strategic space. 

3. In the case of generation resources, 𝑊𝑇 and 𝑆𝑃 are cooperating with each other 

and 𝐵𝑇 is self-sufficient. To explain, consider a 𝑗𝑡ℎ iteration (𝑃𝑊𝑇
𝑗
, 𝑃𝑆𝑃

𝑗
) (𝑃𝐵𝑇

𝑗
), 

which depend on the previous iteration (𝑃𝑊𝑇
𝑗−1
, 𝑃𝑆𝑃

𝑗−1
) (𝑃𝐵𝑇

𝑗−1
), as: 

(𝑃𝑊𝑇
𝑗−1
, 𝑃𝑆𝑃

𝑗−1
) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑃𝑊𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑃
𝐼𝑊𝑇 𝑆𝑃 (𝑃𝑊𝑇 , 𝑃𝑆𝑃 , 𝑃𝐵𝑇

𝑗−1
) 

𝑃𝐵𝑇
𝑗−1

= 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑃𝐵𝑇

𝐼𝐵𝑇 (𝑃𝑊𝑇
𝑗−1
, 𝑃𝑆𝑃

𝑗−1
, 𝑃𝐵𝑇) 

4. In this step, share with every player in the coalition strategic values of the third 

step. 

5. Check the condition of the Nash equilibrium, if none of the players changes its 

value during the whole round of iteration, which means (𝑃𝑊𝑇 , 𝑃𝑆𝑃)=(𝑃𝑊𝑇
∗ , 𝑃𝑆𝑃

∗ ), 

and 𝑃𝐵𝑇 = 𝑃𝐵𝑇
∗ , the Nash equilibrium is found. In this case, the results are not 

achieved, so move back to Step 3. 

To find the maximum value of annual profit from a networked microgrid a 

cooperative game theory technique, Shapely values are introduced based on the 

optimum sizing of generation resources and batteries. It is a widely used solution 
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concept in coalition-type games, and its main advantage is the fair distribution of profit 

among the players depending on their marginal contribution in the architecture [65, 

66]. Shapely values is a very simple and straightforward way to distribute the payoff 

or profit among the players of a game model in a collaborative way [61]. In Shapley 

values, Φ𝑖 represents for each player, and the game model is defined by (𝑛, 𝑓) for each 

of the player 𝑛 ∊ 𝑁 and is expressed as: 

Φ𝑖 =∑[𝑓(𝑆) − 𝑓(𝑆 − 𝑖)] ∗
(∣ 𝑆 ∣ −1)! (𝑛−∣ 𝑆 ∣)!

𝑛!
𝑆∊𝑁

 (3.24) 

where 𝑁 is the total number of players in the coalition, ∣ 𝑆 ∣ is the number of players 

in set 𝑆, 𝑣(𝑆) is the payoff or profit when all players of set 𝑆 are in coalition, and 

𝑣(𝑆 − 𝑖) is the profit when all players except 𝑖 are in coalition. Through this game 

technique, the players who contribute the most in the networked microgrid is rewarded 

the most, and the one who contributes the least is rewarded the least. 

To design and simulate the proposed networked architecture in MATLAB, an 

imperialistic competition algorithm is used. The main operators of this algorithm are 

assimilation, revolution and imperialistic competition, as shown in Figure 3.3. It is a 

modern population-based algorithm and is used in various research areas to solve many 

optimisation problems [67, 68]. In this research, to find the most feasible sizes of 

decision variables, 50 populations or countries, five imperials, and a maximum of 50 

years are considered. Besides this, one-year realistic input data of residential load, 

wind speed, and solar radiation of a remote town in Western Australia are considered 

in designing and simulation to find optimum sizes of generation resources and 

maximum profit of a networked microgrid. 
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Figure 3.3 Imperialistic competition algorithm 

3.5 Results and Analysis 

The optimum sizing of the networked microgrid is carried out with the help of 

the game-theoretic technique called the Nash equilibrium and all possible 

combinations of the cooperative game model are considered. The annual profit of each 

microgrid is found using the Nash equilibrium and Shapely values, and a comparative 
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analysis is carried among the game-theoretic techniques to identify the maximum 

profit of networked microgrid. A simulation model is made in MATLAB software and 

used a population-based imperialistic competition algorithm. To optimise the objective 

function and to find suitable sizes of decision variables, input parameters, as listed in 

Appendix A Table A.1 [58] are considered for each of the generation resource and 

batteries. 

In the case of microgrid 1 three-generation resources wind turbines 𝑊𝑇, solar 

panels 𝑆𝑃 and batteries 𝐵𝑇 are considered players, and therefore, for the cooperative 

game model, four different kinds of coalitions are possible. However, microgrid 2 

consists of two players wind turbines 𝑊𝑇 and batteries 𝐵𝑇, and therefore, only one 

coalition is possible among them. To find the cooperative game model with maximum 

profit and the most suitable generation sizes, all possible coalitions are considered and 

simulated. The optimum sizes of decision variables and maximum annual profit are 

found using the Nash equilibrium technique for each combination and are listed in 

Table 3.2 for both microgrids. It is evident from the results that the power capacity 

of 𝑊𝑇 is higher than 𝑆𝑃 and 𝐵𝑇; however, 𝑆𝑃 capacity is smaller than 𝐵𝑇 in all cases 

except case 3. 

Table 3.1 Nash equilibrium results for networked microgrid 

MG 

1 

Game Model Capacity Allocation of the Players (𝑘𝑊) 

Total 

Profit  

($/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟) 

Case# Coalition 𝑃𝑊𝑇 𝑃𝑆𝑃 𝑃𝐵𝑇 𝐼𝑀𝐺_1 

1 {WT, SP, BT} 44,876 8007 9294 2.48E+7 

2 {WT, SP}, {BT} 44,979 8541 9999 2.47E+7 

3 {WT, BT}, {SP} 44,952 15,020 9304 2.29E+7 

4 {WT}, {SP, BT} 32,482 8032 9756 2.06E+7 

MG 

2 

Case# Coalition 𝑃𝑊𝑇 𝑃𝐵𝑇 𝐼𝑀𝐺_1 

5 {WT, BT} 44,903 8752 2.50E+7 
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Table 3.2 illustrates that annual profit is higher when wind turbines 𝑊𝑇 make a 

coalition with any of other players, and it reaches maximum values when all other 

players use solar panels 𝑆𝑃 and batteries 𝐵𝑇 are in coalition with wind turbines 𝑊𝑇. 

Therefore, case 1 is the most suitable coalition for microgrid 1 with sizes of 44,876 

kW, 8007 kW and 9294 kW for 𝑊𝑇, 𝑆𝑃 and 𝐵𝑇, respectively, and maximum profit is 

2.48E+7 $/year using the Nash equilibrium. Besides this, for microgrid 2, the 

maximum profit is 2.50E+7 $/year and optimum sizes of 𝑊𝑇 and 𝐵𝑇 are 44,903 kW 

and 8952 kW, respectively. The cooperative game models also show that if larger sizes 

of generation resources are considered in a microgrid, the value of annual profit is 

higher. As the microgrid achieves the opportunity to sell additional power to the main 

grid, it is easier for the networked architecture to meet load requirements in any 

emergency. 

Table 3.2 Shapley values result for networked microgrid 

 

 

MG 1 

Game Model Profit Using Shapley Values ($/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟) 

Case# Coalition Φ𝑊𝑇 Φ𝑆𝑃 Φ𝐵𝑇 Φ𝑀𝐺_1 

1 {WT, SP, BT} 1.63E+7 8.24E+6 1.09E+7 3.54E+7 

2 {WT, SP}, {BT} 1.60E+7 8.11E+6 1.09E+7 3.50E+7 

3 {WT, BT}, {SP} 1.47E+7 7.59E+6 1.00E+7 3.23E+7 

4 {WT}, {SP, BT} 1.19E+7 6.12E+6 8.80E+6 2.68E+7 

MG 2 

Case# Coalition Φ𝑊𝑇 Φ𝐵𝑇 Φ𝑀𝐺−2 

5 {WT, BT} 1.74E+7 1.25E+7 2.99E+7 

In this analysis, to achieve the maximum value of annual profit from the 

networked microgrid, two different game theory techniques: the Nash equilibrium and 

Shapley values are used, and the results are compared to identify the most feasible 

solution. The annual profit of the Nash equilibrium and Shapley values are shown in 
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Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, respectively for each microgrid. If the annual profit for each 

possible coalition is compared between both game-theoretic techniques, the results are 

found to be maximum for Shapley values compared to the Nash equilibrium. It is also 

illustrated in Table 3 that the distribution of the annual profit among the players is fair 

in each coalition with respect to the players’ contribution. Therefore, the technique of 

Shapley values is proposed for the maximisation of the annual profit of the networked 

microgrid, and optimum sizing of generation resources and batteries are found through 

the Nash equilibrium. 

In the end, sensitivity analysis is performed for both techniques of game 

theory to analyse the impact of changing the values of the electricity price 𝑅 and 

discount rate 𝐷𝑟 for the proposed networked architecture. These parameters are 

considered to validate the results and observe the variations in the value of the annual 

profit from microgrid 1 and microgrid 2. The influence of changing the electricity price 

and discount rate are shown in Figure 3.4 (a) and 3.4 (b), respectively, and in Table 

3.4. The results for both microgrids show that, as the electricity price decreases, the 

total annual profit decreases too. However, in the case of high electricity prices, 

generation resources are earning more profit by selling power to the load and main 

grid. On the other hand, as the value of the discount rate increases, the value of profit 

is increasing sequentially, and vice versa. It is also evident from both parameters that 

the influence of the electricity price is more sensitive than the discount rate. Therefore, 

a small increase in electricity price produces a rapid increase in profit value.
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Table 3.3 Sensitivity analysis of networked microgrid for game theory techniques 

Game Model 

Profit (M$/year) Using a Nash Equilibrium (𝐼𝑀𝐺) Profit (M$/year) Using Shapley Values (Φ𝑀𝐺) 

Electricity Price 

($/kWh) 

Discount Rate 

(%) 

Electricity Price 

($/kWh) 

Discount Rate 

(%) 

0.11 0.12 0.13 11 12 13 0.11 0.12 0.13 11 12 13 

MG 1 {WT, SP, BT} 22.7 24.8 26.9 25.1 24.8 24.5 33.3 36.4 39.6 36.9 36.4 36.0 

MG 2 {WT, BT} 22.8 25.0 27.2 25.3 25.0 24.7 27.3 29.9 32.5 30.3 29.9 29.6 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3.4 Sensitivity analysis for game theory techniques: (a) Nash equilibrium; (b) Shapley 

values 

3.6 Summary 

In this chapter, two techniques of game theory are considered for sizing and 

comparative analysis of grid-connected networked microgrid, based on a multi-

objective imperialistic competition algorithm ICA for system optimisation. The 
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selected networked microgrid, which consists of two different grid-connected 

microgrids with common electrical load and main grid, might have different 

combinations of generation resources including wind turbine, photovoltaic panels and 

batteries. The game theory technique Nash equilibrium is developed to perform the 

effective sizing of a networked microgrid in which capacities of the generation 

resources and batteries are considered as players and annual profit as the payoff. In 

order to meet the equilibrium point and the optimum sizes of generation resources, all 

possible coalitions between the players are considered, ICA, which is frequently used 

in optimisation applications, is implemented using MATLAB software. Both 

techniques of the game theory Shapley values and Nash equilibrium are used to find 

the annual profit of each microgrid, and the results are compared based on optimum 

sizing, and maximum values of annual profit are identified. Finally, in order to validate 

the results of the networked microgrid, the sensitivity analysis is studied to examine 

the impact of electricity price and discount rates on maximum values of profit for both 

game theory techniques. 

The proposed model of this chapter consists of a networked microgrid that 

consist of two different microgrids. Networked microgrid is modelled based on a 

techniques Nash Equilibrium and Shapely values to find the correct sizing and achieve 

the maximum profit values. In the next chapter similar architecture is considered but 

two microgrids are considered with different combinations of generation resources. 

Microgrid clustering is introduced to design a network and different cooperative game 

theory technique Nash bargain solution is used to find suitable sizes of each player and 

maximum payoff values. The results are further verified and validated with help of 

sensitivity analysis.
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Chapter 4 Optimal Planning of a Clustered 

Microgrid Based on a Nash Bargaining Solution 

In this chapter, in order to show the capability of the game theory, methods in 

the optimisation of multi-players objectives, the planning procedure of a clustered 

microgrid including two independent microgrids are analysed. In addition, despite 

most research work that uses a non-cooperative type of game theory techniques, which 

are constrained when addressing fairness in conjunction with efficiency, a cooperative 

approach is utilised here in order to satisfy all players in terms of fairness and 

efficiency. This also reduces the intermittency effect of generated power by solar and 

wind systems. The electrical load profile and weather forecast data of a town of 

Western Australia, Mount Magnet, as shown in Figure 4.1, is taken to achieve the most 

realistic and optimum results. The state of Western Australia has generous conditions 

for renewable energy resources by world standards, especially for wind speed and solar 

radiation [69, 70]. 

This chapter is based on the research papers “Optimal planning of Clustered 

Microgrid using a Technique of Cooperative Game Theory”, published in Electric 

Power Systems Research 2020, and “Optimal Sizing and Profit Maximization of 

Clustered Microgrid using Game Theory Techniques”, published in 2019 from the 9th 

IEEE International Conference on Power and Energy Systems (ICPES).
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Mount Magnet

 

Figure 4.1 Town of Mount Magnet in Western Australia 

4.2 Problem Formulation 

The clustered microgrid can consist of 𝓃 number microgrids in a grid-connected 

mode, as shown in Figure 4.2, to avoid the complexity of work and reduce computation 

time. The proposed system consists of two microgrids with various combinations of 

renewable resources. To meet the load requirements in the clustered microgrid, the 

selected components are wind turbines, solar panels and batteries, but the combination 

in each microgrid is kept different. As shown in Figure 4.3, the first microgrid contains 

wind turbines, solar panels and batteries as the generation components, while the 

second microgrid has only wind turbines and solar panels as generation resources. The 

individual microgrids keeping at certain distances are connected and controlled to 

exchange power to various loads. 

Microgrid ‘n’ Microgrid ‘2’ Microgrid ‘1’
Grid

 

Figure 4.2 Grid-connected clustered microgrid 

The main objective of this research is to allocate the most suitable capacities of 

generation resources and batteries for the clustered microgrid to meet the electrical 

load requirements of Mount Magnet and ensure its smooth operation and maximum 
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profitability. Because the clustered microgrid are connected with the main grid, if any 

of the microgrid cannot meet the load requirements, it can purchase power from the 

main grid, and in case of large power generation from any microgrid, it can sell surplus 

power to the main grid. For the selected clustered microgrid, the power generation is 

through wind turbines, solar panels and storage batteries, depending on the weather 

forecast and load. 

 

Figure 4.3 Block diagram of clustered microgrid 

4.2.1 Elements of the Game Model 

In the clustered microgrid, three different players are involved in power 

generation and are expressed as 𝒲 for wind turbines, 𝒮𝒫 for solar panels and ℬ for 

batteries. The decision variable  𝒫𝒿 for each player is represented by their power 

capacities, such as 𝒫𝒲, 𝒫𝒮𝒫 and 𝒫ℬ for wind turbines, solar panels and batteries, 

respectively, within their boundary limits or strategic spaces. The strategic set  𝔖𝒿 for 

the wind turbine, solar panel and wind turbine are 𝔖𝒲 = (𝒫𝒲
𝓂𝒾𝓃, 𝒫𝒲

𝓂𝒶𝓍),  𝔖𝒮𝒫 =

(𝒫𝒮𝒫
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝒫𝒮𝒫

𝓂𝒶𝓍), and  𝔖ℬ = (𝒫ℬ
𝓂𝒾𝓃, 𝒫ℬ

𝓂𝒶𝓍), respectively. 

4.2.2 Payoff for Each Microgrid 

In this case, microgrid 1 is considered as a combination of three different 

generation resources, including wind turbine 𝒲, solar panels 𝒮𝒫 and batteries ℬ in a 

grid-connected mode to meet the load requirements. To achieve the maximum payoff 
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or profit for the proposed microgrid, various factors such as power selling income, the 

subsidy from the government, cost of initial investment, cost of energy that cannot be 

served, operation and maintenance cost and so on, are taken into account [58]. From 

each player, its income and cost are also taken into consideration to find the profit, 

where  𝒫ℛ, ℐ and 𝒞 represent the annual profit, annual income and annual cost, 

respectively. 

A. Wind Turbines 

Maximum profit for wind turbines is calculated as follows: 

𝒫ℛ𝒲 = ℐ𝒲_𝒮ℰ + ℐ𝒲_𝒮ℒ + ℐ𝒲_𝒜𝒮 − 𝒞𝒲_ℐ𝒩 − 𝒞𝒲_𝒪ℳ − 𝒞𝒲_ℰ𝒮 − 𝒞𝒲_𝒫𝐶 (4.1) 

The fluctuation in the wind power is found in terms of wind speed 𝓋(𝓉). The 

wind power generated 𝓅𝒲(𝓉) in hour 𝓉 is calculated as follows: 

𝐷𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡) = 𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡) − 𝑝𝐵𝑇(𝑡 + 1) (4.2) 

Maximum power consumed 𝒫𝒞𝒩(𝓉) in hour 𝓉 is: 

𝒫𝒞𝒩(𝓉) = 𝒫𝒟(𝓉) + 𝒫𝒯𝒞 + (𝒫ℬ − 𝓅ℬ(𝓉)) (4.3) 

where 𝓉=1, 2, …, 8784 hours, 𝒫𝒟(𝓉), 𝓅ℬ(𝓉) and 𝒫𝒯𝒞 represent the electrical load 

demand, power of storage battery in hour 𝓉 and maximum tie line transmission 

capacity between the main grid and clustered microgrid, respectively. The excess 

generation from a wind turbine or surplus power 𝒫𝒮ℛ(𝓉) in hour 𝓉 is: 

𝒫𝒮ℛ(𝓉) = 𝓅𝒲(𝓉) + 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉) − 𝒫𝒞𝒩(𝓉) (4.4) 

Wind turbine annual income ℐ𝒲_𝒮ℰ from power selling 𝒫𝒲_𝒮ℰ(𝓉) to main grid in 

hour 𝓉 is as follows: 

𝒫𝒲_𝒮ℰ(𝓉) = {

𝓅𝒲(𝓉)                                𝒫𝒮ℛ(𝓉) ≤ 0

𝓅𝒲(𝓉) ∗ 𝒫𝒞𝒩(𝓉)

(𝓅𝒲(𝓉) + 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉))
        𝒫𝒮ℛ(𝓉) > 0 

 (4.5) 

ℐ𝒲_𝒮ℰ = (1+∝) ∗ ∑ 𝔼(𝓉) ∗ 𝒫𝒲_𝒮ℰ(𝓉)

8784

𝓉=1

 (4.6) 
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where ℱ and 𝔼(𝓉) shows the coefficient of subsidy from the government and price of 

electricity in hour 𝓉. Wind turbine annual salvage value ℐ𝒲_𝒮ℒ and annual investment 

cost 𝒞𝒲_ℐ𝒩 are calculated as: 

ℐ𝒲_𝒮ℒ = 𝒫𝒲 ∗ 𝒰𝒲_𝒮𝑉 ∗ 𝔇/((1 + 𝔇)
𝕃𝒲 − 1) (4.7) 

𝒞𝒲_ℐ𝒩 = 𝒫𝒲 ∗ 𝒰𝒲 ∗ 𝔇(1 + 𝔇)𝕃𝒲/((1 + 𝔇)𝕃𝒲 − 1) (4.8) 

where 𝒰𝒲_𝒮𝑉, 𝔇, 𝒰𝒲 and 𝕃𝒲 are per unit wind turbine salvage value, electricity 

discount rate, per unit cost of wind turbine and the life span of the wind turbine, 

respectively.  

The annual operation and maintenance cost of the wind turbine 𝒞𝒲_𝒪ℳ is 

calculated by multiplying its per unit operation and maintenance cost  

𝒰𝒲_𝑂𝑀 by the capacity of wind turbine 𝒫𝒲; however, annual ancillary service benefits 

of the wind turbine ℐ𝒲_𝒜𝒮 is considered zero. 

The annual cost of energy not served 𝒞𝒲_ℰ𝒮 in a clustered microgrid is calculated 

as follows: 

𝒞𝒲_ℰ𝒮 = 𝒞ℰ𝒮 ∗ 𝒫𝒲/(𝒫𝒲 + 𝒫𝒮𝒫 + 𝒫ℬ) (4.9) 

Annual compensation cost of total energy not served 𝒞ℰ𝒮 is: 

𝒞ℰ𝒮 = ∑ 1.5 ∗ 𝔼(𝓉) ∗ (𝒫𝒰ℬ(𝓉) − 𝒫𝒫𝒢(𝓉))

8784

𝓉=1

 (4.10) 

In the above equation unbalanced power 𝒫𝒰ℬ(𝓉) in a clustered microgrid and 

power purchased from the main grid 𝒫𝒫𝒢(𝓉) during hour 𝓉 is: 

𝒫𝒰ℬ(𝓉) = 𝒫𝒟(𝓉) − 𝓅𝒲(𝓉) − 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉) − (𝓅ℬ(𝓉) − 𝒫ℬ_𝓂𝒾𝓃) (4.11) 

𝒫𝒫𝒢(𝓉) = {

0                                  𝒫𝒰ℬ(𝓉) ≤ 0
𝒫𝒰ℬ(𝓉)          0 < 𝒫𝒰ℬ(𝓉) ≤ 𝒫𝒯𝒞
𝒫𝒯𝒞                          𝒫𝒰ℬ(𝓉) > 𝒫𝒯𝒞

 (4.12) 

where the available power in the batteries in hour 𝓉 is expressed as (𝓅ℬ(𝓉) − 𝒫ℬ_𝓂𝒾𝓃). 

Wind turbine annual cost to purchase power from the main grid is as below: 
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𝒞𝒲_𝒫𝐶 = 𝒞𝒫𝐶 ∗ 𝒫𝒲/(𝒫𝒲 + 𝒫𝒮𝒫 + 𝒫ℬ) (4.13) 

The total annual cost to purchase power from the grid 𝒞𝒫ℛ is: 

𝒞𝒫𝐶 = ∑ 𝔼(𝓉) ∗  𝒫𝒫𝒢(𝓉)

8784

𝓉=1

 (4.14) 

B. Solar Panels 

Solar panels are not developed in detail for this research, and per unit hourly 

solar power 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉) is used to define the variations in solar radiation for one year. The 

annual profit of solar panels can be written as follows: 

𝒫ℛ𝒮𝒫 = ℐ𝒮𝒫_𝒮ℰ + ℐ𝒮𝒫_𝒮ℒ + ℐ𝒮𝒫_𝒜𝒮 − 𝒞𝒮𝒫_ℐ𝒩 − 𝒞𝒮𝒫_𝒪ℳ − 𝒞𝒮𝒫_ℰ𝒮 − 𝒞𝒮𝒫_𝒫𝐶 (4.15) 

Annual ancillary income benefits for solar panels ℐ𝒮𝒫_𝒜𝒮 is defined as zero, and 

annual income of solar panels for power selling to the main grid ℐ𝒮𝒫_𝒮ℰ is calculated 

as follows: 

𝒫𝒮𝒫_𝒮ℰ(𝓉) = {

𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉)                              𝒫𝒮ℛ(𝓉) ≤ 0

𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉) ∗ 𝒫𝒞𝒩(𝓉)

(𝓅𝒲(𝓉) + 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉))
       𝒫𝒮ℛ(𝓉) > 0 

 (4.16) 

ℐ𝒮𝒫_𝒮ℰ = (1+∝) ∗ ∑ 𝔼(𝓉) ∗ 𝒫𝒮𝒫_𝒮ℰ(𝓉)

8784

𝓉=1

 (4.17) 

Solar panels annual income from the salvage value ℐ𝒮𝒫_𝒮ℒ, annual investment 

cost 𝒞𝒮𝒫_ℐ𝒩, annual operation and maintenance cost 𝒞𝒮𝒫_𝒪ℳ, the annual cost of due to 

energy not served 𝒞𝒮𝒫_ℰ𝒮 and the annual cost of power purchased from the grid 𝒞𝒮𝒫_𝒫𝐶 

are calculated in a similar way, as defined for wind turbines. 

C. Batteries 

The annual profit for batteries can be obtained as follows: 

𝒫ℛℬ = ℐℬ_𝒮ℰ + ℐℬ_𝒮ℒ + ℐℬ_𝒜𝒮 − 𝒞ℬ_ℐ𝒩 − 𝒞ℬ_𝒪ℳ − 𝒞ℬ_ℰ𝒮 − 𝒞ℬ_𝒫𝐶 (4.18) 

The batteries are charged with respect to the power difference between 

generation resources and the electrical load. For microgrid 1, the generation resources 
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are wind turbines and solar panels, and electrical load performs the power 

consumption. The difference between the generation resources and load in hour 𝓉 is 

represented as 𝛥(𝓉). If excessive power is in the generation resources, then the 

batteries are charged with efficiency 𝜉𝒸. The power of the batteries 𝓅ℬ(𝓉) and changes 

in batteries’ power 𝛥𝓅ℬ(𝓉) in hour 𝓉 are expressed as the following: 

𝓅ℬ(𝓉) = {
𝓅ℬ(𝓉 − 1) + 𝜉𝒸 ∗ 𝛥(𝓉 − 1)         𝛥(𝓉 − 1) ≥ 0

𝓅ℬ(𝓉 − 1) + 𝛥(𝓉 − 1)                𝛥(𝓉 − 1) < 0
 (4.19) 

𝛥𝓅ℬ(𝓉) = 𝓅ℬ(𝓉) − 𝓅ℬ(𝓉 + 1) (4.20) 

Batteries’ annual income through power selling to the main grid is calculated as 

below: 

𝒫ℬ_𝒮ℰ(𝓉) = {
𝛥𝓅ℬ(𝓉)        𝛥𝓅ℬ(𝓉) > 0

0                    𝛥𝓅ℬ(𝓉) ≤ 0
 (4.21) 

ℐℬ_𝒮ℰ = (1+∝) ∗ ∑ 𝔼(𝓉) ∗ 𝒫ℬ_𝒮ℰ(𝓉)

8784

𝓉=1

 (4.22) 

The annual ancillary income of batteries ℐℬ_𝒜𝒮 depends on the supplied reserve 

power, and is: 

ℐℬ_𝒜𝒮 = ℜ∑(𝓅ℬ(𝓉) − 𝒫ℬ_𝒮ℰ(𝓉) − 𝒫ℬ_𝓂𝒾𝓃)

8784

𝑡=1

 (4.23) 

where ℜ represents the per unit income ($/(kWh) from reserve power. Annual income 

from the batteries’ salvage value ℐℬ_𝒮ℒ is zero if the batteries are out of service. 

Batteries’ annual investment cost 𝒞ℬ_ℐ𝒩, operation and maintenance cost 𝒞ℬ_𝒪ℳ, cost 

of power not served 𝒞ℬ_ℰ𝒮 and cost of power purchased from the grid 𝒞ℬ_𝒫𝐶 can be 

calculated in a similar way as for wind turbine and solar panels.  

It is evident from the above calculations that profit maximisation of each player 

not only depends on its own parameters, but also on other players’ too. For microgrid 

1, the maximum profit for each player is calculated by using its own equation, and the 

maximum profit for microgrid 1 𝒫ℛ𝑀𝐺−1 in grid-connected mode can be found as 

follows: 
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𝒫ℛ𝑀𝐺−1 = 𝒫ℛ𝒲 + 𝒫ℛ𝒮𝒫 + 𝒫ℛℬ (4.24) 

Figure. 4.3 shows that microgrid 2 consists of two generations of resources of 

wind turbines 𝒲 and solar panels 𝒮𝒫 in grid-connected mode, and contributing to 

microgrid 1 to meet the load requirements of the selected town. Considering all the 

technical parameters, the maximum profit for both players 𝒫𝒲 and 𝒫𝒮𝒫 are calculated 

in the same way as calculated for microgrid 1, and the maximum profit for microgrid 

2 is obtained as: 

𝒫ℛ𝑀𝐺−2 = 𝒫ℛ𝒲 + 𝒫ℛ𝒮𝒫 (4.25) 

4.2.3 Payoff for Clustered Microgrid 

In this paper, the concept of a single microgrid is adopted to meet the 

requirements of clustered architecture, and two microgrids are considered in grid-

connected mode. Therefore, the maximum profit for a clustered microgrid 𝐶𝑀𝐺 can 

be found as follows: 

𝐷𝒫ℛ𝐶𝑀𝐺 = 𝒫ℛ𝑀𝐺−1+𝒫ℛ𝑀𝐺−2 (4.26) 

In the clustered system, different microgrids with various combinations of 

generation resources can be connected in parallel. If 𝓃 number of microgrids are 

connected in clustered architecture are shown in Figure 2, then the maximum profit of 

clustered microgrid can be written as follows: 

𝒫ℛ𝐶𝑀𝐺 = 𝒫ℛ𝑀𝐺−1 + 𝒫ℛ𝑀𝐺−2 +⋯+𝒫ℛ𝑀𝐺−𝓃 = ∑𝒫ℛ𝑀𝐺−𝓃

𝓃

1

 (4.27) 

4.3 The Nash Bargaining Solution 

In microgrid, game theory can be a wonderful way to deal with various decision-

making problems where multiple renewable resources are used for generation. From 

many years, the game theory techniques are used to solve various technical problems 

in different research areas, which yields a strong basis for the market participants to 
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achieve their optimum results [25, 27, 71]. In a game model, the components of a 

microgrid may belong to different owners, but to get feasible sizing of generation 

capacities, each of the components prefers to collaborate for maximization of their 

profits. The Nash bargaining solution is a cooperative game model of the negotiation 

process, which can be effectively used to meet the basic fair and efficient requirements 

that are important in real-world bargaining solution [37]. The Nash bargaining solution 

is a bilateral negotiation process between the players to achieve maximum values of 

payoff, when decision variables reach their optimal values within set space [38]. 

Therefore, in this chapter a modern game theory approach of Nash bargaining solution 

is used for the suitable sizing and to achieve optimum payoff values. 

In this section, the basic idea of the Nash bargaining solution is first explained, 

and then the technique of cooperative game theory is discussed to organise the 

proposed game model. For the Nash bargaining solution, two players, which can 

cooperate along with a set of agreements in terms of their payoff, are considered. A 

game model can have the Nash bargaining solution and in details shown in [72, 73] 

and it fulfils the following axioms: 

1. Pareto Optimality  

In a game model, none of the players can be better off until and unless at least 

one player is worse off, at the same point. To fulfil this requirement of Pareto 

Optimality (PO), there should not be any other point in the whole research limit where 

two players can achieve more. It can be expresses as: 

∅(𝑈, 𝒖0) ∈ 𝑃𝑂(𝑈)  (4.288) 

2. Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives 

If (𝑈, 𝑉) is the payoff for both players from a possible set 𝐴, and is an element 

of subset 𝐵, then (𝑈, 𝑉) must be selected from 𝐵. If 𝒖 ̸ ∈ 𝑉 ⊂ 𝑈 and 

𝒖 ̸ = ∅(𝑈, 𝒖0)  (4.299) 
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then 

∅(𝑉, 𝒖0) = 𝒖 ̸ (4.30) 

3. Symmetry 

If the players are interchanged between them, they are still supposed to achieve 

a similar payoff. It means that players are indistinguishable and the payoff will not 

discriminate between them. If the utility space U is symmetric with respect to i and j, 

𝑢𝑖
0 = 𝑢𝑗

0 , 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑢0 < 𝑢 (4.31) 

and  

𝒖 ̸ = ∅(𝑈, 𝒖0)  (4.3230) 

then, 

𝑢𝑖
̸ = 𝑢𝑗

̸    (4.3331) 

where U, 𝑢, 𝑢0 and ∅(𝑈, 𝒖0) are utility space, utility vector in U, utility at 

disagreement point and bargaining solution, respectively. 

4. Invariance to Affine Transformation 

The solution of a game model should not depend on scales or units. This means 

that if a positive constant is added or multiplies, the solution should not be affected for 

both or either of the players. If 𝜓:ℝ𝑁 → ℝ𝑁, 

𝜓(𝒖) = 𝒖 ̸ (4.3432) 

with 𝑢𝑖
̸ = 𝑐𝑖𝑢𝑖 + 𝑑𝑖 and 𝑐𝑖, 𝑑𝑖 ∈ ℝ, 𝑐𝑖 > 0, ∀𝑖, then 
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∅(𝜓(𝑈), 𝜓(𝒖0))  = 𝜓(∅(𝑈, 𝒖0)  (4.3533) 

The second axiom says that if the players are bargaining for a feasible payoff, 

normalisation should be finished before the end of the bargaining solution. In addition, 

the second, third and fourth axioms are called axioms of fairness. The fourth axiom 

states that a game elimination of non-feasible solutions should not affect the bargaining 

process. 

U

V(0 ,0)

R

NBS

D x=y  Line or 45degree Line 

 

Figure 4.4 Nash bargaining solution between two players 

For a cooperative game of two players, the payoff is represented by (𝑈, 𝑉), and 

𝑅 represents the complete region for bargaining. Figure 4.4 shows the bargaining 

solution among two players with payoff (𝑈, 𝑉), where 𝐷 represents the disagreement 

point in the region. If the bargaining takes place between the players, this means that 

they agree on a different solution within the region 𝑅, which shows the feasible Nash 

bargaining solution. 

Figure. 4.5 shows the algorithm to find the Nash bargaining solution in multiple 

steps. Here, inputs of the algorithm are the weather forecast and load profiles. In the 

process of designing a cooperative game, the players and marginal spaces for 

implementation of the selected technique of game theory are defined. Then the 

bargaining between the players is initiated, and if the players satisfy the conditions of 

the Nash bargaining process, the payoff is achieved. Otherwise, they need to repeat the 

bargaining process to find the optimum Nash bargaining solution. 
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Figure 4.5 Algorithm to find Nash bargaining solution 

In order to perform the optimisation of the cooperative game model and for 

verification of the algorithm, the well-known particle swarm optimisation (PSO) 

algorithm is utilised, which is frequently adopted in different research areas to resolve 

the optimisation problem [74, 75]. In this paper, to find the most feasible Nash 

bargaining solution, 50 iterations and 100 particles are selected. The algorithm for the 

Nash bargaining solution is implemented in MATLAB software to find the optimal 

values of decision variables and maximum payoff. 
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4.4 Results and Analysis 

In order to design a model for the proposed clustered microgrid, the Mount 

Magnet data for electrical load, wind speed and solar radiation are taken, and a time 

interval from 1 June 2015 to 31 May 2016 is considered as shown in Section 1.5 Figure 

1.3 [56]. The known input parameters for the proposed model are given in Appendix 

A Table A.1 [58].  

Table 4.1 illustrates the most suitable power capacity of each player, along with 

the maximum annual profit of the first microgrid using the Nash bargaining solution 

to fulfil the requirements of the load. As can be seen, different valid combinations from 

case 1 to case 3 have been considered. For example, as shown in case 1, the wind 

turbine and the solar panel are chosen as two players to achieve the optimum value of 

bargaining solutions, and the battery selects random values within its strategic space 

until the solution reaches the maximum profit. It is apparent from the results that the 

profit is fairly high in all cases, and any combinations can be selected to find the 

optimum solution for Nash bargaining. However, the profit is relatively higher in case 

1 compared to the others, where wind turbines and solar panels are taken as players 

for the bargaining solution. 

For microgrid 2 in clustered architecture, as shown in Table 4.2, the wind 

turbines and the solar panels are selected as players. Table 4.2 illustrates the most 

suitable generation capacities for wind turbines and solar panels, along with the 

maximum profit. It is obvious from Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 that the annual profit will 

go higher if greater numbers of generation resources are chosen in the microgrid to 

fulfil the requirements of the attached load. This is because the involvement of more 

generation resources in the microgrid creates more options to sell extra power to the 

main grid, and also creates an easier way to meet the load requirements in worse 

weather conditions. 
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Table 4.1 Nash bargaining solution for grid-connected microgrid 1 

 

Game Models 

 

Nash Bargaining 

Solutions (kW) 

 

Profit  

($/year) 

Case Coalitions 𝒫𝒲 𝒫𝒮𝒫 𝒫ℬ 𝒫ℛ𝑀𝐺−1 

1 {𝒲, 𝒮𝒫 }, {ℬ} 32,264 6125 10,000 2.1058E+7 

2 {𝒲, ℬ}, {𝒮𝒫 } 32,380 6995 9985 2.0505E+7 

3 {𝒲}, {𝒮𝒫, ℬ} 33,128 8000 10,000 2.1007E+7 

Table 4.2 Nash bargaining solution for grid-connected microgrid 2 

Game Models Nash Bargaining Solutions (kW) 
Profit  

($/year) 

Case Coalitions 𝒫𝒲 𝒫𝒮𝒫 𝒫ℛ𝑀𝐺−2 

1 {𝒲, 𝒮𝒫 } 26,213 5176 5.8463E+6 
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Figure 4.6 Nash bargaining solutions for (a) microgrid 1, and (b) microgrid 2 

To reach the optimum values of a Nash bargaining solution and maximum profit, 

the algorithm has performed the simulation for 100 possible bargaining solutions 

(particles). The different bargaining solutions are shown in Figure 4.6 (a) and Figure 

4.6 (b) for microgrid 1 and microgrid 2, respectively. As can be seen, for both 

individual microgrids, after trying different solutions, an optimum point is found. 

Figure 4.7 (a) shows the optimum values of generation resources for microgrid 1 and 

microgrid 2 in clustered architecture in grid-connected mode. Figure 4.7 (b) illustrates 

the maximum value of profit at the point of the Nash bargaining solution for microgrid 

1, microgrid 2 and total profit for the clustered microgrid. 
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Figure 4.7 (a) Optimum sizes of the players, and (b) maximum profit for clustered microgrid 

4.4.1 Sensitivity Analysis 

To confirm the feasibility of the Nash bargaining results, and to analyse the 

effect of uncertainties, a sensitivity analysis was conducted. For this purpose, the 

electricity prices and the discount rates were taken into consideration to perform the 

analysis, for cooperative game models microgrid 1 (case 1) and microgrid 2 (case 1). 

The selected electricity sensitivity analyses are $0.11/kWh, 0.12 $/kWh, and 

$0.13/kWh. For both microgrids, it can be seen in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.8, that as the 

electricity price decreases, the annual profit of clustered microgrid also reduces, and 

vice versa. 
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Table 4.3 Sensitivity analysis for microgrid 1 and microgrid 2 

Microgrid# 
Electricity Price 

($/kWh) 

Profit 

(K$/year) 

Discount Rate 

(%) 

Profit 

(K$/year) 

1 

0.11 19,330 11 21,431 

0.12 21,049 12 21,049 

0.13 22,907 13 20,800 

2 

0.11 5004 11 6129 

0.12 5876 12 5876 

0.13 6748 13 5618 

Figure 4.8 also shows the effect of the discount rate on the annual profit of the 

clustered microgrid. It can be deduced that for discount rates of 11%, 12% and 13% 

the change in the profit is tangible. As the discount rates decrease, the annual profit 

values are increasing, and vice versa. It is also evident from the sensitivity analysis of 

both parameters that the electricity price has more impact on the payoff than the 

discount rate. Consequently, even small changes in the electricity price significantly 

increase or decrease the values of annual profit. 
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Figure 4.8 Results of sensitivity analysis for (a) microgrid 1 and (b) microgrid 2 

4.5 Summary 

In this chapter, a cooperative type of game theoretical technique is proposed at 

the planning stage to model a grid-connected clustered microgrid. In order to make it 

more applicable, the selected microgrid consists of different combinations of 

generation resources such as wind turbines, solar cells and batteries. In the game 

model, generation resources are considered to be players and their profit is the payoff. 

The technique of the Nash bargaining solution is adopted in this study for capacity 

allocation of generation resources and batteries, and also to maximise the annual profit 

of individual microgrids and its cluster. As a cooperative game model, all possible 

coalitions are discussed between the players to find their optimum sizes, and the most 

suitable one is selected based on the game theory technique and maximum payoff 

value. For this purpose, a particle swarm optimisation algorithm is developed to find 

the most feasible Nash bargaining solution using MATLAB software. In the 

simulations and for the system analysis, the realistic electrical load data and weather 

forecast is taken for a remote town Mount Magnet in Western Australia. Finally, a 

sensitivity analysis is performed to validate and show the reasonableness of the 

optimised results concerning the proposed clustered system.  
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The proposed model of this chapter consists of a clustered microgrid that consist 

of two microgrids and single objective optimization with respect to annual profit is 

performed to achieve the results. The load data and weather profiles of a single town 

are considered to perform the analysis based on Bash bargaining solution.  In the next 

chapter multi-microgrid system is considered with three microgrids who are connected 

with three different Australian towns in grid-connected mode. A multi-objective 

optimization is performed based on LCOE and reliability index, and architecture is 

designed based on Nash equilibrium to find suitable sizes of the players and optimum 

payoff values.
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Chapter 5 Multi-Objective Optimisation and 

Sizing of Multi-Microgrids Using a Game 

Theory Technique 

In this chapter, a multi-microgrids system consisting of three different 

microgrids in grid-connected mode is considered. Multi-objective optimisation is 

performed for the sizing of generation resources and storage batteries in order to 

achieve optimum payoff values. Microgrids in the system architecture have different 

combinations of wind turbines, photovoltaic panels, batteries and residential loads. 

The technical criteria for the multi-objective function are selected as the levelised cost 

of energy and reliability index. The multi-microgrids system is modelled with respect 

to a cooperative game theory technique called the Nash equilibrium. The real-time 

weather data and load profiles of three different remote towns in Australia are taken to 

perform the analysis and validate the results. The simulation model is MATLAB 

software and the particle swarm optimisation algorithm is used for the simulation of 

the multi-microgrid system. 

This chapter is based on the research paper “Game Approach for Sizing and Cost 

Minimization of a Multi-microgrids using a Multi-objective Optimization”, published 

in 2021 IEEE Green Technologies Conference (GreenTech), 2021, and “Peer-to-Peer 

Energy Trading and Planning of Multi-microgrid System using a Multi-Objective 

Optimization" submitted in the IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications, 2021. 
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5.2 The Multi-Microgrid System 

The schematic diagram of the grid-connected multi-microgrid system is shown 

in Figure 5.1. Multiple combinations of wind turbines, photovoltaic panels and 

batteries are considered within each microgrid to meet its electrical load requirement. 

Multi-microgrid systems meet both stability and economical requirements more 

comfortably in the joint presence of wind turbines, solar panels and batteries.  

 

Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of multi-microgrids system 

To analyse the power exchange within the system, smart meters are positioned 

at both sides of transmission and distribution lines. Wind turbines and photovoltaic 

panels are connected with a DC-bus through unidirectional AC/DC and DC/DC 
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converters. However, storage batteries are connected with a DC-bus via bidirectional 

converters. In all microgrids, to connect the DC-bus with AC-bus a DC/AC converter 

is placed. All grid-connected microgrids are integrated together in the system and 

complement one another to serve the loads while meeting specific economic and 

reliability standards. To find optimum results and the accurate sizes of the system 

components, the real-time data of wind speed, solar radiation and residential loads of 

three towns in Australia were considered. In the multi-microgrid model, the data of 

Laverton, Mount Magnet and Wahroonga are illustrated in Section 1.5 and Figure 1.3 

from July 2014 to June 2015, June 2015 to May 2016, and July 2012 to June 2013, 

respectively [50-54]. 

5.3 Problem Formulation 

To achieve the main objective of this study, a multi-objective function is 

formulated based on the criteria of the levelized cost of energy (𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸), and the 

reliability index (𝐼𝑅). Furthermore, a cooperative game theory technique is used, 

players are defined, and strategic spaces are set to find the optimum payoff values and 

for suitable sizing. Wind turbines 𝑊𝑇, photovoltaic panels 𝑃𝑃 and storage batteries 

𝑆𝐵 are the players 𝒾 for each microgrid. The sizes of players are 𝑃𝑊𝑇, 𝑃𝑆𝑃 and 𝑃𝑆𝐵, and 

the strategic spaces are set as (𝑃𝑊𝑇
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑃𝑊𝑇

𝑚𝑎𝑥), (𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝑚𝑎𝑥), and (𝑃𝑆𝐵
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑃𝑆𝐵

𝑚𝑎𝑥) for wind 

turbines, photovoltaic panels, and storage batteries, respectively. 

5.3.1 Levelized Cost of Energy 

On the commercial and residential level, more priority is given to lower the 

energy cost of the overall system and minimise the electricity bills. Therefore, in this 

study, the first criteria for optimisation is selected as 𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸. For the selected model, 

the 𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 is defined as the sum of the total cost of the multi-microgrids system divided 

by the total annual energy supplied 𝐸𝑎𝑛 [15]. In the architecture, the 𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 for 

microgrid 1 is expressed as follows: 

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸1 =∑(𝐶𝑂𝒾/𝐸𝑎𝑛

3

1

) 𝒾 ∊ {𝑊𝑇, 𝑃𝑃, 𝑆𝐵} (5.1) 
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The total cost for each player is the sum of its annual investment cost COINV and 

operation and maintenance cost CO&M is calculated as follows:  

𝐶𝑂𝒾 = 𝐶𝑂𝒾_𝐼𝑁𝑉 + 𝐶𝒾_𝑂&𝑀 (5.2) 

Annual investment cost: If the 𝒰𝑖 is the per-unit cost of the player 𝑖, then the 

annual investment cost for each player is found as follows: 

𝐶𝑂𝒾.𝐼𝑁𝑉 = 𝒰𝑖 ∗ 𝑃𝑖 ∗ 𝔇(1 + 𝔇)
𝕃𝑖/((1 + 𝔇)𝕃𝑖 − 1) (5.3) 

Annual operation and maintenance cost: If the 𝒰𝒾_𝑂𝑀 is the per-unit operation 

and maintenance cost of the player 𝑖, then the operation and maintenance cost for each 

player is found as follows: 

𝐶𝑂𝒾_𝑂&𝑀 = 𝒰𝒾_𝑂𝑀 ∗ 𝑃𝑖 (5.4) 

The 𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 for the multi-microgrids system with 𝑛 number of microgrids is 

shown as follows: 

⨍(𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸𝑀𝑀𝐺) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (∑(𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸𝑛

𝑁

𝑛=1

)) (5.5) 

5.3.2 Reliability Index 

The second criterion to design a multi-microgrids system is the reliability index 

𝐼𝑅, which aims to minimise the cost of power loss. The two parameters including the 

cost of energy not supplied 𝐶𝑂𝐸𝑁𝑆 and cost of power purchased from the grid 𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑈𝑅 

are minimised for the architecture. For microgrid 1, the 𝐼𝑅 is expressed as follows: 

𝐼𝑅_1 =∑(𝐶𝑂𝒾_𝐸𝑁𝑆 + 𝐶𝒾_𝑃𝑈𝑅

3

1

) 𝒾 ∊ {𝑊𝑇, 𝑃𝑃, 𝑆𝐵} (5.6) 

In the multi-microgrids system, three players 𝑊𝑇, 𝑃𝑃, and 𝑆𝐵 are considered. 

The generated power through a wind turbine 𝑝𝑊𝑇(𝑡) is found as: 

𝑝𝑊𝑇(𝑡) =

{
 

 
 0                             𝓋(𝑡) < 𝓋𝒸 𝑜𝑟 𝓋(𝑡) ≥ 𝓋𝑜
𝑃𝑊𝑇 ∗ (𝓋(𝑡) − 𝓋𝒸)

𝓋𝑟 −𝓋𝒸
             𝓋𝒸 ≤ 𝓋(𝑡) < 𝓋𝑟

𝑃𝑊𝑇                                      𝓋𝓇 ≤ 𝓋(𝑡) < 𝓋𝑜

 (5.7) 
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The power generated by the storage battery 𝑝𝑆𝐵(𝑡) is shown as follows: 

𝑝𝑆𝐵(𝑡) = {
𝑝𝑆𝐵(𝑡 − 1) + 𝜉𝒸 ∗ 𝛥(𝑡 − 1)         𝛥(𝑡 − 1) ≥ 0

𝑝𝑆𝐵(𝑡 − 1) + 𝛥(𝑡 − 1)                 𝛥(𝑡 − 1) < 0
 (5.8) 

𝛥(𝑡 − 1) = 𝑝𝑊𝑇(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑡 − 1) − 𝑃𝐿(𝑡 − 1) (5.9) 

In the study, the detailed design of photovoltaic panels are not calculated, but its 

solar power 𝑝𝑆𝐵(𝑡) is represented by the sunlight radiation. 

The annual cost for energy not supplied: In order to calculate the cost of 

energy not supplied for the player 𝒾, the unbalanced power 𝐷𝑃(𝑡) in the multi-

microgrids system during hour 𝑡 is first calculated by: 

𝐷𝑃(𝑡) = 𝑃𝐿(𝑡) − 𝑝𝑊𝑇(𝑡) − 𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑡) − 𝑝𝑆𝐵(𝑡) (5.10) 

where 𝑝𝑆𝐵(𝑡) is the difference between the battery charge level 𝑝𝑆𝐵_𝑆𝑂𝐶(𝑡) in hour 𝑡 

and the 𝑃𝑆𝐵_𝑚𝑖𝑛. The power purchased from the main grid 𝑃𝑔(𝑡) is found as: 

𝑃𝑔(𝑡) = {

0                               𝐷𝑃(𝑡) ≤ 0
𝐷𝑃(𝑡)      0 < 𝐷𝑃(𝑡) ≤ 𝑃𝑇_𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑃𝑇_𝑚𝑎𝑥             𝐷𝑃(𝑡) > 𝑃𝑇_𝑚𝑎𝑥

 (5.11) 

The energy not supplied 𝐸𝑁𝑆 in hour 𝑡 is then written as: 

𝑃𝐸𝑁𝑆(𝑡) = 𝑈(𝑡) ∗ (𝐷𝑃(𝑡) − 𝑃𝑔(𝑡)) (5.12) 

where 𝑈(𝑡) is the step function, which is zero when the 𝐷𝑃(𝑡) is smaller than 𝑃𝑔(𝑡), 

and equals one if the 𝐷𝑃(𝑡) is larger than 𝑃𝑔(𝑡). The total annual cost of ENS for 

player 𝒾 is: 

𝐶𝑂𝒾_𝐸𝑁𝑆 =∑𝑘(𝑡) ∗ 𝑃𝐸𝑁𝑆(𝑡)

𝑇

𝑡=1

 (5.13) 

where 𝑘(𝑡) = 1.5𝔼(𝑡) and 𝑇 = 8760 hours. 

 The annual cost for purchasing power from the grid: The total cost of 

purchasing power from the main grid 𝐶𝒾_𝑃𝑈𝑅 for the player 𝒾 is found as: 
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𝐶𝒾_𝑃𝑈𝑅 =∑𝔼(𝑡) ∗ 𝑃𝑔(𝑡)

𝑇

𝑡=1

 (5.14) 

The 𝐼𝑅for the multi-microgrids system with 𝑛 number of microgrids is obtained 

as follows: 

⨍(𝐼𝑅_𝑀𝑀𝐺) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (∑(𝐼𝑅_𝑛

𝑁

𝑛=1

)) (5.15) 

5.3.3 Multi-Objective Function 

In the multi-objective function, several criteria can be considered to meet the 

requirements of optimisation [17]. The levelised cost of energy 𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 and the 

reliability index 𝐼𝑅 are the criteria to formulate the multi-objective function in this 

paper. The designed multi-objective function is a minimising function, because both 

criteria are minimising. If 𝑛 number of microgrids are connected in the multi-

microgrids system, the value of multi-objective 𝑀𝑂 function is obtained as: 

⨍(𝑀𝑂𝑀𝑀𝐺) = min (𝐾1 ∗∑𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸𝑛

𝑛

1

+ 𝐾2 ∗∑𝐼𝑅𝑛

𝑛

1

) (5.16) 

where the constant-coefficients 𝐾1 and 𝐾2 are represented for the levelised cost of 

energy, and the reliability index, respectively. The ranges of 𝐾1 and 𝐾2 are set 0< 𝐾1 

<1 and 0<𝐾2 <1, respectively. 

5.4 The Nash Equilibrium 

Game theory has different cooperative and non-cooperative techniques to 

optimise the various type of game models. It is confirmed through the studies [58, 62] 

that cooperative types of game models are more profitable and efficient than non-

cooperative models. Therefore, in this research, the cooperative game theory model is 

considered, where wind turbines, photovoltaic panels and storage batteries are used as 

players. The game model has three players for microgrid 1 and microgrid 2; therefore, 

among the players, four ways of coalitions are possible. In the analysis, one type of 

coalition is considered where all three players {( 𝑊𝑇, 𝑃𝑃, 𝑆𝐵)} are cooperating with 
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one another. Similarly, for microgrid 3, wind turbine and storage batteries are used as 

the players, therefore, it has one way of coalition {( 𝑊𝑇, 𝑆𝐵)} where both players are 

cooperating with each other. To illustrate the Nash equilibrium technique, one 

coalition {( 𝑊𝑇, 𝑃𝑃, 𝑆𝐵)} is considered, and explained in Figure 5.3 for the sizing of 

the players and to achieve optimum payoff values. 

Yes

No

Input weather 

and load data

Payoff results

Nash Equilibrium 

achieved, if 

Initialize with random sizes of the players

The sizes for the j-th iteration                               which

 depend on the last iteration                                  as: 

Share the strategic sizes with other 

players in the coalition

Start

Design the cooperative game model

(𝑃𝑊𝑇
0 ,  𝑃𝑃𝑃

0 ,  𝑃𝑆𝐵
0 ) 

(𝑃
𝑊𝑇
𝑗−1, 𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝑗−1
, 𝑃𝑆𝐵
𝑗−1

) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑃𝑊𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑆𝐵

𝑀𝑂𝑊𝑇  𝑃𝑃 𝑆𝐵 (𝑃𝑊𝑇 ,𝑃𝑃𝑃 , 𝑃𝑆𝐵) 

(𝑃𝑊𝑇
𝑗

,  𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑗

,  𝑃𝑆𝐵
𝑗

) 

(𝑃𝑊𝑇
𝑗−1

,  𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑗−1

,  𝑃𝑆𝐵
𝑗−1

) 

(𝑃𝑊𝑇 ,𝑃𝑃𝑃 ,𝑃𝑆𝐵)=(𝑃𝑊𝑇
∗ ,𝑃𝑃𝑃

∗ ,𝑃𝑆𝐵
∗ ) 

 (𝑃𝑊𝑇
∗ ,𝑃𝑃𝑃

∗ ,𝑃𝑆𝐵
∗ ) End

 

Figure 5.2 Flow chart for a game theory technique 

The proposed model is simulated in MATLAB software based on game theory 

technique, and the particle swarm optimisation (PSO) algorithm with a population of 
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100 is used to perform the multi-objective optimisation. A PSO algorithm is used in 

various research areas, and their different optimisation problems are solved [74, 76]. 

In order to reach the suitable sizes of the players, and optimum payoff values, the 

simulation model is run for 120 iterations. 

5.5 Results and Analysis 

To analyse the multi-microgrids system, the realistic weather data and residential 

load profiles of three towns in Australia are considered. The simulation model is made 

in MATLAB software using a PSO algorithm with technical parameters summarised 

in Appendix A Table A.1 [77]. 
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Figure 5.3 Sizes of the players for the optimisation IR 

Figure 5.3 illustrates the sizes of the players for the three towns in Australia at 

the Nash equilibrium point (P*
WT, P

*
PP, P

*
SB) when the single-object optimisation is 

performed for the IR. The objective function IR is minimised in a way that its minimum 

values are stable after the 90th iteration and achieved the optimised result as 1.3826e+6 

$. At the Nash equilibrium point, the value of the second objective function LCOE is 
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calculated as 11.261ȼ/kWh. Similarly, Figure 5.4 shows the sizes of the players at the 

Nash equilibrium when the second objective function LCOE is only optimised. As can 

be seen, the values of LCOE become stable after the 110th iteration, and the optimised 

value is 9.794ȼ/kWh. At the Nash equilibrium point of LCOE, the values of the second 

objective function IR is calculated as 1.4520e+6 $. It is evident from the results that in 

the case of a single-objective function, only one objective function reaches its optimum 

minimum values. 
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Figure 5.4 Sizes of the players for the optimisation of LCOE 

Figure 5.5 shows the values of the multi-objective function, where both criteria 

including LCOE and IR are optimised simultaneously to reach their optimum values. 

The value of the multi-objective (MO) function becomes stable after 100 iterations and 

reaches its minimum value of 0.34904 p.u. The optimum sizes of the players and 

payoff values of the objective functions LCOE and IR are given in Table 5.2. As can 

be seen, the payoff values for LCOE and IR are 9.928ȼ/kWh, and 1.3962e+6 $, 

respectively. Since both objective functions are optimised simultaneously using the 

MO function, the payoff values are minimum, and therefore, the sizes of the players 

are correct and suitable for the multi-microgrid system. 
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 Figure 5.5 MO optimisation results for the multi-microgrids system 

The results are validated considering the distribution of the players’ size within 

microgrids. Since Mount Magnet has the largest residential load, therefore, the total 

size of the players is 1631 kW. Laverton has the second-largest residential load, and 

the total size of the players is 1422 kW. Wahroonga has the smallest residential load 

compared to other towns, and its total size of the players is 1399 kW. The sizes of the 

players are further verified as both single-object and MO optimisations and follow the 

same trend for the players sizes so that P*
WT> P

*
PP> P

*
SB [58]. 
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Table 5.1 Results of multi-objective optimisation 

Optimum Payoff values and Sizes of the players at Nash equilibrium 

S
iz

es
 o

f t
he

 p
la

ye
rs

 (
kW

) Laverton Mount Magnet Wahroonga 

P*
WT P*

PP P*
SB P*

WT P*
PP P*

SB P*
WT P*

SB 

812 382 228 946 448 237 1083 316 

Payoff values 

MOMMG function (p.u.) IR_MMG ($) LCOEMMG (ȼ/kWh) 

0.34904 1.3962e+6 9.928 

 

5.6 Summary 

This chapter introduces a multi-objective optimisation based on a game theory 

technique for sizing and cost minimisation of grid-connected multi-microgrids. The 

multi-microgrid system comprised three microgrids with various combinations of 

wind turbines, photovoltaic panels and storage batteries to meet the load requirement. 

Due to the variability of generation resources, and to maintain a lower energy cost, the 

benchmarks considered for multi-objective optimisation are reliability and a levelised 

cost of energy. The architecture is designed based on the Nash equilibrium game 

theory technique in which the generation resources and storage batteries are selected 

as three players. The simulation model is built in MATLAB software, and a particle 

swarm optimisation algorithm is used for the optimisation of the multi-microgrids. The 

benchmarks of the multi-objective function are minimised to achieve suitable sizes of 

the players in a way that the optimum payoff values for the system are achieved. The 

feasibility of the game-theoretic model is tested based on the real-time residential load, 

and weather data from three towns of Australia. 
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The proposed model of this chapter consists of three microgrids who are 

connected with three different Australian towns and only peer-grid energy trading is 

considered to perform the analysis. In the next chapter, three microgrids in grid-

connected mode are considered and a multi-objective optimization is performed based 

of different technical criteria. The proposed model is designed based on Nash 

equilibrium, and P2P energy trading scheme is illustrated and compared with 

traditional P2G energy trading scheme to find best solution and optimum payoff results 

to meet load requirements. 
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Chapter 6 P2P Energy Trading in a Networked 

Microgrid Based on a Multi-Objective 

Optimisation and Game Theory 

In this chapter, a multi-objective optimisation is proposed for a networked 

microgrid based on a P2P energy trading scheme. The networked architecture is 

designed via a cooperative type of game theory technique to achieve the optimum sizes 

of the players and payoff value from the proposed multi-objective function. For the 

networked microgrid, the multi-objective function is based on different criteria 

including annual profit, energy index of reliability and loss of power supply 

probability. In the networked microgrid, each microgrid has wind turbines, solar panels 

and batteries as game players to meet their residential load requirements in grid-

connected mode. Both energy trading schemes, P2G and P2P, are analysed and 

compared to show the excellence of the work, as shown in Figure 6.1. Sensitivity 

analysis is performed based on technical parameters to verify the stability of the 

proposed system and validate the results. 

This chapter is based on the research papers “Optimal Sizing of Networked 

Microgrid using Game Theory considering the Peer-to-Peer Energy Trading”, 

published in 2020 at the 2nd IEEE International Conference on Smart Power & Internet 

Energy Systems (SPIES), “A Multi-objective Optimisation for Planning of Networked 

Microgrid using a Game Theory for P2P Energy Trading Scheme”, submitted in 2021 

to the Journal IET Generation, Transmission & Distribution, and “A Peer-to-peer 

Energy Trading for a Clustered Microgrid – Game Theoretical Approach”, published 

in 2021 to the International Journal of Electrical Power and Energy Systems. 
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Figure 6.1 P2G and P2P types of energy trading in a network 

 

Figure 6.2 Towns of Australia Laverton, Mount Magnet and Wahroonga 

6.2 The Operation Model for Networked Microgrid 

Nowadays P2P energy trading is getting very famous in worldwide and 

Australian electricity market, and an emerging Blockchain technology is becoming 

very popular to create a strong and transparent trading for P2P energy microgrids. The 
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scheme of P2P energy trading is implemented in different energy markets to ensure 

maximum profit to the consumers and to increase the overall reliability of the power 

system. In Australia, Power Ledger has implemented P2P exchanging sites based on 

Blockchain technology to effectively manage the energy flow among the prosumers. 

The New York-based energy start-up Drift has implemented P2P energy trading and 

assisted buyers with saving 10 % of their power costs [78, 79]. 

In this section, the architecture of networked microgrid is presented in a grid-

connected mode for three different microgrids based on a P2P energy trading scheme. 

A networked microgrid can consist of 𝑛 number of microgrids, but in this research, a 

simple architecture in which three microgrids are connected with one another through 

a bidirectional power link to perform energy exchange is considered. Each microgrid 

has wind turbines, solar panels and batteries for power generation to meet the 

residential load requirements. In the networked microgrid, for P2P energy trading, all 

microgrids act as prosumers with the capability of buying power shortage and selling 

excess generated power from/to the main grid and the other prosumers, respectively. 

In the energy trading scheme, the first priority of the prosumers is to perform the power 

exchange within the connected prosumers, and any further requirement of power 

exchange is fulfilled through the main grid. Smart meters are installed at both sides of 

distribution and transmission lines to record the values of power generated, transferred 

and consumed within the networked microgrid. In the networked microgrid, the real-

time data of three remote towns Mount Magnet, Laverton and Wahroogra are shown 

in Figure 6.2. 

Figure 6.3 illustrates the schematic diagram of the networked microgrid in which 

each microgrid is a combination of wind turbines, solar panels, batteries and residential 

load in the grid-connected mode. A shared DC-link is connected with the solar panels 

and wind turbines through unidirectional DC/DC and AC/DC converters, respectively. 

A bidirectional DC/DC converter is connected between storage batteries and a shared 

DC-link. A DC/AC converter is installed to link DC-bus to the AC-bus and the main 

grid. The flow of P2G and P2P energy trading is shown within the microgrids, and to 

or from the main grid. Within the architecture, the cash flow is in the opposite direction 

of the energy flow for both energy trading schemes. The energy flow refers to the 

power flow; whereas the cash flow refers to the annual profit obtained from the energy 
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trading schemes. In the networked microgrid, the load requirements of each microgrid 

are first met through its own generated power. If it is not enough, then the microgrid 

buys the power from one of the microgrids within the architecture that generates excess 

power. Finally, the main grid will help to meet the requirement if there is any power 

shortage not provided by prosumers.
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Figure 6.3 Networked microgrid for P2G and P2P energy trading
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6.3 Problem Formulation and Design of Multi-Objective Function 

Based on APF and EIR 

To formulate the multi-objective function, a typical grid-connected networked 

microgrid is considered based on P2P and P2G energy trading schemes. A technique 

of cooperative game theory is developed to find the correct sizing of the players and 

the payoff value [80]. Wind turbines 𝒲, solar panels 𝒮𝒫, and batteries ℬ are the 

decision-making players for each microgrid. The sizes of the players are represented 

as  𝒫𝒲, 𝒫𝒮𝒫 and 𝒫ℬ, and their strategic spaces are shown as (𝒫𝒲
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝒫𝒲

𝑚𝑎𝑥), 

(𝒫𝒮𝒫
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝒫𝒮𝒫

𝑚𝑎𝑥), and (𝒫ℬ
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝒫ℬ

𝑚𝑎𝑥) for wind turbines, solar panels and batteries, 

respectively. The criteria of annual profit (𝐴𝑃𝐹) and energy index of reliability (𝐸𝐼𝑅) 

are considered to formulate the multi-objective function for both energy trading 

schemes. 

6.3.1 Design of Multi-Objective Function 

A. Annual Profit 

To calculate the annual profit of the networked microgrid for P2G and P2P 

energy trading schemes, important technical parameters including power selling 

income 𝘐𝒾𝒮ℰ , salvage value 𝘐𝒾𝒮ℒ , income from ancillary services 𝘐𝒾𝒜𝒮 , initial investment 

cost 𝘊𝒾ℐ𝒩 , compensation cost from energy cannot be supplied 𝘊𝒾ℰ𝒮 , purchasing power 

from the grid 𝘊𝒾𝒫𝐶  and operation and maintenance cost 𝘊𝒾𝒪ℳ   are considered. The 

maximising objective function for 𝐴𝑃𝐹 is expressed as follows: 

⨍(𝐴𝑃𝐹𝒾) = 𝑚𝔞 𝗑(𝘐𝒾𝒮ℰ + 𝘐𝒾𝒮ℒ + 𝘐𝒾𝒜𝒮 − 𝘊𝒾ℐ𝒩 − 𝘊𝒾𝒪ℳ − 𝘊𝒾ℰ𝒮 − 𝘊𝒾𝒫𝐶) (6.1) 

The power generated by the wind turbine 𝓅𝒲(𝓉) and the storage battery 𝓅ℬ(𝓉) 

are found as: 

𝓅𝒲(𝓉) =

{
 

 
 0                                  𝓋(𝓉) < 𝓋𝒸 𝑜𝑟 𝓋(𝓉) ≥ 𝓋𝑜
𝒫𝒲 ∗ (𝓋(𝓉) − 𝓋𝒸)

𝓋𝓇 −𝓋𝒸
                  𝓋𝒸 ≤ 𝓋(𝓉) < 𝓋𝓇

𝒫𝒲                                            𝓋𝓇 ≤ 𝓋(𝓉) < 𝓋𝑜

 (6.2) 
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𝓅ℬ(𝓉) = {
𝓅ℬ(𝓉 − 1) + 𝜉𝒸 ∗ 𝛥(𝓉 − 1)         𝛥(𝓉 − 1) ≥ 0

𝓅ℬ(𝓉 − 1) + 𝛥(𝓉 − 1)                𝛥(𝓉 − 1) < 0
 (6.3) 

∆(𝓉 − 1) = 𝓅𝒲(𝓉 − 1) + 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉 − 1) − 𝒫𝒟(𝓉 − 1) (6.4) 

where 𝓉 = 1, 2, 3, … , 8760 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠. 𝒫𝒟(𝓉 − 1), and ∆(𝓉 − 1) denotes the electrical 

load 𝒫𝒟(𝓉), and the difference between the total generation capacity in the hour ( 𝓉 −

1). 

The design details of solar panels are not considered, and their hourly solar 

power 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉) is used to define the sunlight fluctuant nature. The annual 𝘊𝒾_𝒪ℳ of 

each player, is found by multiplying its per unit operation and maintenance cost 𝒰𝒾_𝑂𝑀 

by its generation capacity. The 𝘐𝒾_𝒜𝒮 of the storage, batteries is calculated, and for the 

wind turbines and the solar panels, its value is zero. The annual 𝘊𝒾_ℐ𝒩, 𝘐𝒾_𝒮ℒ, and 𝘊𝒾_𝒫𝐶 

for the players is:  

𝘊𝒾_ℐ𝒩 = 𝒫𝒾 ∗ 𝒰𝒾 ∗ 𝔇(1 + 𝔇)
𝕃𝒾/((1 + 𝔇)𝕃𝒾 − 1) (6.5) 

𝘐𝒾_𝒮ℒ = 𝒫𝒾 ∗ 𝒰𝒾_𝒮𝑉 ∗ 𝔇/((1 + 𝔇)
𝕃𝒾 − 1) (6.6) 

𝘊𝒾_𝒫𝐶 = 𝘊𝒫𝐶 ∗ 𝒫𝒾/(𝒫𝒲 + 𝒫𝒮𝒫 + 𝒫ℬ) (6.7) 

where𝒰𝒾_𝒮𝑉, 𝔇, 𝕃𝒾, 𝒰𝒾, and 𝘊𝒫𝐶 are per unit salvage value, discount rate, life span, per 

unit cost for each player, and total annual cost for purchasing power from the main 

grid, respectively. 

The value of 𝘐𝒾_𝒮ℒ will become zero when storage batteries are outdated. The 

annual 𝘊𝒾_ℰ𝒮 and 𝘊𝒫𝐶 for the players can be found as follows: 

𝘊𝒾_ℰ𝒮 =∑1.5 ∗ 𝔼(𝓉) ∗ (𝒫𝒰ℬ(𝓉) − 𝒫𝒫𝒢(𝓉))

𝑇

𝓉=1

 (6.8) 

𝘊𝒫𝐶 =∑𝔼(𝓉) ∗  𝒫𝒫𝒢(𝓉)

𝑇

𝓉=1

 (6.9) 

𝒫𝒰ℬ(𝓉) = 𝒫𝒟(𝓉) − 𝓅𝒲(𝓉) − 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉) − (𝓅ℬ_𝑆𝑂𝐶(𝓉) − 𝒫ℬ_𝑚𝑖𝑛) (6.10) 
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where 𝑇, 𝔼(𝓉), 𝒫𝒫𝒢(𝓉), 𝒫𝒰ℬ(𝓉), and 𝒫ℬ_𝑚𝑖𝑛 are the total number of hours in a year, 

electricity price in hour 𝓉, purchased power from the main grid in hour 𝓉, unbalanced 

power in a microgrid in hour 𝓉 and battery minimum state of charge, respectively. 

In the same way the annual 𝘐𝒾_𝒮ℰ for the solar panels and the wind turbines is 

calculated as: 

𝘐𝒾_𝒮ℰ = (1+∝)∑𝔼(𝓉) ∗ 𝒫𝒾_𝒮ℰ(𝓉)

𝑇

𝓉=1

 (6.11) 

𝒫𝒾_𝒮ℰ(𝓉) = {

𝓅𝒾(𝓉)                                   𝒫𝒮ℛ(𝓉) ≤ 0

𝓅𝒾(𝓉) ∗ 𝒫𝒞𝒩(𝓉)

(𝓅𝒲(𝓉) + 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉))
         𝒫𝒮ℛ(𝓉) > 0 

 (6.12) 

𝒫𝒮ℛ(𝓉) = 𝓅𝒲(𝓉) + 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉) − (𝒫𝒟(𝓉) + 𝒫𝒯𝒞 + (𝒫ℬ − 𝓅ℬ_𝑆𝑂𝐶(𝓉)) (6.13) 

where ∝, 𝒫𝒾_𝒮ℰ(𝓉), 𝒫𝒞𝒩(𝓉), 𝒫𝒮ℛ(𝓉), 𝒫𝒯𝒞, and 𝓅ℬ_𝑆𝑂𝐶(𝓉) are subsidy coefficient, 

players’ power capacity selling in hour 𝓉, the maximum power consumed in hour 𝓉, 

the capacity of surplus power in hour 𝓉, the transmission line capacity between the 

microgrid and the main grid, and battery state of charge in hour 𝓉, respectively. 

The annual incomes 𝘐𝒾_𝒜𝒮 and 𝘐𝒾_𝒮ℰ for the storage batteries can be found as 

follows: 

𝘐ℬ_𝒜𝒮 = ℜ ∗∑(𝓅ℬ_𝑆𝑂𝐶(𝓉) − 𝒫ℬ_𝒮ℰ(𝓉) − 𝒫ℬ_𝓂𝒾𝓃)

𝑇

𝑡=1

 (6.14) 

𝘐ℬ_𝒮ℰ = (1+∝) ∗∑𝔼(𝓉) ∗ 𝒫ℬ_𝒮ℰ(𝓉)

𝑇

𝓉=1

 (6.15) 

𝒫ℬ_𝒮ℰ(𝓉) = {
𝛥𝓅ℬ_𝑆𝑂𝐶(𝓉)               𝛥𝓅ℬ_𝑆𝑂𝐶(𝓉) > 0

0                                    𝛥𝓅ℬ_𝑆𝑂𝐶(𝓉) ≤ 0
 (6.16) 

where 𝒫ℬ_𝒮ℰ(𝓉), and 𝛥𝓅ℬ_𝑆𝑂𝐶(𝓉) represent batteries’ power selling capacity in hour 

𝓉, and change in battery capacity in hour 𝓉, respectively. 
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It is evident from the above equations that the maximisation of the annual profit 

not only depends on the parameters of each player but also affect the output values of 

other players. The value of 𝐴𝑃𝐹 for the first microgrid 𝑀𝐺_1 is found as: 

⨍(𝐴𝑃𝐹𝑀𝐺_1) = 𝔪𝔞𝗑 (𝐴𝑃𝐹𝒲 + 𝐴𝑃𝐹𝒮𝒫 + 𝐴𝑃𝐹ℬ) (6.17) 

The annual profit of the networked microgrid 𝑁𝑀𝐺 considering three different 

microgrids under the P2G energy trading scheme, where microgrids can only sell or 

purchase power with the main grid, is expressed as follows: 

⨍(𝐴𝑃𝐹𝑁𝑀𝐺_𝑃2𝐺) = 𝔪𝔞𝗑 (∑𝐴𝑃𝐹𝑀𝐺_𝑛

𝑛

1

) 𝑛 ∊ {1, 2, 3} (6.18) 

Microgrids act as the prosumers for the P2P energy trading and allow the 

networked microgrid to exchange power between the prosumer–prosumer and the 

prosumer–grid. The P2P energy trading scheme is becoming more popular compared 

with the traditional P2G energy trading scheme because prosumers have more options 

to buy/sell power, making them more efficient. The P2P energy trading encourages the 

prosumers to exchange power between one another, with the prosumers, and also with 

the main grid. Therefore, the scheme increases the overall profit of the architecture. 

The cash flow is in the opposite direction of P2G and P2P energy trading, as shown in 

Figure 6.4. Similar to P2G energy trading, for the P2P energy trading, most of the 

equations are the same except the 𝘐𝒾_𝒮ℰ and 𝘊𝒾_𝒫𝐶  where the prosumers are selling or 

purchasing power either between one another or with the main grid. The architecture 

is designed in a way that the priority of the prosumer is to exchange excess power or 

power shortage with the nearest prosumer or with any prosumer within the network to 

meet requirements. In the second case, if prosumers are unable to meet their power 

requirements, then they will do so with the power exchange with the main grid. The 

value of 𝐴𝑃𝐹 for the first prosumer 𝑃𝑅_1 is found as: 

⨍(𝐴𝑃𝐹𝑃𝑅_1) = 𝔪𝔞𝗑 (𝐴𝑃𝐹𝒲 + 𝐴𝑃𝐹𝒮𝒫 + 𝐴𝑃𝐹ℬ)  (6.19) 

The value of 𝐴𝑃𝐹 for the networked microgrid 𝑁𝑀𝐺 considering three different 

prosumers under the P2P energy trading scheme is expressed as follows: 
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⨍(𝐴𝑃𝐹𝑁𝑀𝐺_𝑃2𝑃) = 𝔪𝔞𝗑 (∑ 𝐴𝑃𝐹𝑃𝑅_𝑛
𝑛
1 )          𝑛 ∊ {1, 2, 3}  (6.20) 

B. Energy Index of Reliability 

The quality of load supply in the networked microgrid is examined by the system 

reliability. The reliability of the networked microgrid is measured by the energy index 

of reliability [17]. For a microgrid, the 𝐸𝐼𝑅 is found from the energy not 

supplied 𝐸𝑁𝑆_𝑀𝐺 , and is calculated as follows:  

𝐸𝐼𝑅𝑀𝐺 = (1 −
𝐸𝑁𝑆_𝑀𝐺
𝐸𝑀𝐺

) (6.21) 

where 𝐸𝑀𝐺  is total annual energy supplied by generation resources and batteries from 

a microgrid. The annual 𝐸𝑁𝑆_𝑀𝐺  for a microgrid, can be found as follows: 

𝐸𝑁𝑆_𝑀𝐺 =∑(𝒫𝒟(𝓉) − 𝒫𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝓉)) ∗ 𝑢(𝓉)

𝑇

𝓉=1

 (6.22) 

 

where 𝒫𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 and 𝑢(𝓉) are the total power generated by a microgrid and a step function 

in hour 𝓉, respectively. The difference between 𝒫𝒟(𝓉) and 𝒫𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝓉) is the power 

shortage in hour 𝓉. If the total generated power is lower than the load demand, the 

value of 𝑢(𝓉) is one. Otherwise, 𝑢(𝓉) is zero if the generated power is either equal or 

more than the load demand. The value of 𝒫𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝓉) is found as follows: 

𝒫𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝓉) =   𝓅𝒲(𝓉) + 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉) + 𝓅ℬ(𝓉) + 𝒫𝑔(𝓉)  (6.23) 

where 𝓅ℬ(𝓉), and 𝒫𝑔(𝓉) indicate the available power supply from batteries and the 

power purchased from the main grid in hour 𝓉, respectively. The term 𝓅ℬ(𝓉) is the 

difference between the battery charge level 𝓅ℬ_𝑆𝑂𝐶(𝓉) in hour 𝓉 and the 𝒫ℬ_𝓂𝒾𝓃.  

If three microgrids work in grid-connected mode to perform P2G energy trading 

the energy index of reliability for the networked microgrid is found as follows: 

⨍(𝐸𝐼𝑅𝑁𝑀𝐺_𝑃2𝐺) = 𝔪𝔞𝗑(∑𝐸𝐼𝑅𝑀𝐺_𝑛

𝑛

1

) 𝑛 ∊ {1, 2, 3} (6.24) 
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Figure 6.4 Power and cash flow for P2G and P2P energy trading 

If the grid-connected networked microgrid is designed with respect to P2P 

energy trading, the value of 𝐸𝐼𝑅 is calculated as follows: 

⨍(𝐸𝐼𝑅𝑁𝑀𝐺_𝑃2𝑃) = 𝔪𝔞𝗑(∑𝐸𝐼𝑅𝑃𝑅_𝑛

𝑛

1

) 𝑛 ∊ {1, 2, 3} (6.25) 

C. Multi-Objective Function 

In the technique of multi-objective (𝑀𝑂) function, several criteria are met 

simultaneously to meet the requirement of the optimisation model [81]. The annual 

profit and energy index of reliability are the set criteria to formulate the multi-objective 

function. The designed multi-objective function is a maximising function because both 

criteria are maximising. If 𝑛 number of microgrids are connected in the networked 

microgrid, the value of 𝑀𝑂 function is obtained as: 

⨍(𝑀𝑂𝑁𝑀𝐺) = 𝔪𝔞𝗑 (𝑘1 ∗∑𝐴𝑃𝐹𝑀𝐺𝑛

𝑛

1

+ 𝑘2 ∗∑𝐸𝐼𝑅𝑀𝐺𝑛

𝑛

1

) (6.26) 

where 𝑘1 and 𝑘2 are the constant-coefficients for the annual profit, and the energy 

index of reliability, respectively. The ranges of constant coefficients 𝑘1 and 𝑘2 are 

0< 𝑘1 <1 and 0<𝑘2 <1, respectively. 
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6.3.2 Game Theory Technique 

Usually, different methods are proposed to perform the optimisation process to 

achieve desired goals. Game theory is a helpful technique to solve decision-making 

problems and perform multi-objective optimisation. A game model can be organised 

in either a cooperative or a non-cooperative way to find the optimum values of the 

payoff. In a non-cooperative game model, the players have the option to make 

decisions in their way to optimise payoff values. However, in a cooperative game 

model, the players are arranged in multiple sets of coalitions and cooperate with one 

another to reach the optimum value of payoff [62]. The current research offers proof 

that cooperative types of game models are more efficient and profitable than non-

cooperative ones [58]. In this paper, a cooperative game technique called the Nash 

equilibrium is used to design a networked microgrid. In a cooperative game model, 

multiple coalitions are possible if the number of players is more than two. 

In the networked microgrid, three players, including wind turbines, solar panels 

and batteries are considered. Therefore, the game model can have four different kinds 

of coalitions. It has three different sets of coalitions, where two players are cooperating 

and the third one is independent, such as {( 𝒲, 𝒮𝒫), (ℬ)}. In the fourth set, all three 

players are in one coalition {( 𝒲, 𝒮𝒫, ℬ)} and cooperating. To explain the Nash 

equilibrium, one of the coalition sets {( 𝒲, 𝒮𝒫, ℬ)} is considered where all the players 

are cooperating with one another. The optimum sizes of the players at the Nash 

equilibrium point(𝒫𝒲
∗ , 𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ , 𝒫ℬ
∗), and the payoff value based on iteration 𝑗 are found as 

follows: 

1. Input electrical load profile, weather forecast data solar radiation and wind 

speed. 

2. In the networked microgrid, choose randomly the initial sizes of the players 

(𝒫𝒲
0 , 𝒫𝒮𝒫

0 , 𝒫ℬ
0) within strategic limits. 

3. In the selected set of coalition 𝒲, 𝒮𝒫 and ℬ are cooperating with one another 

{( 𝒲, 𝒮𝒫, ℬ)}. Consider 𝑗𝑡ℎ iteration (𝒫𝒲
𝑗
, 𝒫𝒮𝒫

𝑗
, 𝒫ℬ

𝑗
), which is based on its 

previous iteration (𝒫𝒲
𝑗−1
, 𝒫𝒮𝒫

𝑗−1
, 𝒫ℬ

𝑗−1
) as: 
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(𝒫𝒲
𝑗−1
, 𝒫𝒮𝒫

𝑗−1
, 𝒫ℬ

𝑗−1
) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝒫𝒲𝒫𝒮𝒫𝑃ℬ
𝒫𝐹𝒲 𝒮𝒫 ℬ (𝒫𝒲 , 𝒫𝒮𝒫 , 𝒫ℬ) 

4. Share with every player in the coalition information about the strategic sizes of 

the third step. 

5. Check the coalition results. If none of the players changes its size during the 

whole iteration, this means that the Nash equilibrium is 

achieved  (𝒫𝒲, 𝒫𝒮𝒫 , 𝒫ℬ) = (𝒫𝒲
∗ , 𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ , 𝒫ℬ
∗). In that case, if the condition is not 

met, go back to step 3. 

In order to achieve multi-optimisation of a networked microgrid based on a P2P 

energy trading scheme, the game model is built and simulated in MATLAB software 

using a modified PSO algorithm. A PSO algorithm is a computational method to 

optimise different problems iteratively to improve the desired outcome and is 

frequently used in many research fields to solve different optimisation functions [74, 

75]. In the simulation model, to find the optimum sizes of the players and the payoff 

value, the selected population size and the maximum number of iterations are 100 and 

250, respectively. 

6.3.3 Results and Discussions 

A. Considered Microgrids in Australia 

In order to make the results more realistic and accurate, the weather forecast data 

and load profiles of three different towns – Mount Magnet, Laverton, and Wahroonga 

in Australia are considered, as shown in Section 1.5 and Figure 1.3. It is to be noted 

that these towns are not contiguous and hence, in practice, cannot form networked 

microgrids. However, the data for these three towns are taken to consider a synthetic 

situation, where towns of similar capacities can be considered for energy trading. Most 

parts of Australia have generous resources of solar and wind energy. Therefore, in 

different cities many large and small renewable energy-based projects are installed to 

meet the load requirements [46, 47]. The technical parameters are illustrated in 

Appendix A Table A.1 [80]. 
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B. Single-Objective Analysis for ⨍(𝑨𝑷𝑭) and ⨍(𝑬𝑰𝑹) 

To evaluate and analyse the networked microgrid, the simulation model is 

designed in MATLAB software based on a PSO algorithm. In this research, the 

cooperative game theory technique is used, and three different players are working in 

cooperation; therefore, four sets of coalitions are possible. It is analysed in [58, 82]. If 

three players are making four sets of coalitions in a cooperative game model, then the 

payoff is optimum when all the players are working in a single coalition and 

cooperating with one another. In the analysis of this research, a coalition is only 

considered where all the three players 𝒲, 𝒮𝒫, and ℬ are cooperating a single coalition 

{( 𝒲, 𝒮𝒫, ℬ)} to achieve the best value of multi-objective function and optimum sizes 

of the players. 

Table 6.1 illustrates the results for both energy trading schemes when the 

optimisation is performed with respect to the single objective function ⨍(𝐴𝑃𝐹) for a 

networked microgrid so that the optimum sizes of the players (𝒫𝒲
∗ ,  𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ ,  𝒫ℬ
∗) at the 

Nash equilibrium are found. Later on, the value of the second object function 𝐸𝐼𝑅 is 

calculated at the optimised values of the players. In a similar way, if the optimisation 

is performed for the ⨍(𝐸𝐼𝑅) as a single objective function, the payoff values for both 

objective functions and optimised sizes of the players are shown in Table 6.2 for both 

energy trading schemes. Both objective functions in the simulation are maximising, 

and therefore, the payoff values of 𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG and 𝐸𝐼𝑅NMG are higher in the case of the 

P2P energy trading scheme. The P2G energy trading energy exchange only occurs 

between the microgrids and the main grid that decreases the overall annual profit and 

reliability of the networked microgrid. It is also evident from the results that the value 

of 𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG is higher when ⨍(𝐴𝑃𝐹) is optimised as a single objective function 

compared to its value when ⨍(𝐸𝐼𝑅) is optimised as a single objective function. 

Similarly, the payoff value of 𝐸𝐼𝑅NMG is higher when the optimisation is performed 

with respect to ⨍(𝐸𝐼𝑅), and its value drops down when ⨍(𝐴𝑃𝐹) is considered for 

single-objective optimisation. 
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Table 6.1 Results for optimisation of 𝑨𝑷𝑭𝑵𝑴𝑮 as an objective function 

Coalition Towns of Australia 

Optimum Sizes of the Players 

Energy Trading Schemes 

Values of Objective Functions 

𝒫𝒲
∗  (kW) 𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗  (kW) 
𝒫ℬ
∗ 

(kW) 

𝒫𝑇 

(kW) 

𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG 

($/year) 

𝐸𝐼𝑅NMG 

(p.u.) 

( 𝒲, 𝒮𝒫, ℬ) 

Laverton 890 531 298 1719 

P2G 1.500555e+9 0.989860 

Mount Magnet 920 586 396 1902 

P2P 1.501028e+9 0.995921 
Wahroonga 850 412 207 1469 
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Table 6.2 Results for optimisation of 𝑬𝑰𝑹𝐍𝐌𝐆 as an objective function 

Coalition Towns of Australia 

Optimum Sizes of the Players 

Energy Trading Schemes 

Values of Objective Functions 

𝒫𝒲
∗  (kW) 𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗  (kW) 
𝒫ℬ
∗  

(kW) 

𝒫𝑇  

(kW) 

𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG  

($/year) 

𝐸𝐼𝑅NMG  

(p.u.) 

( 𝒲, 𝒮𝒫, ℬ) 

Laverton 883 496 309 1688 
P2G 1.491103e+9 0.989957 

Mount Magnet 950 651 210 1811 

P2P 1.491568e+9 0.995937 

Wahroonga 850 461 201 1512 
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C. Results and Analysis of 𝑴𝑶𝑵𝑴𝑮 Optimisation 

To perform the optimisation of a networked microgrid, a multi-objective 

function ⨍(𝑀𝑂𝑁𝑀𝐺) is designed based on two criteria: 𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG and 𝐸𝐼𝑅NMG for both 

energy trading schemes. Table 6.3 shows the payoff values of 𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG and 𝐸𝐼𝑅NMG, 

and suitable sizes of the players (𝒫𝒲
∗ ,  𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ ,  𝒫ℬ
∗) for a networked microgrid after the 

simulation process of ⨍(𝑀𝑂𝑁𝑀𝐺) at the Nash equilibrium point for P2G and P2P. The 

multi-objective function is maximising; therefore, the size of the players is optimised 

at the maximum value of ⨍(𝑀𝑂𝑁𝑀𝐺). The payoff values for P2P energy trading are 

higher than P2G, and as a result, the P2P scheme has a design with better reliability, 

more annual profit and the minimum possibility of losing power supply. For the multi-

objective optimisation, the individual payoff values of 𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG and 𝐸𝐼𝑅NMG are higher 

than the payoff value for the single objective optimisation, and this validates the 

effectiveness of ⨍(𝑀𝑂𝑁𝑀𝐺). 

In order to reach the global best values of ⨍(𝑀𝑂𝑁𝑀𝐺), the simulation model is 

run for 250 iterations. However, the best results of 125 iterations are only shown for 

P2G and P2P energy trading schemes in Figure 6.5. The optimised sizes of the players 

(𝒫𝒲
∗ ,  𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ ,  𝒫ℬ
∗) at maximum values of ⨍(𝑀𝑂𝑁𝑀𝐺) 0.8968629 p.u. and 0.9005483 p.u. 

for P2G and P2P energy trading schemes are shown in Table. 6.3, respectively. It is 

also evident from Figure 6.5 that the values of ⨍(𝑀𝑂𝑁𝑀𝐺) are change slightly until the 

60th iteration, and then the increase is very sudden until the 100th iteration. After that, 

the results start getting closer to its maximum value until reaching the final values at 

the 125 iterations.  

Figure 6.6 shows the suitable sizes of the players (𝒫𝒲
∗ ,  𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ ,  𝒫ℬ
∗) and total size 

of available power (𝒫𝑇 = 𝒫𝒲
∗ +  𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ +  𝒫ℬ
∗) for the three microgrids in the 

networked architecture. Since the residential load of microgrid 2 is the highest, it has 

a maximum value of 𝒫𝑇 to meet the load requirements. Microgrid 2 has a lower 

capacity of 𝒫𝑇, and microgrid 3 has the lowest value of 𝒫𝑇 because of the lowest 

residential load requirements. If the sizes of the players are compared in Tables 6.1–

6.3, it shows the similarity among their sizes at the Nash equilibrium points and 

validates the results 𝒫𝒲
∗ >  𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ >  𝒫ℬ
∗  [58].
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Table 6.3 Results for a multi-objective function ⨍(𝑴𝑶𝑵𝑴𝑮) 

Coalition 
Towns of 

Australia 

Optimum Sizes of the Players 

Energy Trading 

Schemes 

Values of Multi-Objective Function 

𝒫𝒲
∗  

(kW) 

𝒫𝒮𝒫
∗  

(kW) 

𝒫ℬ
∗  

(kW) 

𝒫𝑇  

(kW) 

⨍(𝑀𝑂𝑁𝑀𝐺) 

(p.u.) 

𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG  

($/year) 

𝐸𝐼𝑅NMG  

(p.u.) 

( 𝒲, 𝒮𝒫, ℬ) 

Laverton 900 521 264 1685 
P2G 0.8968629 1.514346e+9 0.989989 

Mount Magnet 950 538 340 1828 

P2P 0.9005483 1.514812e+9 0.995976 

Wahroonga 850 460 305 1615 
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Figure 6.5 Payoff values of multi-objective function for P2G and P2P energy trading schemes 

 

Figure 6.6 Payoff values of multi-objective function for P2G and P2P energy trading schemes 

D. Sensitivity Analysis of the Model 

The capacity allocation of the players to achieve maximum payoff values based 

on the game theory technique is performed based on input parameters in Table A.1. In 

this section, the effect of changing some parameters are analysed, and the results are 

compared. To perform the sensitivity analysis, two parameters including the electricity 

prices 𝔼 and the discount rates 𝔇 are considered for both P2P and P2G energy trading 

schemes. The objective function 𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG is more influenced with the selected 

sensitivity values; therefore, its effect is shown in Table 6.4 and Figure 6.7 to validate 

the payoff results. It can be seen that the percentage increase in the 𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG value is 
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0.003% as the discounts rate reduced 1%, and when the discount rate is increased 1%, 

the percentage change in 𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG value decreases 0.003%. The trend of percentage 

change in 𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG value is similar for discount rates for both energy trading schemes 

P2P and P2G energy trading that verifies the results. The influence of electricity prices 

is more on the 𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG value than the discount rate. Therefore, as electricity prices 

increase to 0.01 kWh, the percentage increase in the 𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG value is 4.55%. On the 

other hand, when the 𝔼 is decreased to 0.01 kWh, the 𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG value experiences a 

4.55% decrease. The influence in the 𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG value with respect the electricity prices 

is also validated for both energy trading schemes. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6.7 Sensitivity analysis of 𝑨𝑷𝑭𝑵𝑴𝑮 for P2G and P2P energy trading schemes
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Table 6.4 Results of 𝑨𝑷𝑭𝐍𝐌𝐆 after the sensitivity analysis 

Sensitivity Parameters 

𝐴𝑃𝐹NMG ($/year) 

P2G Trading 
Δ𝐴𝑃𝐹P2G 

(%) 
P2P Trading 

Δ𝐴𝑃𝐹P2P 

(%) 

Discount Rate 

𝔇 (%) 

𝔇

− 1% 

1.514389e+9 

+0.003 

1.514854e+9 

0.003 

𝔇 1.514346e+9 1.514812e+9 

𝔇

+ 1% 1.514303e+9 −0.003 1.514769e+9 
−0.003 

Electricity 

Price 

𝔼 ($/kWh) 

𝔼

− 0.01 

1.445412e+9 

−4.55 

1.445878e+9 

−4.55 

𝔼 1.514346e+9 1.514812e+9 

𝔼

+ 0.01 1.583280e+9 
+4.55 

1.583745e+9 
4.55 
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6.4 Problem Formulation and Design of Multi-Objective Function 

Based on 𝓟𝑭 and 𝑳𝑷𝑺𝑷 

Renewable energy is widely used as a source in modern types of power 

generation, despite its unpredictable nature. The storage batteries and grid-connected 

networks are designed to increase the system’s reliability. The selected model has a 

cluster of three different microgrids, which can act as prosumers to meet the 

requirement of P2P energy trading. One cooperative game theory technique called the 

Nash equilibrium is used for the sizing and payoff optimisation for the clustered 

microgrid. Game theory is a smart way to solve different microgrids problems, and in 

general, it is a combination of more than two players known as decision-makers who 

have their own decision-making goals with strategic space to achieve optimum payoff 

values [28, 61]. 

6.4.1 Formulation of Multi-Objective Function 

The proposed architecture consists of three different microgrids, and each 

microgrid is a combination of generation resources including wind turbines 𝒲, solar 

panels 𝒮𝒫 and batteries ℬ to satisfy the requirement of the connected residential load. 

In the game model, sizes or capacities of the generation resources and batteries are 

taken as three players 𝒫𝒲, 𝒫𝒮𝒫 and 𝒫ℬ with strategic sets of (𝒫𝒲
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝒫𝒲

𝑚𝑎𝑥), 

(𝒫𝒮𝒫
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝒫𝒮𝒫

𝑚𝑎𝑥), and (𝒫ℬ
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝒫ℬ

𝑚𝑎𝑥), respectively. The annual profit 𝒫𝐹𝒿 and loss of 

power supply probability 𝐿𝑃𝑆 are selected as the objective functions, and then, the 

multi-objective optimisation is performed for the clustered microgrid to obtain the 

players’ suitable sizes and optimised payoff value. 

A. Profit as Payoff Function 

In the case of a single microgrid 𝑀𝐺, the annual profit 𝒫𝐹𝒿 for the players is 

expressed as follows: 

𝒫𝐹𝑀𝐺_1 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥(∑𝒫𝐹𝒿

3

1

) 𝒿 ∊ {𝒲, 𝒮𝒫, ℬ} (6.27) 
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To find the annual profit for each player 𝒫𝐹𝒿, different parameters can be 

considered when clustered microgrid is working in a grid-connected mode. However, 

in this research, only a few parameters, including power selling income ℐ𝒿_𝒮ℰ, salvage 

value ℐ𝒿_𝒮ℒ, income from ancillary services ℐ𝒿_𝒜𝒮, initial investment cost 𝒞𝒿_ℐ𝒩, 

compensation cost from energy cannot be supplied 𝒞𝒿_ℰ𝒮, purchasing power from the 

grid 𝒞𝒿_𝒫𝐶 and operation and maintenance cost 𝒞𝒿_𝒪ℳ are taken into account, as shown 

in Figure 6.8. 

Income

Cost

 

Figure 6.8 Technical parameters considered for clustered microgrid 

The maximum annual profit for each player can be calculated as: 

𝒫𝐹𝒿 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥 ( ℐ𝒿_𝒮ℰ +  ℐ𝒿_𝒮ℒ +  ℐ𝒿_𝒜𝒮 −  𝒞𝒿_ℐ𝒩 − 𝒞𝒿_𝒪ℳ −  𝒞𝒿_ℰ𝒮 −  𝒞𝒿_𝒫𝐶) (6.28) 

If we compare the generation resources with the batteries, then usually, batteries 

take the tasks of power generation smoothing, valley-filling and peak-cutting. 

Therefore, its payoff mostly comes from ancillary services. To reduce complexity, 

income from ancillary services are only considered for batteries, and their value is zero 

for wind turbines and solar panels. In this research, hourly solar power 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉) is taken 
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to distinguish the sunlight fluctuant nature for a whole year [27]. The output power of 

wind turbines and batteries are obtained as follows: 

𝓅𝒲(𝓉) =

{
 

 
 0                                     𝓋(𝓉) < 𝓋𝒸 𝑜𝑟 𝓋(𝓉) ≥ 𝓋𝑜
𝒫𝒲 ∗ (𝓋(𝓉) − 𝓋𝒸)

𝓋𝓇 −𝓋𝒸
                        𝓋𝒸 ≤ 𝓋(𝓉) < 𝓋𝓇

𝒫𝒲                                                    𝓋𝓇 ≤ 𝓋(𝓉) < 𝓋𝑜

 (6.29) 

𝓅ℬ(𝓉) = {
𝓅ℬ(𝓉 − 1) + 𝜉𝒸 ∗ 𝛥(𝓉 − 1)            𝛥(𝓉 − 1) ≥ 0

𝓅ℬ(𝓉 − 1) + 𝛥(𝓉 − 1)                     𝛥(𝓉 − 1) < 0
 (6.30) 

𝛥(𝓉 − 1) = 𝓅𝒲(𝓉 − 1) + 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉 − 1) − 𝒫𝒟(𝓉 − 1) (6.31) 

where 𝓋(𝓉) and 𝒫𝒟(𝓉 − 1) are wind speed and residential load power in the hour 

(𝓉 − 1), respectively. ∆(𝓉 − 1) and 𝒫𝒟(𝓉 − 1) denotes the difference between the 

total generation capacity and the electrical load 𝒫𝒟(𝓉) in hour 𝓉 − 1. 

The operation and maintenance cost for each player 𝒞𝒿_𝒪ℳ  is found by 

multiplying its per unit operation and maintenance cost 𝒰𝒿_𝑂𝑀 by its generation 

capacity 𝒫𝒿. The salvage value for batteries is zero because no positive salvage value 

can be obtained because the storage batteries are out of work. The annual salvage value 

 ℐ𝒿_𝒮ℒ for generation resources, and initial investment cost 𝒞𝒿_ℐ𝒩 for the players are 

calculated as: 

ℐ𝒿_𝒮ℒ = 𝒫𝒿 ∗ 𝒰𝒿_𝒮𝑉 ∗ 𝔇/((1 + 𝔇)
𝕃𝒿 − 1) (6.32) 

𝒞𝒿_ℐ𝒩 = 𝒫𝒿 ∗ 𝒰𝒿 ∗ 𝔇(1 + 𝔇)
𝕃𝒿/((1 + 𝔇)𝕃𝒿 − 1) (6.33) 

where 𝒰𝒿_𝑆𝑉, 𝔇, 𝕃𝒿, and 𝒰𝒿 are per unit salvage value, discount rate, life span and per-

unit cost for each player, respectively. 

The annual cost for purchasing power from the main grid 𝒞𝒿_𝒫𝐶, and 

compensation cost for energy cannot be supplied  𝒞𝒿_ℰ𝒮 for each player can be found 

using the equations below: 

𝒞𝒿_𝒫𝐶 = 𝒞𝒫𝐶 ∗ 𝒫𝒿/(𝒫𝒲 + 𝒫𝒮𝒫 + 𝒫ℬ) (6.34) 
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𝒞𝒫𝐶 =∑𝔼(𝓉) ∗  𝒫𝒫𝒢(𝓉)

𝑇

𝓉=1

 (6.35) 

𝒞𝒿_ℰ𝒮 =∑1.5 ∗ 𝔼(𝓉) ∗ (𝒫𝒰ℬ(𝓉) − 𝒫𝒫𝒢(𝓉))

𝑇

𝓉=1

 (6.36) 

𝒫𝒰ℬ(𝓉) = 𝒫𝒟(𝓉) − 𝓅𝒲(𝓉) − 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉) − (𝓅ℬ(𝓉) − 𝒫ℬ_𝑚𝑖𝑛) (6.37) 

where 𝒞𝒫𝐶, 𝑇, 𝔼(𝓉), 𝒫𝒫𝒢(𝓉), 𝒫𝒰ℬ(𝓉), and 𝒫ℬ_𝑚𝑖𝑛 total annual cost for purchasing 

power from the main grid, the total number of hours in a year, electricity price in hour 

𝓉, purchased power from the main grid in hour 𝓉, unbalanced power in a microgrid in 

hour 𝓉 and battery minimum state of charge, respectively. 

The annual income for power selling ℐ𝒿_𝒮ℰ for wind turbine and solar panels is 

then calculated as follows: 

ℐ𝒿_𝒮ℰ = (1+∝) ∗∑𝔼(𝓉) ∗ 𝒫𝒿_𝒮ℰ(𝓉)

𝑇

𝓉=1

 (6.38) 

𝒫𝒿_𝒮ℰ(𝓉) = {

𝓅𝒿(𝓉)                                  𝒫𝒮ℛ(𝓉) ≤ 0

𝓅𝒿(𝓉) ∗ 𝒫𝒞𝒩(𝓉)

(𝓅𝒲(𝓉) + 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉))
        𝒫𝒮ℛ(𝓉) > 0 

 (6.39) 

𝒫𝒞𝒩(𝓉) = 𝒫𝒟(𝓉) + 𝒫𝒯𝒞 + (𝒫ℬ −𝓅ℬ(𝓉)) (6.40) 

𝒫𝒮ℛ(𝓉) = 𝓅𝒲(𝓉) + 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉) − 𝒫𝒞𝒩(𝓉) (6.41) 

where ∝, 𝒫𝒿_𝒮ℰ(𝓉), 𝒫𝒞𝒩(𝓉), 𝒫𝒮ℛ(𝓉), and 𝒫𝒯𝒞 are subsidy coefficient, players’ power 

capacity selling in hour 𝓉, the maximum power consumed in hour 𝓉, the capacity of 

surplus power in hour 𝓉, and the transmission line capacity between the microgrid and 

the main grid, respectively.  

The annual income from selling power ℐℬ_𝒮ℰ and ancillary income ℐℬ_𝒜𝒮 for 

batteries are obtained as follows: 

ℐℬ_𝒮ℰ = (1+∝) ∗∑𝔼(𝓉) ∗ 𝒫ℬ_𝒮ℰ(𝓉)

𝑇

𝓉=1

 (6.42) 
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𝒫ℬ_𝒮ℰ(𝓉) = {
𝛥𝓅ℬ(𝓉)                𝛥𝓅ℬ(𝓉) > 0

0                            𝛥𝓅ℬ(𝓉) ≤ 0
 (6.43) 

ℐℬ_𝒜𝒮 = ℜ∑(𝓅ℬ(𝓉) − 𝒫ℬ_𝒮ℰ(𝓉) − 𝒫ℬ_𝓂𝒾𝓃)

𝑇

𝑡=1

 (6.44) 

where 𝒫ℬ_𝒮ℰ(𝓉), and 𝛥𝓅ℬ(𝓉) represent batteries’ power selling capacity in hour 𝓉, 

and change in battery capacity in hour 𝓉, respectively. 

For each player, the final value of the annual profit not only depends on the 

player’s own parameters but on other players’ too. Because three different players are 

involved in achieving the maximum profit, the cost allocation scheme proportional to 

the players’ capacity is adopted to ensure fair and reasonable cost allocation among 

the players. Similarly, the maximum annual profit for the clustered microgrid 𝒫𝐹𝐶𝑀𝐺  

consisting of three different microgrids is calculated as follows: 

𝒫𝐹𝐶𝑀𝐺_𝑃2𝐺 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥 (𝒫𝐹𝑀𝐺_1+𝒫𝐹𝑀𝐺_2 + 𝒫𝐹𝑀𝐺_3) (6.45) 

where 𝒫𝐹𝑀𝐺_1, 𝒫𝐹𝑀𝐺_2, and 𝒫𝐹𝑀𝐺_3 are the annual profit values for microgrid 1, 

microgrid 2 and microgrid 3, in the grid-connected mode and the case of peer-to-grid 

(P2G) energy trading, respectively. For the P2G energy trading, the cash flow direction 

is in the opposite direction of the power flow. 

If 𝑛 is the sequence number for each microgrid, and 𝑚 represents the total 

number of microgrids in a clustered microgrid, then its annual profit is found as: 

𝒫𝐹𝐶𝑀𝐺_𝑃2𝐺 =  𝑀𝑎𝑥(∑𝒫𝐹𝑀𝐺_𝑛

𝑚

𝑛=1

) 𝑛 ∊ {1, 2, 3, … ,𝑚} (6.46) 

In the case of peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trading, all three microgrids work as 

prosumers 𝑃𝑅, and are not only connected with one another, but are also linked with 

the main grid. Therefore, they not only can perform energy trading between the 

prosumers but also to the main grid, based on residential load requirements. Figure 6.9 

illustrates the power and cash flow between two different prosumers and the grid-

connected for the P2P energy trading. P2P energy trading became more popular than 

the traditional P2G energy trading due to its ability to buy or sell power among the 

prosumers and with the main grid. P2P energy trading encourages prosumers to 
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exchange power with one another so that the players have the opportunity to achieve 

higher income and lower cost, which will increase the overall profit of the entire 

architecture. 

Prosumer

Power flow for P2G 
Trading

Power flow for P2P 
Trading

Cash flow

 

Figure 6.9 Power and cash flow for P2G and P2P energy trading between the prosumers and the 

main grid 

The annual values of ℐ𝒿_𝒮ℒ, ℐ𝒿_𝒜𝒮, 𝒞𝒿_ℐ𝒩, 𝒞𝒿_𝒪ℳ , and 𝒞𝒿_ℰ𝒮for P2P energy trading 

are obtained in the same way as was calculated for P2G energy trading. However, the 

calculations for ℐ𝒿_𝒮ℰ and 𝒞𝒿_𝒫𝐶 is different. In P2P energy trading, the priority is to 

sell generated power 𝒫𝒿_𝒮ℰ(𝓉) to the connected load; the second priority is the selling 

of remaining power to the nearest prosumer in the loop, on agreed P2P price 𝔼P; and 

last, the remaining power is sold to the main grid on P2G price 𝔼SG. On the other hand, 

in the case of P2P energy trading, if the generated power is not enough for a connected 

load, then first, power is purchased from the nearest prosumer at agreed 𝔼P. Second, if 

there is a shortage of generated power, then it is purchased for any other prosumer 

within a loop; and last, the power is purchased from the main grid at P2G price 𝔼PG to 

meet the load requirements. The maximum annual profit for a clustered microgrid in 

the case of P2P energy trading is expressed as follows: 
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𝒫𝐹𝐶𝑀𝐺_𝑃2𝑃 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥 (𝒫𝐹𝑃𝑅_1+𝒫𝐹𝑃𝑅_2 + 𝒫𝐹𝑃𝑅_3) (6.47) 

Figure 6.10 shows the architecture if 𝑛 number of microgrids are connected in 

grid-connected mode, and the annual profit of clustered microgrid is found as: 

𝒫𝐹𝐶𝑀𝐺_𝑃2𝑃 =  𝑀𝑎𝑥(∑𝒫𝐹𝑃𝑅_𝑛)

𝑚

𝑛=1

 𝑛 ∊ {1, 2, 3, … ,𝑚} (6.48) 

Prosumer-1 Prosumer-2 Prosumer-3 Prosumer-n

Main Grid

 

Figure 6.10 The architecture for 𝒏 number of prosumers 

B. LPSP as Objective Function 

The idea of loss of power supply probability 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃 is used in many studies to 

design the sizing and evaluation of hybrid power systems [83]. One of the probability 

definitions to illustrate system architecture’s reliability is a loss of power supply 

probability. This is the probability that an inadequate power supply produces when the 

generation resources (wind turbines and solar panels) and batteries are unable to meet 

load requirements. The annual 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃 is minimised to obtain its optimum value (0 <

𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃 < 1) and is calculated as follows for a microgrid: 

𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑀𝐺_1 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛(∑𝐻( 𝒫𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝(𝓉)

𝑇

𝓉=1

< 𝒫𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝓉))/𝑇) (6.49) 
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where 𝒫𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝(𝓉), 𝒫𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝓉), and 𝐻 are the total power supplied in hour 𝓉, the total 

power needed in hour 𝓉, and the number of hours when 𝒫𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝(𝓉) < 𝒫𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝓉), 

respectively. The 𝒫𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝓉) by the load side can be calculated as: 

𝒫𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝓉) = 𝒫𝒟(𝓉)/ℰ𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑟 (6.50) 

where ℰ𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝓉) is the inverter efficiency and considered as 92% [17]. 

The 𝒫𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝(𝓉) for a microgrid is found as follows: 

𝒫𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝_𝑀𝐺(𝓉) = 𝓅𝒲(𝓉) + 𝓅𝒮𝒫(𝓉) + (𝓅ℬ(𝓉) − 𝒫ℬ_𝑚𝑖𝑛) (6.51) 

Similarly, 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃 is obtained for the clustered microgrid. In the case of P2G 

energy trading, if the difference of supplied and needed power is positive, then 

additional power is sent to the main grid. Otherwise, if the difference is negative, a 

power shortage is provided from the main grid. The annual 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃 of the clustered 

microgrid for P2G energy trading is expressed as: 

𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃CMG_𝑃2𝐺 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛 (∑𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑀𝐺_𝑛

𝑚

𝑛=1

)/𝑚 𝑛 ∊ {1, 2, … ,𝑚} (6.52) 

In contrast, in P2P energy trading, if the difference between supplied and needed 

power is positive, the additional power first is sold to any of the connected prosumers 

who are experiencing a power shortage. Any remaining power after selling power to 

the neighbouring microgrids is sent to the main grid. Otherwise, if the difference is 

negative, the power shortage is initially fulfilled through any connected prosumer that 

generates excess power. If the neighbouring microgrids are not able to provide the 

shortage of power, it is provided by the main grid. The annual 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃 of the clustered 

architecture for P2P energy trading is calculated as: 

𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃CMG_𝑃2𝑃 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛 (∑𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑅_𝑛

𝑚

𝑛=1

)/𝑚) 𝑛 ∊ {1, 2, … ,𝑚} (6.53) 

C. Multi-Objective Function 

Multi-objective optimisation is exploited when several objective functions need 

to be met simultaneously in a power system. In [17], a hybrid power system is designed 
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based on multi-objective optimisation techniques in the grid-connected mode where 

the objectives are costs, reliability and pollutant emissions. In [84] the multi-objective 

optimisation is proposed based on environmental and economic conditions for hybrid 

energy systems by the genetic algorithm, and advantages of single- and multi-objective 

optimisation are discussed. In this research, the annual profit and loss of power supply 

probability are the criteria for designing a multi-objective model. For this aim, a 

cooperative game theory technique is used to obtain optimum values. The flow of the 

proposed multi-objective function is illustrated in Figure 6.11.  

For the clustered microgrid as shown in Figure 6.3, the minimum payoff value 

of the multi-objective function 𝑀𝑂𝐹CMG is calculated as follows:  

𝑀𝑂𝐹CMG = 𝑀𝑖𝑛 [𝛹 ∗ 𝒫𝐹𝑃𝑈 +𝜛 ∗ 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑈] (6.54) 

where 𝛹, 𝒫𝐹𝑃𝑈, 𝜛, and 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑈 are the constant-coefficient for profit, per unit value 

of annual profit, constant coefficient of 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃, and per unit value of 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃. The range 

of constant coefficients 𝛹 and 𝜛 are 0< 𝛹 <1 and 0< 𝜛 <1, respectively. 

The per-unit value 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑈 is the same as calculated for clustered 

microgrid 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃CMG. However, the per-unit value 𝒫𝐹𝑃𝑈 is calculated by dividing the 

annual 𝒫𝐹𝐶𝑀𝐺  for the clustered microgrid by the nominal value of annual 

profit 𝒫𝐹𝑁𝑂𝑀. In the optimisation process, both coefficients 𝛹 and 𝜛 are used to 

normalise the results of the objective function.
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Figure 6.11 The flow for multi-objective optimisation for clustered microgrid
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6.4.2 The Nash Equilibrium 

In general, game theory is very useful for finding solutions to different problems 

and performing optimisation in modern fields. It is a decision-making approach in 

which multiple game players are looking for the optimum value of payoff and to fix 

different kinds of conflicts. The game model players can reach the optimum value of 

payoff either by cooperating or in a competition-based non-cooperating way. In the 

case of a non-cooperative game, each player decides to optimise its payoff [85]. 

However, in a cooperative game, the players work in different feasible coalitions and 

cooperate with other players in a way that the optimum value of all players’ payoff is 

simultaneously obtained. According to [58] and [62], cooperative game models are 

more profitable than non-cooperative models. If the number of players is more than 

two, multi-coalitions can be defined. In this case, the profit occurs when all the players 

cooperate with other players and are in one coalition. Therefore, in this chapter, one of 

the cooperative game techniques, the Nash equilibrium, is used and considered only 

when all the players are cooperating with one another in a single coalition to achieve 

optimum payoff values.  

If three players are cooperating, then four different kinds of coalitions are 

possible; that is, two players are cooperating, and the third one is self-dependent 

(because for three players it can occur in three different ways), and there is cooperation 

when all three players are in a coalition. To design a clustered microgrid, the 

cooperative game technique Nash equilibrium is used in each microgrid and 

implemented for the case where all three players, including solar panels, wind turbines 

and batteries are cooperating in one coalition. The Nash equilibrium technique is 

explained through a flow chart in Figure 6.12, to show how all the three players 𝒲, 

𝒮𝒫 and ℬ are cooperating with one another to reach the optimum sizes of the players 

at the Nash equilibrium point (𝒫𝒲
∗ , 𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ , 𝒫ℬ
∗), and the final value of the payoff. 

The simulation model for the clustered microgrid is designed in MATLAB 

software based on the Nash equilibrium technique and implemented using a modified 

PSO algorithm. Different optimisation algorithms are employed, such as harmony 

search (HS), artificial bee colony, cuckoo search (CS), imperialist competitive 
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algorithm (ICA) [86], genetic algorithm [84] gravitational search algorithm [87] and 

so on. PSO is more commonly used in various research areas to solve different kinds 

of optimisation problems [74, 76]. In the simulation model to reach optimum sizes of 

generation resources and batteries, and final payoff values, the maximum number of 

iterations are 250 and the population size of 100, are selected. The condition for the 

game theory technique is also applied at the end of every optimisation to verify when 

the capacities of generation resources and batteries reach the Nash equilibrium and 

payoff meets its final value. 

6.4.3 Results and Analysis 

To evaluate the feasibility of the proposed game-theoretical model, the realistic 

weather forecast and residential load profiles are considered for three different towns: 

Laverton, Mount Magnet and Wahroonga, and the annual profiles of the towns are 

utilised for three grid-connected microgrids, respectively. The simulation model is 

coded in MATLAB software based on a computation method called particle swarm 

optimisation (PSO), and input parameters [77] are considered, as shown in Appendix 

A Table A.1 to optimise the objective functions. To validate the results from the 

proposed multi-objective function, the clustered microgrid is first analysed when the 

objective functions annual profit and loss of power supply probability are optimised 

independently. Then, both objectives are optimised under a multi-objective function. 

In both scenarios, the clustered architecture is simulated for energy trading schemes 

P2G and P2P, so that the optimum sizes of the players and their best payoff values of 

the objective functions are achieved. 
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Yes

No

(𝒫𝒲
∗ ,  𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ ,  𝒫ℬ
∗) 

(𝒫𝒲,𝒫𝒮𝒫,𝒫ℬ)=(𝒫𝒲
∗ ,𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ ,𝒫ℬ
∗) 

(𝒫𝒲
𝑖 ,  𝒫𝒮𝒫

𝑖 ,  𝒫ℬ
𝑖 ) 

(𝒫𝒲
𝑖−1,  𝒫𝒮𝒫

𝑖−1,  𝒫ℬ
𝑖−1) 

(𝒫𝒲
𝑖−1,𝒫𝒮𝒫

𝑖−1,𝒫ℬ
𝑖−1) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝒫𝒲𝒫𝒮𝒫𝒫ℬ
𝒫𝐹𝒲 𝒮𝒫 ℬ (𝒫𝒲 ,𝒫𝒮𝒫,𝒫ℬ) 

(𝒫𝒲
0 ,  𝒫𝒮𝒫

0 ,  𝒫ℬ
0) 

 

Figure 6.12 Flow chat of game theory technique Nash Equilibrium 

A. Optimisation of Single Objective Functions 

First, optimisation is performed with respect to the objective function 𝒫𝐹 of the 

clustered microgrid. The optimum sizes of generation resources and batteries 

( 𝒫𝒲
∗ , 𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ , 𝒫ℬ
∗) are found for the architectures to maximise the payoff 𝒫𝐹 value, and 

then the minimum value of 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃 is obtained based on the optimised sizes of the 

players. This simulation process is carried out for both P2G and P2P energy trading 
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schemes, and the results are finally compared. Table 6.5 illustrates the results when 

optimisation is implemented to reach the Nash equilibrium point based on the objective 

function 𝒫𝐹 for both P2G and P2P energy trading schemes. As can be seen, in the case 

of P2P energy trading, a higher payoff is obtained due to the power exchange between 

the neighbouring prosumers which impose a lower purchasing cost in comparison with 

a P2G energy trading scheme. 

Second, the 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃 index is taken as an objective function to find the payoff 

values for both energy trading schemes. Table 6.6 shows the results when the objective 

function 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃 is optimised, and the optimum capacities of the players ( 𝒫𝒲
∗ , 𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ , 𝒫ℬ
∗) 

are calculated at the Nash equilibrium point for the microgrids connected with three 

different towns, respectively. As can be seen, the P2P energy trading scheme enjoys 

better reliability and payoff in comparison to the P2G through having a multi-

directional power flow in the P2P energy trading scheme that leads to a lower 

possibility of losing power supply. 

Table 6.5 Results for optimising 𝓟𝑭𝑪𝑴𝑮 as objective function 

Optimum Sizes of the Players 

Coalition Towns 𝓟𝓦
∗  (kW) 𝓟𝓢𝓟

∗  (kW) 𝓟𝓑
∗  (kW) 

{W, SP, B} 

Laverton 880 446 340 

Mount Magnet 910 593 301 

Wahroonga 850 464 318 

Payoff Values of Objection Function 

Coalition Objective Functions P2G Trading P2P Trading 

{W, SP, B} 
𝒫𝐹𝐶𝑀𝐺  ($/year) 1.4869e+9 1.4873e+9 

𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃CMG (p.u.) 0.5135 0.4288 
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Table 6.6 Results for optimising 𝑳𝑷𝑺𝑷𝐂𝐌𝐆 as an objective function 

Optimum Sizes of the Players 

Coalition Towns 𝓟𝓦
∗  (kW) 𝓟𝓢𝓟

∗  (kW) 𝓟𝓑
∗  (kW) 

{W, SP, B} 

Laverton 900 525 338 

Mount Magnet 946 533 370 

Wahroonga 840 521 287 

Payoff Values of Objection Function 

Coalition Objective Functions P2G Trading P2P Trading 

{W, SP, B} 
𝒫𝐹𝐶𝑀𝐺  ($/year) 1.5038e+9 1.5042e+9 

𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃CMG (p.u.) 0.5104 0.4259 

 

The results illustrate the players’ optimum capacities at the Nash equilibrium 

point under the cooperative game model, which clearly indicates that the wind turbine 

has the most contribution; whereas batteries have the smallest capacities in the 

planning of the clustered microgrid. This fact, 𝒫𝒲
∗ > 𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ > 𝒫ℬ
∗, is valid for all three 

prosumers. The selected towns in Australia have good profiles for wind speed and 

solar radiation; therefore, wind turbines and solar panels are larger in size and the load 

on batteries is at a minimum. This encourages the use of clustered microgrids to reduce 

the loss of power supply probability, and as a result, improve reliability. It also leads 

to relieving the electrical load burden on the main grid, which finally results in a better 

voltage profile, especially in peak times. As shown in Figure 6.13, the payoff value of 

the annual profit is higher when P2P energy trading is considered. The annual loss of 

power supply probability is also reduced for P2P energy trading for optimisation of 

the single objective function (SOF).  
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Table 6.7 Results for the multi-objective function 𝑴𝑶𝑭𝐂𝐌𝐆 

No# 

Optimum Sizes of the Players Payoff Values 

Prosumer 1 Prosumer 2 Prosumer 3 𝑀𝑂𝐹CMG P2G Trading P2P Trading 

𝒫𝒲
∗  (kW) 𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗  (kW) 𝒫ℬ
∗ (kW) 𝒫𝒲

∗  (kW) 𝒫𝒮𝒫
∗  (kW) 𝒫ℬ

∗ (kW) 𝒫𝒲
∗  (kW) 𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗  (kW) 𝒫ℬ
∗ (kW) (p.u.) 𝒫𝐹𝐶𝑀𝐺 ($/year) 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃CMG (p.u.) 𝒫𝐹𝐶𝑀𝐺 ($/year) 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃CMG (p.u.) 

1 713 577 377 930 433 217 705 324 233 0.765309 1.1327e+9 0.5308 1.3320e+9 0.4708 

2 855 685 424 813 433 217 691 410 233 0.762723 1.2857e+9 0.5255 1.2868e+9 0.4517 

3 701 604 425 930 433 216 706 324 233 0.765671 1.1232e+9 0.5315 1.1237e+9 0.4722 

4 756 686 356 930 433 317 706 365 233 0.763845 1.1803e+9 0.5278 1.1808e+9 0.4632 

5 885 634 425 912 433 299 706 324 233 0.759484 1.3436e+9 0.5191 1.3441e+9 0.4430 

6 825 686 339 930 433 311 706 324 233 0.761331 1.3437e+9 0.5182 1.3441e+9 0.4430 

7 766 623 424 930 433 217 707 349 233 0.763406 1.1914e+9 0.5269 1.1919e+9 0.4616 

8 725 518 410 799 433 217 706 337 233 0.767594 1.2129e+9 0.5309 1.2134e+9 0.4610 

9 765 686 366 743 433 293 706 324 248 0.767521 1.1897e+9 0.5352 1.1902e+9 0.4651 

10 736 686 393 930 433 332 706 324 236 0.764625 1.1586e+9 0.5294 1.1591e+9 0.4663 

11 725 588 424 892 516 217 706 324 233 0.765767 1.1468e+9 0.5316 1.1473e+9 0.4686 

12 733 685 379 768 433 328 705 325 233 0.768282 1.1538e+9 0.5366 1.1544e+9 0.4698 

13 762 537 424 782 432 342 706 341 233 0.766623 1.1865e+9 0.5333 1.1870e+9 0.4646 

14 884 653 335 863 433 217 706 377 280 0.760456 1.3420e+9 0.5210 1.3425e+9 0.4442 

15 885 603 392 909 433 216 738 491 308 0.758801 1.3766e+9 0.5177 1.3770e+9 0.4398 

16 886 558 425 927 621 348 791 422 293 0.757203 1.4329e+9 0.5144 1.4334e+9 0.4336 
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Figure 6.13 Payoff values of a) PRCMG, and b) LPSPCMG for optimisation of SOF under P2G and 

P2P trading 

B. Optimisation of the Multi-Objective Function 

To improve the design for the proposed clustered microgrid, a technique of 

multi-objective function (MOF) is considered based on two objective functions, 

including 𝒫𝐹 and 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃, respectively. In the game model, to reach the Nash 

equilibrium points for the players’ optimum values and achieve the most feasible 

payoff values, both objective functions 𝒫𝐹 and 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃 are optimised together. The 

simulation model is run for 250 iterations to find suitable results. The best 16 iterations, 

including highlighted possible optimum results at minimum values 0.757203 p.u. of 

MOF, are illustrated in Table 6.7 to explain multi-objective function (MOF) outcomes. 

In the case of multi-objective optimisation at the Nash equilibrium point, the optimised 

sizes of the players ( 𝒫𝒲
∗ , 𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ , 𝒫ℬ
∗) are listed for the clustered microgrid. When the 

system model is designed for P2G energy trading, the payoff values of objective 

functions 𝒫𝐹 and 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃 are 1.4329e+9 and 0.5144, respectively, and for P2P energy 

trading, the outcomes of objective functions 𝒫𝐹 and 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃 are 1.4334e+9 and 0.4336, 

respectively. 
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Figure 6.14 Optimum sizes of the players for multi-objective function 

In the case of multi-objective optimisation, a similar trend 𝒫𝒲
∗ > 𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ > 𝒫ℬ
∗  of 

players’ sizes validate the optimum results at the Nash equilibrium point. As shown in 

Figure 6.14, with respect to each prosumers’ residential load requirement, the total 

capacity of the players for prosumer 2 (PR2) is larger than PR1, and PR3 is the smallest 

in size. Because 𝒫𝐹 is a maximising function and 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃 is a minimising function, 

therefore, in the results of MOF, compared to P2G energy trading, the value of 𝒫𝐹 is 

more massive, and 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃 is smaller in the case of P2P energy trading, and this justifies 

the economic benefit to connecting all the microgrids in a clustered architecture. 
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Figure 6.15 Payoff values of multi-objective function for a clustered microgrid under P2G and 

P2P energy trading 

Figure 6.14 shows the comparative analysis of multi-objective optimisation for 

both objective functions (𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃,𝒫𝐹) when a clustered architecture is designed for P2G 

and P2P energy trading schemes. The graph illustrates the positions for objective 
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functions (𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃,𝒫𝐹) for 16 different iterations. For the similar sizes of a clustered 

microgrid, the trend justifies that the values of maximising function 𝒫𝐹 are larger for 

P2P energy trading, and the values of minimising function are smaller for P2P energy 

trading. The results reveal that if the clustered microgrid is designed using P2P energy 

trading, the architecture’s annual profit increases and the loss of power supply 

probability reduces for the selected towns of Australia. 

6.5 Summary 

A technique of multi-objective optimisation is used for the planning of a multiple 

microgrids in an architecture based on P2G and P2P energy trading schemes. Different 

criteria including annual profit, energy index of reliability and loss of power supply 

probability are considered to form a multi-objective function. All microgrids are 

connected together, and also to the main grid to meet the energy exchange 

requirements of P2P energy trading. A cooperative game theory technique based on a 

particle swarm optimisation algorithm is used to model the networked microgrid, and 

to find the suitable sizes of the players that simultaneously maximise the payoff values 

of both objective functions. A comparative analysis is also carried out for both P2G 

and P2P energy trading schemes to validate the optimisation results.  

The results confirm, first, the sizes of the players in each prosumer is concerning 

its residential load requirements; second, the capacity allocation among the players in 

clustered microgrid justify the trend 𝒫𝒲
∗ > 𝒫𝒮𝒫

∗ > 𝒫ℬ
∗ [58]; third, the outcomes of both 

objective functions have prime payoff values for P2P energy trading compare to P2G 

trading; and last, that the proposed multi-objective function optimise objective 

functions annual profit, energy index of reliability and loss of power supply 

probability, and give most suitable results for a clustered microgrid. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Recommendations 

This chapter summarises the main findings of the thesis. Some recommendations 

for future studies in this area are also introduced here. 

7.1 Conclusions 

The research presented in this thesis focuses on the design of different hybrid 

power systems based on various game theory techniques, and the key objectives are 

achieved based on single-object and multi-object optimisation. Different criteria are 

used for the optimisation, and their outcomes are analysed and compared for 

validation. To improve the efficiency, reliability and overall profit of the power 

system, the approaches of microgrid clustering and peer-to-peer energy trading are 

used. Multiple computation methods are used to make a simulation model in 

MATLAB software based on the optimisation problems.  

7.2 Summary of Contributions 

Chapter 2  

 Proposed a hybrid power system, which is the combination of renewable energy 

resources including wind turbines, photovoltaic panels and batteries to meet the 

electrical load requirement in grid-connected mode.  

 Cooperative and non-cooperative game models are designed, and results showed 

that the payoff values are optimum when all the players are in a single coalition 

and cooperating with one another.  

 The results are validated through sensitivity analysis for electricity price and 

discount rate.  

 In the end, the results of the proposed hybrid power system are compared with 

one of the existing research models and it confirms the feasibility of the proposed 

hybrid power system. 
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Chapter 3  

 Achieved a suitable capacity allocation of generation resources and batteries 

with a game theory technique Nash equilibrium.  

 The annual maximum profit of the power system is obtained through Shapely 

values, and comparative analysis is performed between the game theory 

techniques and values of maximum profit.  

 In this analysis, a cooperative game model is considered where all the players 

are in the coalition through different combinations. It is clear from the results of 

the Nash equilibrium that the value of annual profit is higher when all the players 

of the game model are in coalition with one another, and suitable sizes of 

generation resources and batteries are proposed.  

 The results of Nash equilibrium are further compared with Shapley values, and 

the results of higher annual profit for each microgrid are shown. It is also 

illustrated for Shapley values that distribution of the annual profit among the 

generation resources and batteries is fair for every possible coalition with respect 

to the players’ contribution.  

 The annual profit of each microgrid is maximum and feasible when cooperative 

game theory Shapely values are used. In the end, the sensitivity analysis 

validated the results of a networked microgrid and checked the influence on 

decision variables of generation resources and batteries for both game theory 

techniques. 

Chapter 4  

 Performed the planning of a clustered microgrid using a cooperative game theory 

technique called the Nash bargaining solution, and addressed the maximising of 

profit and determining of the optimum capacity of individual microgrids’ 

components. It is found that the careful selection of the players in a game 

formation for annual profit is at a maximum when wind turbines and solar panels 

are considered as players in a coalition to achieve the Nash bargaining solution.  

 The values of annual profit are lower for all the other combinations of 

cooperative game models. In this research, the optimum capacity allocation of 

generation resources to meet the load requirements, under stochastic weather 

condition for the planning of the clustered microgrid are guaranteed, which can 
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be significantly useful for microgrid owners or utility companies to maximise 

their profit.  

 The results are confirmed by the sensitivity analysis of electricity price and 

discount rate. The trend of profit values guarantees the theoretical basis for the 

capacity allocation of each generation source and annual profit for the clustered 

microgrid. 

Chapter 5  

 Designed a multi-objective optimisation based on the game theory technique for 

the optimum sizing of the players in order to achieve the optimum payoff values 

of the multi-microgrids system. The two benchmarks, LCOE and the IR, are 

defined, and the optimisation is performed for single-object and multi-objective 

functions.  

 The results illustrated that optimization of the multi-objective function gave the 

optimum payoff values compared to the single-object function.  

 The sizes of the players justified that the total contribution of the players in each 

microgrid is compatible with its residential load requirement.  

 The capacity allocation of the players is further verified with the symmetrical 

trend P*
WT> P

*
PP> P

*
SB for both types of optimisation. 

Chapter 6  

 Developed a multi-objective optimisation for the optimum sizing of renewable 

energy resources to achieve the maximum payoff values from a clustered 

microgrid. The architecture is designed based on a game theory technique for 

both P2P and P2G energy trading schemes. The criteria of 𝐴𝑃𝐹, 𝐸𝐼𝑅 and 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑃 

are considered for the optimisation of multi-objective function.  

 The results are compared for both single-objective and multi-objective 

optimisation. The outcomes showed that the payoff values are best when both 

criteria are considered simultaneously as multi-objective function.  

 The sizes of the players are most suitable after the multi-objective optimisation. 

 The sizes of the players are verified because their trend is symmetrical 𝒫𝒲
∗ >

𝒫𝒮𝒫
∗ > 𝒫ℬ

∗ in all the payoff values of P2P and P2G energy trading.  

 The sensitivity analysis has verified the feasibility of formulated multi-objective 

function for the clustered microgrid.  
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7.3 Recommendations for Future Work 

Based on the contribution from this research, the points below are suggested as 

potential future areas of study: 

1. The proposed power system models consist of single, two and three sets of 

microgrids that can be improved to include a greater number of microgrids to 

design a typical power system. 

2. The limited technical parameters and uncertainties are taken into account, and 

the proposed models can be improved with consideration of transmission line 

parameters and more criteria can be analysed as objective functions. 

3. Peer-to-peer energy trading can also be modelled and compared for game theory 

techniques, such as the bargaining game, Stackelberg game, the evolutionary 

game and the Bayesian Nash equilibrium models. 

4. This thesis focused on one year load and weather forecast data, and accordingly, 

the models can be improved with input data equal to the life of the components 

to achieve more realistic results. 

5. The game models can be further proposed for P2P energy trading based on an 

approach of a transactive energy management system where multiple players can 

control the energy trading. 

6. The renewable energy systems can be further modelled and formulated based on 

i-framework and can be validated using a Monte-Carlo principle. 

7. P2P energy trading can further analysed and implemented based of Blockchain 

technology and can be modelled based on advanced optimization techniques. 
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Appendix A 

Table A.1 Input parameters 

Parameters Values (Units) Parameters Values (Units) 

Electricity price $0.12/kWh Wind turbine operation and maintenance cost $20/(kW.year) 

Discount rate 12% Wind turbine salvage value $77/kW 

Cut-in wind speed 3 m/s Solar panel price $1890/kW 

Cut-out wind speed 20 m/s Life span of solar panel 20 Years 

Rated wind speed 12 m/s Solar panel operation and maintenance cost $20/(kW.year) 

Electricity price between peer-to-peer trading [88] $0.15/kWh Solar panel salvage value $189/kW 

Electricity selling price to the main grid [89] $0.10/kWh Life span of battery  10 Years 

Electricity purchasing price from the main grid [90] $0.28/kWh Price of battery 100 $/kW 

Life span of wind turbine 20 Years Battery operation and maintenance cost $1/(kW.year) 

Price of wind turbine 770 $/kW Battery minimum state of charge 50 W 
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Table A.2 Attribution statement 

Paper numbers and titles 

% Total Contributions 

Co-Author 1 

(S.M. Muyeen) 

Co-Author 2 

(Arindam 
Ghosh) 

Co-Author 3 

(Marcelo G. 
Simoes) 

Co-Author 4 

(Hamed 
Bizhani) 

Paper 1 Comparative Study on Game-Theoretic Optimum Sizing and 
Economical Analysis of a Networked Microgrid. 

10% 5% - 5% 

Paper 2 Optimal sizing of a networked microgrid using Nash 
equilibrium for mount magnet. 

10% 5% - 5% 

Paper 3 Optimal planning of Clustered Microgrid using a Technique of 
Cooperative Game Theory. 

10% 5% - 5% 

Paper 4 A Peer-to-peer Energy Trading for a Clustered Microgrid – 
Game Theoretical Approach. 

10% 5% - 5% 

Paper 5 A Multi-objective Optimization for Planning of Networked 
Microgrid using a Game Theory for P2P Energy Trading Scheme. 

10% 5% - 5% 

Paper 6 Optimal Sizing and Profit Maximization of Clustered Microgrid 
using Game Theory Techniques. 

10% - - 10% 

Paper 7 Optimal Sizing of Networked Microgrid using Game Theory 
considering the Peer-to-Peer Energy Trading. 

10% 5% - 5% 

Paper 8 Game Approach for Sizing and Cost Minimization of a Multi-
microgrids using a Multi-objective Optimization. 

10% - 5% 5% 

Paper 9 Optimization of a Hybrid Power System using a Game Theory 
approach. 

10% 10% - - 
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Paper 10 Peer-to-Peer Energy Trading and Planning of Multi-microgrid 
System using a Multi-Objective Optimization. 

10% - 5% 5% 

 Attribution Statement 

Co-Authors’ Names Contributions 

Co-Authors Acknowledgment. 

I acknowledge that these represent my contribution to 
the above research output. 

Co-Author 1  

(S.M. Muyeen) 

Conceptualization, review and critical 
revision of the papers. 
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